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2INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION
Originally built in 1939 and designed by Ellis Lawrence, Chapman Hall 
was completely renovated in 2017-18 by Portland-based architecture 
firm Hennebery Eddy. 

In the post-occupancy evaluation of Chapman Hall on the campus 
of the University of Oregon, researchers were able to do a deep dive, 
conducting interviews, focus groups, and a web survey with building 
users and stakeholders. We analyzed historical precedents and mapped 
user behavior in the building. 

The findings of this research will help Hennebery Eddy achieve LEED 
Gold status for their renovation, as well as allowing the architects a 
vignette into the daily use and e�icacy of their design.



ABOUT THIS POST-OCCUPANCY EVALUATION

This post-occupancy evaluation began as an exploration of how 
humans utilize and inhabit spaces, and how that utilization compares 
to the architects’ original intention. Architecture is o�en discussed and 
evaluated based on two initial criteria – the artistic/sculptural value, 
and its logical, structural, mechanical and/or sustainable properties. 
A building may be sculpturally striking, a work of art in an urban 
landscape, or it may be prized for its innovative, scientific value, utilizing 
passive strategies to o�set carbon emissions.

These properties are important and valuable in their own right – but 
many people o�en overlook another, critical component of architecture: 
the human context. How a building a�ects its users is ultimately the 
reason buildings are considered strong or weak, healthy or harmful, 
important or inconsequential. A building that is a beautiful work of art 
is prized because it brings delight to the people who see and occupy it. 
A building that is lauded for its innovative energy strategies is valued 
because it improves the health of our planet and ourselves. The human 
context of design is the root cause for doing what we do as architects.

In the post-occupancy evaluation of Chapman Hall on the campus 
of the University of Oregon, researchers were able to do a deep dive, 
conducting interviews and focus groups with the building’s architects 
and engineers as well as the students, instructors, and sta� members 
who use the building on a daily basis. The researchers analyzed the 
historical precedent of academic buildings, then observed how the 
building users of Chapman Hall utilized the space, how they felt 
about the architecture, and whether they thought the architects 
had accomplished their goals. The findings of this research will help 
Hennebery Eddy achieve LEED Gold status for their renovation, as well 
as allowing the architects a vignette into the daily use and e�icacy of 
their design.
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION

Chapman Hall, located in the historic heart of the University of Oregon 
campus, was designed by Ellis Lawrence and completed in 1939. Notable 
early tenants include the home economics department and the campus 
bookstore. Currently home to the Clark Honors College, the building is 
used by undergraduates in the Honors College, Honors College faculty 
and sta�, and some students and professors outside of the Honors 
College who make use of the classrooms. Stylistically, the building is 
di�icult to classify; the facades include elements of Classical, Roman, 
Greek and Art Deco styles. Chapman Hall was completely renovated 
in 2017-18 by Portland-based architecture firm Hennebery Eddy. The 
renovation included a seismic retrofit, accessibility upgrades, and an 
interior floor plan redesign. The completed interior blends traditional 
academic spaces with informal student common spaces. The building 
consists of small classrooms, conference rooms, o�ices, a lecture hall, 
library, common areas, and a kitchenette. The furniture and much of 
the millwork is constructed from Forest Stewardship Council certified 
salvaged red oak. Many of the rooms feature tall windows, supplying 
ample daylight. The smaller classroom sizes and private library provide 
the Honors College students with a more intimate learning environment 
within the large university setting. 

References: 

Teague, Ed. “Chapman Hall.” UO Libraries. https://library.uoregon.edu/
architecture/oregon/chapman (retrieved Jan. 14, 2019).

“University of Oregon Chapman Hall.” Hennebery Eddy Architects. 
https://www.henneberyeddy.com/project/university-oregon-
chapman-hall/ (retrieved Jan. 14, 2019).

Thompson, Christine Taylor, and Rachelle Byarlay, Chapman Hall 

Historic Assessment (Eugene, OR: University of Oregon Campus 
Planning, 2015)
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Le�: Howard Library Renovation and Preservation
https://savingplaces.org/stories/the-evolving-role-of-preservation-on-
college-campuses#.XHtd9pNKg6g

HISTORY AND 
BEST PRACTICES

Part of the architect’s job, in addition to creating spaces for their 
sculptural and artistic value, is in the actual programming of spaces, 
or designing spaces as they relate to certain specific functions. As in 
any field – the arts and sciences, medicine, law, etc. – it is extremely 
important to study the history and relevant precedents, as the successes 
and failures of the past can help perfect future spaces.

University campus buildings not only display the unique identity of 
a particular institution, they reflect the educational ideologies of 
the students and faculty that occupy it.  The challenge is balancing 
the history and historic character of the building with the evolving 
trends and social culture of an ever-changing academic environment.  
This chapter formulates a series of history and best practices for the 
university academic building typology  by breaking down its major 
components in relation to what is relevant with Chapman Hall.  This 
includes historic preservation, learning environments, classroom 
buildings, and academic buildings.  Building a basic understanding 
of the history and best practices of the typology will allow for a more 
informed evaluation of the successes and failures of Chapman Hall later 
in our Post Occupancy Evaluation.  



HISTORY OF CLASSROOM BUILDINGS

In performing a Post-Occupancy Evaluation for Chapman Hall, the 
home to the Clark Honors College at the University of Oregon, it is of 
vital importance to look back through history at the significance of 
classrooms and buildings at schools and universities. There are several 
questions we must ask:

“how do these buildings di�er from non-
university buildings?  What accomodations 
do they make for the students, as well as for 
the sta�?  How have these places evolved over 
time, and how can we use this information to 
predict the best way to design for the future? 
”
Here, we take a look at the history of classroom buildings in general, and 
study the inception of the University of Oregon’s classroom buildings 
specifically. In this way, our research will help to establish a holistic 
evaluation of Chapman Hall. https://teachfortomorrow.net/2017/01/02/more-engaging-

classrooms-it-should-be-all-of-our-new-years-resolution/ 
html#dmljdG9yaWFuLXNjaG9vbC1naXJsLWNvc3R1bWU=
html#dmljdG9yaWFuLXNjaG9vbC1naXJsLWNvc3R1bWU=



HISTORY OF CLASSROOM BUILDINGS

Various factors a�ect school classroom design. As the places where 
young minds are taught and molded, there is a two-way stream of 
influence – society a�ecting our schools and schools a�ecting the rest 
of society. As Lindsay Baker (2012) states, “schools are influenced by 
political and social movements, new technologies and trends, [and] the 
growing awareness of what makes us learn better and thus our notions 
of what makes a great school are constantly shi¢ing and adapting to 
new ideas.” Historians that study school building design have narrowed 
down the research areas into five main attributes: 

“lighting, heating, cooling, ventilation, and 
acoustics.”
The most notable shi¢ in our design of school buildings occurred a¢er 
the Civil War, when child labor laws became more commonplace; since 
the children were no longer being sent to work in factories and instead 

University of Oregon Straub Hall Classroom
http://rowellbrokaw.com/news/2015/6/30/recent-photos-of-the-new-uo-
straub-hall
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going to school, the one-room schoolhouse was no longer a viable 
option. Thus, early schools themselves resembled factories, since 
society was already in the habit of sending children to factories in any 
case. They were dark, dank, and unpleasant. Schools tried to squeeze 
as many children as possible into one classroom.

As these schools began to evolve, daylighting became a fundamental 
aspect. These early schools preceded widespread fluorescent lighting, 
so natural light was in high demand – indeed, these early schools in 
many cases had more adequate daylighting that we do today, given the 
spread of artificial lighting. The figure to the le¢ (bottom) diagrams the 
simple classrooms of the early 1900s.

Around the 1930’s, with help from the funding of the Public Works 
Administration, as well as the more widespread use of artificial 

https://teachfortomorrow.net/2017/01/02/more-engaging-
classrooms-it-should-be-all-of-our-new-years-resolution/ 
html#dmljdG9yaWFuLXNjaG9vbC1naXJsLWNvc3R1bWU=
html#dmljdG9yaWFuLXNjaG9vbC1naXJsLWNvc3R1bWU=



fluorescent lighting, school design experienced a shi¢ toward what 
we recognize as more modern school buildings. Scholars like Maria 
Montessori (Italy) and John Dewey (USA) helped adopt the notion of 
child-centered learning. This period saw the construction of many 
schools by the era’s most notable architects – Eliel Saarinen’s Cranbook 
Boys’ School, Alvar Aalto’s Tehtaanmaki School, and a number 
of schools by Richard Neutra. This contingent of schools became 
known as “open air schools”, given their focus on ample natural light, 
ventilation, circulation, and the use of outdoor space.

Another major shi¢ occurred in the years a¢er World War II, when the 
baby boomer generation began attending schools – with the rapid 
rise in student populations, schools were forced to adapt quickly. The 
Crow Island School, designed by Perkins & Will, opened in 1940, shortly 
before the Boom generation. It featured narrow “fingers” of corridors, 
o� of which the classrooms extended, giving each classroom ample 
natural light and access to the outdoors. The Crow Island School, more 
than any other school building, influenced what we now recognize as 
the modern school building. 

Researchers throughout history have studied the psychological 
e�ects of a school building’s architecture on the student, the primary 
“customer” of higher education institutions. According to Muhammad, 
Sapri, and Sipan (2013), a student’s learning environment is capable of 
influencing his/her behavior, comfort, health and productivity. Further 
research has arrived at the conclusion that mentally taxing academic 
work has the capacity to hinder students’ intellectual e�orts. A remedy 
within designers’ control is the option to provide vegetation and other 
natural elements within and around school buildings; these elements 
have been found to have a restorative capacity in helping students 
overcome mental fatigue. 

Modern research into the ways that university classrooms can be 
designed and arranged are centered around more personal student-
instructor interaction. Parsons’ (2018) research has indicated 
that classrooms featuring a roundtable approach, encouraging 
more student participation and conversation, as opposed to more 
traditional stage/audience lectures, benefit student performance and 
satisfaction. Further, the introduction of modular furniture (swivel 
chairs, desks on gliders that could be moved), enable students to 

Top: A cramped classroom exemplifying the factory oriented classroom 
model.  Photo taken in the late 1800’s.  
Below: Crow Island School, Perkins and Will Architects,

Cramped factory classroom model
https://kitchendecor.club/files/one-room-

schoolhouse-education.html
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Arts, emphasized the “spatial ordering through the use of dominating 
axes”. Finally, Lawrence became somewhat known for his tendency to 
utilize “unexpected juxtaposition”, mixing di�erent styles, combining 
traditional elements with more modern ideas.  Lawrence was asked to 
identify the style of Chapman Hall, to which Lawrence replied, 

“it just aint pure enough to be branded.”

form and re-form small groups, which further reinforce the idea of 
interaction and communication in the students’ education. This form 
of more interactive classroom spaces has had a mostly positive e�ect 
on students’ levels of confidence, preparedness, performance, and 
ability to think critically, though some students have reported that this 
classroom design and style result in their feeling uncomfortable and 
exposed. 

Finally, turning our attention to the University of Oregon’s campus, 
we are fortunate enough to have information about Ellis Lawrence’s 
master plan for the university, including the design of the original 
buildings. Lawrence, having been commissioned to dra¢ the master 
plan, studied the campuses of universities along the west coast. 
The three traditions that Lawrence brought were:  the quadrangular 
system, in which various buildings “wrapped around and tightly 
defined courtyards” (Shellenbarger, 1989) – (a tradition that Lawrence 
took from the architects Cope & Stewardson, which had designed east 
coast universities such as Bryn Mawr College and the University of 
Pennsylvania.) The second tradition, influenced by the Ecole des Beaux-

Post WWII classroom
http://neutralizeall.
info/?d=Math++Union+Public+Schools

Below: E.F. Lawrence, comprehensive plan for the University of Oregon



The current state of Lewis Place 
http://miamioh.edu/news/media/1549.jpg
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On September 27, 2012, the Oxford Historic and Architectural 
Preservation Commission (HAPC, 2001) presented a historic marker 
award to Lewis Place, the current home of the President at Miami 
University. Romeo Lewis, a merchant from Connecticut, built the house 
for his wife, Jane in 1839. The house resembles a Floridian plantation 
because Romeo is one of the founders of Tallahassee, Florida. He died 
seven years a¢er the completion of the house and his wife was le¢ 
to take care of it for the next 40 years. The house gained significance 
within the community when Jane earned a reputation for taking in and 
caring for orphans and widows. Her compassion for people and the 
community lead them to nickname her, “Aunt Jane”.  The colonial home 
follows the historic context consistent with other buildings on campus. 
The Georgian style architecture fits along with other administrative 
buildings neighboring it. It also is made of brick and portrays a 
symmetrical layout. The chimneys on the west and east walls, along 
with the wrap around porch and hip roof, reinforce the symmetry.

In 1902, Phillip Moore, an adopted nephew of Jane, remodeled the 
first floor kitchen and expanded the size of the dining room. This was 
the first major work on the residence. Twenty-seven years later, it was 
sold to the University and over the next several decades, the school 
gradually updated the president’s home:  “Dr. Phillip R. Shriver added 
central air conditioning to Lewis Place in 1965 as well as some other 
small additions, such as a new heating system, new radiators and 
furnaces, and a redone west wing that added many spacious closets” 
(Magnuson). As the school grew, the program for the house expanded 
to host more frequent and larger events and so the University initiated 
plans to renovate and expand the home in 2007: 

“One of the major renovation projects… was the addition of space and 
materials for catering sta�. The president hosts more than 80 events a 
year out of Lewis Place… 

“Before they did the remodel, there was no 
storage.”

HISTORIC PRESERVATION CASE STUDY: 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY LEWIS PLACE

There was also no catering facility of any kind here, so every time we 
had an event they had to bring over all the food, all the glassware and 
silverware every single time” (Bryant, 2007).
As the renovations began, it became apparent that more changes 
than originally planned were needed in order to keep the building up 
to current safety code. The biggest challenge, according to the school, 
was to maintain the colonial character of the residence while making 
the building more structurally sound. Like any historical preservation 
project, the building needed to stand while all the critical components 
to the structure needing replacement. 

“We found things, like wood rot, where we had to replace entire floor 
structures where it was obviously unsafe… there were no foundation 
footers under a section of the kitchen and extensive termite damage and 
wood rot existed in the floor joists throughout the house. In addition to 
floor repairs, new heating, ventilation, and air conditioning units were 
installed along with electrical and plumbing improvements, life safety 
systems and improvements to accessibility” (Thobe, 2012).

Today, Lewis Place has much of its original architecture. Although the 
project was over budget, the project was successful in maintaining its 
historical character while o�ering a contemporary space inside.

Historic photograph of Lewis Place
https://www.alamy.com/lewis-place-miami-university-from-the-
south-nd-image66740403.html



BEST PRACTICES: 
HISTORIC RENOVATIONS ON A UNIVERSITY 
CAMPUS

University buildings not only play an important role in visually 
portraying a campus’ history and identity, but must also meet the 
needs of current student populations while anticipating future growth.  
Historic renovation has emerged as a development strategy to preserve 
a building’s historic identity while meeting the demands and standards 
of current use.  Despite the benefits of historic renovation, if done 
incorrectly, this development strategy can be more costly than new 
construction and hurt the historic character of the surrounding campus.  
The following are best practices in order to guarantee the fiscal, social, 
and environmental success of historic renovation projects.

Howard Library Renovation and Preservation
https://savingplaces.org/stories/the-evolving-role-of-
preservation-on-college-campuses#.XHtd9pNKg6g
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UNDERSTANDING THE CAMPUSES UNIQUE CHARACTER

Understanding the University’s character and its unique history helps to 
establish what needs to be preserved.  Careful research will reveal  the 
patterns at work in the existing campus context and guide the vision 
for the building under renovation and help to establish preliminary 
goals for the project.  Referring to or establishing a campus plan and 
development guidelines will clearly state the University’s vision for the 
campus, design patterns, and preservation goals and guidelines.  For 
example, the University of Oregon clearly established a framework of 
patterns and principles defining the qualities inherent to a functional, 
beautiful campus and sets forth how those qualities will be preserved 
and expanded with new construction (Frank, 2002).

INVENTORY OF EXISTING CAMPUS FACILITIES

A¢er researching the history and character of the University campus, 
the next step is to create an inventory of existing campus buildings/
facilities.  The inventory of existing campus buildings should include 
the age of construction, planners and designers (all phases), current 
uses and changes in use over time, role in institutional development, 
impact on surroundings, historic role in campus and neighborhood, 
municipality, region, state, etc.  The inventory should also include 
information about physical condition and available space within the 
buildings.  Understanding the condition and roles particular buildings 
play on campus helps facility managers decide which renovation 
projects are most needed and the specific needs of the facilities in 
question (Kennedy, 2013)

REVIEW REGULATIONS

Understand the city and university’s regulations on historic preservation.  
Initial research and facilities inventory will reveal what buildings on 
campus have historic designations.  Projects with historic designations 
will have specific regulations that require extra time, money, and 
processes.  Accounting for these regulations early will clearly establish 
the project scope and help project teams account for how these 
regulations will a�ect the project budget and goals (Durst, 2016).  

ANALYZE THE FACILITY INVENTORY

A¢er the campus inventory is complete, the next step is to access the 
needs of each facility and anticipate maintenance and repair costs.  
During this analysis, several questions should be asked of the facility 
in question:
 
-Does the building have historical significance?
-Do the costs of rehabilitating the facility outweigh the costs of building 
new?
-Can the facility be renovated to accommodate 21st-century 
instructional delivery practices and modern technologies?
-Are there parts of the building that should be retained?
-Are there sections that should be replaced?
-Is the facility properly sized for the school population of today and of 
the future?
-Is the building well-lit, spacious and comfortable?
-Will the facility be operationally e�icient?
-Does the environment impart a feeling of safety and well-being?  
-Does the building contribute to the campus?
-Does it have intrinsic qualities that are worth preserving?
-Does the building support or hinder future projects?
-What is the cost of doing a renovation versus building new?
 
Answering these questions will help a project team establish the 
costs and benefits of renovating a campus building and also set up a 
preliminary project scope based on the costs and what areas need to be 
repaired/updated (Kennedy, 2013).  
 
SECURE FUNDING 
 
Depending on the historic designation of the building in question, it 
can qualify for many di�erent federal grant programs that can help 
to finance the project.  There are many requirements a building must 
achieve to qualify for funding which makes it important for a project 
team to fully understand the project scope.   Securing funding is 
essential in validating the costs/benefits of restoring historic buildings 
and the best practices mentioned above can help set up a project to 
qualify (Durst, 2016).  



HIRE THE RIGHT TEAM

Renovating historic buildings is a delicate process requiring a level of 
expertise and care from the design/construction team.  It is critical to 
select design and construction teams that have experience in historic 
renovations and who understand the processes and quality of the 
work.  Teams with experience will know how to deal with problems that 
inevitably arise and can reduce the amount of excess time and money 
needed to address these problems.  Historic buildings also require a 
level of care, cra¢smanship, and materials that can become costly.  
Knowing who does good work at the most reasonable price is important 
and is valuable information for future renovation projects (Durst, 2016).  

REUSE AND RECYLCE MATERIALS

Reusing and recycling materials reduces usage of virgin materials, cuts 
costs for new materials, helps preserve the historic character of the 
building, and can help to attain credits for LEED Certification.  Reusing 
and recycling should be a priority whenever possible.  When this option 
is not possible, selecting high-quality products that meet energy and 
thermal standards can help to ensure maintenance and utility savings 
that can add up in the long run.  As early as possible in the design 
process, establish reuse and recycling goals and develop a sustainable-
use plan that clearly identifies waste streams (Durst, 2016)

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

While planning and designing historical renovation projects, project 
teams should consider the existing architectural style of the building 
and retain as much as possible.  The proposed renovation should 
adhere to current building codes, energy and thermal standards, ADA 
regulations, and spatial requirements.  The renovation design should 
anticipate future use and growth in order to ensure its long-term value 
and allow for flexibility.  Historic renovation projects must balance 
historic preservation, current facility and user needs, and future growth 
all while staying on within the budget (Rohw, 2013). 

Old Chapel Renovation at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
https://savingplaces.org/stories/the-evolving-role-of-preservation-on-
college-campuses#.XHtd9pNKg6g



APPOINT A PRESERVATION OFFICE

In order to ensure university preservation goals are met in all future 
campus projects, appointing a preservation o�icer as part of the 
campus planning sta�.  This will ensure the care and attention required 
throughout the planning, design, construction, and maintenance 
process (VanLandingham, 2013).  

CREATE A MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

Creating a comprehensive maintenance program will help to maintain 
existing buildings and decrease the need for expensive renovation/
restoration or repair work in the future.  Many older buildings and their 
aged materials/fixtures require careful upkeep.  Finding alternative 
funding streams can help to o�set the universities costs to maintain and 
preserve their historic buildings (VanLandingham, 2013).  

CONCLUSION

The previous best practices will help universities stay organized, 
prioritized and e�icient when it comes to the renovation and 
preservation of historic buildings on campus.  This will ultimately cut 
down the time, energy, and money that universities tend to invest into 
preserving the historic character of their campuses.  Change and growth 
is inevitable, especially on university campuses that constantly adapt 
to new students, ideologies, and technologies.  Balancing preservation 
goals with the current needs and future aspirations is key in college 
campuses retaining their identity. 
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Chapman Hall Renovation, University of Oregon
https://honors.uoregon.edu/chapman-hall



BEST PRACTICES:
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Research shows that students take a more active role in their learning 
process in an intentionally-designed learning environment (Scott-
Webber). We identified several recurring themes in research and post-
occupancy studies that define the current best practices in learning 
environment design.

Chapman Hall Renovation, University of Oregon
https://www.freemansbay.school.nz/
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HEALTH

The most important and thoroughly researched factor associated with 
student performance is health-related features such as temperature, 
daylight, ventilation, and acoustics (OECD, 2006).   As far back as the 
early 20th century, research has shown that temperature and ventilation 
play an important role in productivity. A well-respected 1931 study by 
the New York Commission on Ventilation showed 

“a 15% loss of productivity in temperatures 
of 75 degrees and a 28% decrease in 
productivity at 80 degrees, compared to a 68 
degree classroom.” (Earthman, 2004). 

Using a multivariate regression analysis, Lisa Heschong demonstrated 
that the presence of natural daylight in the classroom has a strong 
positive correlation with student test scores. Prior to the 1960s, 

classrooms were designed with large windows. In the 1960s, energy 
concerns and a lack of research on daylighting drove the creation 
of many classrooms with little or no natural light. Her team analyzed 
data from elementary schools in Seattle, WA, Capistrano, CA, and Fort 
Collins, CO, comparing the size and quality of windows in classrooms 
with student performance on standardized tests. They found that the 
students in classrooms with the best quality windows consistently 
performed better on standardized tests. 

Numerous studies have also demonstrated a positive correlation 
between good air quality and human cognitive performance. In one 
study, when exposed to high CO2 levels in a classroom, students 
complained of more health symptoms, and performed worse on a 
cognitive test. In another study, workers’ productivity decreased when 
20-year-old carpeting was secretly placed in their workspace (Earthman, 
2004).

Le�: Well daylit classrooms can 
improve student performance and 
learning.  
https://wendelcompanies.com/
case_studies/daylighting-in-
educational-settings/



FLEXIBILITY

Teaching and learning have become more interactive. Rather than the 
teacher being the center of the classroom, students are encouraged to 
participate more actively in the learning process (OECD, 2006). Research 
indicates that although teachers are in favor of this shi¢ in teaching 
strategies, they o¢en lack access to classroom environments optimized 
for this new style of learning. (Schleicher, 2011) 

In 2004, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD, 2006) in the UK held a conference on 21st century 
learning environments. Flexible classrooms were one of the core 
recommendations of presenters reflecting on experiences in their own 
schools. Flexible classrooms are adaptable for di�erent group sizes. 
Large common rooms can double as classrooms, or be split into smaller 
areas to allow small group collaboration. Desks can be moved aside so 
that students who want to study privately can do so (OECD, 2006). 

Maja Jankowska and Mark Atley surveyed users of a new educational 
space that featured flexible features such as whiteboard walls, computer-
based collaboration technology, movable furniture, and di�erent types 
of seating. They concluded that the new type of space increased the 
users’ engagement in the learning process, as opposed to a traditional 
educational space. They also found that the space accommodated 
di�erent teaching and learning styles; students mentioned being able 
to learn at their own pace and focus on elements that were interesting 
to them (Jankowska, 2008).

In an investigation of how students and educators use classrooms with 
flexible elements, Zitter noted that when flexible elements were present, 
students and educators were likely to make use of them, increasing 
student engagement with the learning process. The classrooms with 
flexible features available were also reserved more frequently (Zitter, 
2011). 

Right: Classrooms with a diversity of 
di�erent furniture and equiptment 
can contribute to the flexibility 
of di�erent uses and learning 
environments.  
https://living-future.org/lbc/case-
studies/perkins-seed-classroom/
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EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Higher education is under pressure to produce graduates with 
professional skills. One way of achieving this is experiential learning: 
“learning environments in which learners work collaboratively on actual 
(or simulated) real-life problems” (Zitter, 2011). Experiential learning can 
be facilitated by flexible features such as move-able furniture, usable 
walls, communication technology, and divisible rooms. However, there 
is also the potential for the school building or classroom itself to o�er 
an educational experience. Visible sustainability features, such as 
resource use gauges or green walls fed by recycled water, can provide 
valuable education to students. Schools also benefit from specialized 
environments outside the classroom such as gardens and ponds (OECD, 
2006). 

ACCESSIBILITY

Schools have a social responsibility to support human variability and 
make education accessible to as much of the community as possible. 
This can include designing provisions for people with cognitive and 
physical di�erences, promoting education in the greater community, 
and o�ering community services at the school site. These factors 
together create a learning environment that is a central feature of a 
community. (OECD, 2006)

Access to education for people with physical and cognitive di�erences 
can be enhanced by the use of technology such as computers. (OECD, 
2006) Also, unsurprisingly, accessibility is improved for those with 
cognitive disabilities by following the principles of good classroom 
design that apply to everyone. Natural light and flexible classroom 
features such as whiteboard walls improved comprehension in the 
Jankowska study (2008).

Sustainable classroom features encourage hands on learning.
https://living-future.org/lbc/case-studies/perkins-seed-classroom/

Flexible classroom features help create environments for di�erent 
student needs
https://sites.ewu.edu/dss/universal-classroom-design-and-
accessibility/



BEST PRACTICES:
POST-OCCUPANCY EVALUATIONS OF LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENTS

There are many strategies for conducting productive Post Occupancy 
Evaluations, specifically in academic buildings.  One such way is using 
a So¢ Landing, which is a methodology “…that moves the ‘supply side’ 
closer to the users of its products…” by using methods to monitor 
building use and other passive observation techniques for the first three 
years of occupancy, leading into a traditional POE study. The article 
discusses multiple other techniques that can be combined to increase 
the productivity of POE studies, including integrating BIM which would 
allow a visualization of the data that is collected, as well as a pipeline 
back to design for future projects. The use of BIM is meant as a way to 
collaborate with other professionals using the research done on past 
projects, instead of having the data hidden away in an architect’s filing 
cabinet. (Göçer, 2015)
 



Lewis Integrated Science Building Atrium
https://www.hackerarchitects.com/home/lewis-science-building
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BEST PRACTICES:
COMMON SPACES IN ACADEMIC BUILDINGS
 
Typically in the design of academic buildings programmatic elements 
are a priority, while creating places for social interaction is a last minute 
consideration. To encourage social interaction and positive community 
traits at a University, these common areas must be prioritized. For every 
lecture hall, o�ice, and classroom, the architect needs to develop spaces 
that support collaboration, group studying, and casual interaction.

https://www.homehd.org/this-project-involved-the-
renovation-of-a-historic-structure-built-in-1929-the-building-
will-serve-to-house-the-main-o�ices-of-tripil-as-their.html
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INTRODUCTION

Currently, academic institutions are interested in shi¢ing from traditional 
spatial models, to areas that “emphasize collaboration across di�erent 
scales and at di�erent distances”.  A correlation to this recent trend  are 
the creations of “learning commons” in libraries. Learning commons are 
areas where students can gather in a flexible space and work together. 
What makes these spaces unique is that,

“the furniture can be rearranged and 
reformatted depending on the students 
needs and learning styles.” 
The learning commons allow students and faculty to have an adaptable 
room.  Alison J. Head in “Planning and Designing Academic Library 
Spaces: Expert Perspectives of Architects, Liberations, and Library 
Consultants”, details her interviews with titular groups on their primary 

goals when designing new spaces. Based o� of her findings, the majority 
participants stressed the importance on “collaborative learning spaces”. 
( Head, 2016)

Collaborative learning and social spaces are appearing across 
Universities to meet the current needs of users. According to 
J.Poutanen’s “A Designed Third Place As Social Learning Space in Higher 
Education, academic institutions require “a space purposefully created 
for learning , but situated outside curriculum, and intended for multi-
disciplinary use.” (Poutanen, 2013) He refers this space as the “designed 
third place” which allows students to interact in di�erent and nuanced 
ways. Through his research he points out that having a dual-purpose 
space for leisure and study o¢entimes resulted in students spending 
more time working and studying compared to the use of traditional 
spaces. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Learning_
Commons_in_Mills_Memorial_Library_at_McMaster_
University.jpg



CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLES AND CONSIDERATIONS

A popular gathering space in contemporary culture would be the use 
of the Cafe. They uphold the triangulation factor—with co�ee or food 
constituting the third component facilitating interaction between two 
or more people. Additional examples of contemporary gather areas 
range from a day lit single loaded corridor where students read quietly,  
to a large student lounge with tables for students working on a group 
project. 

The acoustics, day light, artificial lighting, and even number of electrical 
outlets all take crucial consideration when creating these areas for 
users to study. (Neuman, 163) Julia Nugent’s post occupancy study, 
“Residential Common Spaces that Really Work”, details the common 
characteristics she found to be successful across the board in creating 
positive common spaces for students. The findings of preferred 
characteristics were; 

“adequately-sized, open areas with quality 
natural lighting and adaptable furniture.”
Another author, Lewis Tsurumaki reminds the architect that common 
spaces should also creatively engage their inhabitants. Lewis’ design 
for New York University’s Department of Cultural and Social Analysis 
creates a pleasant common area. This common area allows student’s to 
take a book from the small collection and leave notes for each other on 
bulletin boards and meet friends or colleagues in a variety of di�erent 
spaces. A lower ceiling installed in the center of the room augments the 
day light with a parametric pattern of overhead electric light and defines 
a more cloistered space with benches.  These types of artistic elements 
can make common areas a strong social node and a more revered place.

The key to the success of any space is placement. The most successful 
common spaces are located near areas of heavy circulation. This 
explains why student lounges and other common areas are frequently 
placed on the ground floor. This position has the additional benefit of 
access to egress, since they are areas expected to have a high occupant 
load, as well as close connection to outdoor social spaces. Chance 
meetings o¢en result from the visual linkage created by such spaces. University of Oregon EMU

https://lewisbuilds.com/projects/erb-memorial-union



CASE STUDIES

In “Public Space at Urban Universities: Evolving Student-Centered Space 
in Existing Buildings”,  Noah Luken presents two successful case studies 
of recently renovated academic buildings that “re-imagine existing and
constrained spaces as vibrant, light-filled common areas that provide 
a high level of both functionality and flexibility”(Luken, 2015). Through 
quick and inexpensive methods such as reorienting the stacks to increase 
lighting, create new walkways, create  custom movable furniture and 
carrels, and increasing the amount of power outlets, the architects were 
able to transform the space into one that better supports the needs of 
the students and institution. He argues that these successful changes 
not only activated the space and the student’s interaction in it, but they  
also became a “billboard for the school”, serving as a selling point to 
future students (Luken 2015).

Another example, taken from Alison J. Head’s paper, is the Perry-
Castañeda Library (PCL) at The University of Texas at Austin, which 
was “designed to support student academic success by enabling 

collaborative learning”(Head, 2016). The report “Learning Commons 
Report Fall 2015” by Krystal Wyatt-Baxter and Michele Ostrow details 
the PCL learning commons, how students use it, and how they feel it 
could be made more successful. They found that students using the 
area were 

“more likely to be in groups, rather than 
working individually,”

 fully realizing the purpose of the learning commons. Seemingly though, 
students also wanted access to more furniture, outlets, and decoration 
(Baxter 2015). These successes and improvements seem to directly
match Nugent’s listed characteristics of what can make a successful 
common academic space, which, again,the PCL learning commons 
appears to be.

University of Texas, Austin Library Commons
https://connectrac.com/blog/2014/02/28/university-library-uses-connectrac/
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BUILDING ANALYSIS
An introduction to Chapman Hall, this chapter explains the building’s 
history and depicts the current exterior and interior conditions through 
photos and plans. This chapter describes the surrounding environmental, 
built and human context at play with Chapman Hall. This includes tra�ic 
patterns (vehicular and pedestrian), existing vegetation, and character of 
the site itself. The photos and plans better show the spaces and how they 
are used on a day-to-day basis.



DESCRIPTION OF CONTEXT
Chapman Hall is located on the west end of the University of Oregon 
campus along East 13th Avenue between Condon Hall and Tykeson 
Hall (currently under construction). The building’s rectangular shape 
is elongated east to west, facing the street. 13th Avenue is a highly-
tra�icked shared street primarily used by pedestrians and cyclists. 
Only authorized vehicles are permitted. Surrounded by other higher 
academic buildings with similar aesthetic qualities, Chapman Hall 
was designed in a New Deal social realist style. The building’s footprint 
takes up the majority of the site; with several entrances that require 
hard pathways around the building, there is very little landscaping or 
vegetation. 

Notable early tenants of Chapman Hall include the home economics 
department and the campus bookstore. Currently home to the Clark 
Honors College, the building is primarily used by undergraduates in the 
Honors College, Honors College faculty and sta�, and some non-Honors 
College students.

around.uoregon.edu
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HISTORY OF THE SPECIFIC BUILDING
Named a¢er the second University of Oregon president, Charles 
H. Chapman, Chapman Hall was built in 1939 as the sister building 
to Condon Hall. It is situated in a previously vacant space on the UO 
campus, adjacent to Condon. Chapman Hall was originally home to the 
home economics department, co-operative bookstore, faculty o�ices, 
and classrooms. Part of the New Deal project, the building was funded 
by the Public Works 
Administration.

As a new building, Chapman Hall stood just west of Johnson Hall (the 
Administration Building) which was built in 1915. To the east, Condon 
Hall (its sister building) was built in 1925. Fenton Hall to the northeast 
was in built in 1906, and the twin buildings to the north, Anstett and 
Peterson, were built within a 5-year span from 1916-1921. The west side 
of the building opens up to a large green quad.

The building’s original architect was the prominent UO campus master 
planner Ellis Lawrence. Architect Richard C. Clark made alterations to 
the north entrance in 1966. In 2017-18, the building was completely 
renovated by Portland-based architecture firm Hennebery Eddy.

The recent renovation included a seismic retrofit, accessibility upgrades, 
and an interior floor plan redesign. The completed interior blends 
traditional academic spaces with informal student common spaces. 
The building consists of small classrooms, conference rooms, o�ices, a 
lecture hall, library, common areas, and a kitchenette. The furniture and 
much of the millwork is constructed from Forest Stewardship Council 
certified salvaged red oak. Many of the rooms feature tall windows, 
supplying ample daylight.

Photos from Hennebery Architects



The basement floor of Chapman Hall covers just half of the overall 
footprint. Spaces include bathrooms mainly used by first floor 
occupants and front desk sta�, and mechanical and service rooms. The 
mechanical and service rooms are remain locked during normal day-
to-day operations. Presented is a floor plan of the basement and keyed 
photos indicating spatial attributes.

BUILDING ANALYSIS:
CHAPMAN HALL - BASEMENT FLOOR

Below: Chapman Hall  Basement Floor Plan with Photo Location Tags
Right Page:  Keyed Spaces
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Chapman Hall
Basement Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

X1PHOTO TAG
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7 8
Photos taken by Trevor Bednarz



The first floor Mezzanine of Chapman Hall houses multiple o�ices for 
faculty,  a common area for the faculty that functions as a/waiting area 
printing station. Presented here is the floorplan of the first  floor, a multitude 
of pictures keyed to various areas of the floor, and various pictures of the 
exterior.

BUILDING ANALYSIS:
CHAPMAN HALL - MEZZANINE & FIRST FLOOR

Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

Below: Chapman Hall Mezzanine & First Floor Plan with Photo Location Tags
Right Page:  Keyed Spaces
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A1 A2 A3
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A9 A12
Photos taken by Trevor Bednarz & Stephen Feinberg



The second floor of Chapman Hall houses the main lecture hall, two 
auxiliary classrooms, multiple faculty o�ices, and a common area for 
students, that functions as a study/waiting area. Presented here is the 
floorplan of the second floor, a multitude of pictures keyed to various 
areas of the floor, and a section of the floor, along the main circulation 
path to/from the lecture hall.

BUILDING ANALYSIS:
CHAPMAN HALL - SECOND FLOOR

Chapman Hall
Second Floor Plan
20’ = 1”
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Below: Chapman Hall Second Floor Plan with Photo Location Tags
Right Page:  Keyed Spaces
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B1 B2 B3

B4 B5 B6

B7 B8 B9
Photos taken by Joe Shaner



BUILDING ANALYSIS:
CHAPMAN HALL - THIRD FLOOR
Chapman Hall’s Third Floor is the most dynamic of the four floors and 
includes a mix of community spaces, a full kitchen, library, classrooms, 
study areas, and Clark Honors College faculty o�ices. The mix of 
programmatic functions creates constant activity throughout the day 
on Chapman’s uppermost level as students and faculty commingle 
together.  The floor program is organized around the central hallway 
that spans the full length of the building.  At either end of the hallway 
are the main stairways although only the west stairway is accessible to 
get onto the third floor.  Natural light from windows lining both sides of 
the narrow building flood the exterior rooms with while solar tubes and 
interior windows bring light into the central hallway.  

Below: Chapman Hall Third Floor Plan with Photo Location Tags
Right Page:  Keyed Spaces
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Third Floor Plan
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C1 C2 C3 C4

C5 C6 C7 C8

C9 C10 C11 C12
Photos taken by Nathan Davis



Hallway Stair Landing Lounge

HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, JOSH PARTEE, PHOTOGRAPHER
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BEHAVIOR 
OBSERVATIONS 

& MAPPING
The following maps and notes represent our collective observations of 
students, sta�, faculty, and other building visitors over several weeks. 
Studied cumulatively, these maps allow us to sketch a broad diagram of 
building use with a reasonably high degree of confidence.

While there might be a natural desire to use these maps to examine trends 
or behaviors among finer subsets of user groups (i.e. Honors College 
students vs. the general student population), it is important to note 
the limitations of our study. Without supplemental contemporaneous 
research methods such as surveys or interviews, any conclusion drawn 
about specific demographics is only probabilistic conjecture.

HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, JOSH PARTEE, PHOTOGRAPHER



ENTRY LOBBY

DIRECT OBSERVATION - ENTRY LOBBY | 4:00 - 5:00

Minor circulation through the space at this time. Mostly female 
students moved through this space to/from the stairs to the north-
ern doors. Some sta� circulation as well, with some conversations 
occurring between the faculty and front desk sta�.

DIRECT OBSERVATION - BASEMENT | 11:25 AM - 12:25 PM

The basement is a private, utilitarian space. All users entered and 
exited the space alone. Most did not speak with anyone while in the 
space. Most features of the space seemed designed to discourage 
lingering. (This may be related to the history of people sleeping in 
the basement prior to the remodel.) Everyone who came into the 
basement was there to use the restroom

DIRECT OBSERVATION - ENTRY LOBBY | 8:50 - 9:50

In the earlier parts of the morning, the only people in the lobby 
were the sta� and the observer, with some sta� movement to the 
supply and mailbox room. Faculty and student circulation occurs 
over time, most notably at 9:30, as a group of students was over-
heard having a conversation. 

DIRECT OBSERVATION - ENTRY LOBBY | 2:55 - 4:45

Aside from the observer, one other student is present and is work-
ing on her laptop. Some student circulation. The front desk workers 
make a conscious e�ort to see who is moving through the building. 
At 3:23, a large group of students walks down the stairs and exits 
the building, talking about class. The other student in the lobby also 
leaves. A group of faculty enters the building, and disperses at 4. At 
4:30, a large amount of students and faculty exit the building, only 
two people exit through the back doors.

BEHAVIOR MAP LEGEND 

Female 

Male 

Circle or Ellipse around 
people indicates interaction

Student 

Faculty

Undetermined 

Movement 
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Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - ENTRY LOBBY
8:00 - 9:00 AM
Friday, January 25, 2019



Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - ENTRY LOBBY
9:00 - 10:00 PM
Friday, January 25, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - ENTRY LOBBY
10:30 - 11:30 AM
Friday, January 25, 2019



Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - ENTRY LOBBY
11:30 - 12:30 AM
Friday, January 25, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - ENTRY LOBBY
3:00 - 4:00 PM
Thursday, January 31, 2019



Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - ENTRY LOBBY
4:00 - 5:00 PM
Thursday, January 31, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - ENTRY LOBBY
12:30 - 1:30 PM
Friday, February 1, 2019



Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - ENTRY LOBBY
1:30 - 2:30 PM
Friday, February 1, 2019
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DIRECT OBSERVATION - MEZZANINE | 8:15 AM - 9:15 AM | FRIDAY 
1/25/2019

Observer noted confusion from sta� upon entering and 
occupying the area. Was approached and questioned, and upon 
explaining his presence, was allowed to continue his observations, 
noting that he may have to leave if a private conversation were to 
take place. Few sta� members are present, and some close their 
door a�er interacting with the observer. Some circulation to the 
printer or break room, but not much.

DIRECT OBSERVATION - MEZZANINE | 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM | MON-
DAY 2/4/2019

Sta� member is washing dishes in the kitchen, and upon noticing 
the observer, questions him as to his presence, seemingly to try and 
get him to leave. Very little activity during this time period, apart 
from some sta� circulation to/from the printer, or people returning 
to their o�ices. Observer is pleasantly greeted by a sta� member.

DIRECT OBSERVATION - MEZZANINE | 2:00 - 3:00 | TUESDAY 
2/5/2019

Very little activity in this time period. The activity that does occur 
mostly consists of sta� members leaving or returning to their 
o�ices, or visiting the printer. One woman, presumably a student, 
has a brief interaction with a sta� member, and uses the computer 
located on the mezzanine. External construction noises are very 
prominent.

GROUND FLOOR BEHAVIOR MAP LEGEND 

Female 

Male 

Circle or Ellipse around 
people indicates interaction

Student 

Faculty

Undetermined 

Movement 



Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - GROUND FLOOR
11:15 - 12:15 PM
Monday, January 28, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - GROUND FLOOR
9:00 - 10:00 AM
Tuesday, January 29, 2019



Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - GROUND FLOOR
9:45 - 10:45 PM
Friday, February 1, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - GROUND FLOOR
8:00 - 9:00 AM
Monday, February 4, 2019



Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - GROUND FLOOR
11:00 - 12:00 PM
Monday, February 4, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - GROUND FLOOR
3:00 - 4:00 PM
Monday, February 4, 2019



Chapman Hall
Ground Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - GROUND FLOOR
9:00 - 10:00 PM
Tuesday, February 5, 2019
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SECOND FLOOR

DIRECT OBSERVATION - SECOND FLOOR | 9:30 AM - 10:30 PM

The area was very quiet during this time period. A few students 
were individually working at the tables or on the benches in the 
common area. There was almost no sound, and no circulation, with 
exception at approximately 9:50 to 9:59, as a large group of students 
were either leaving from class, or arriving to class. During this 
period, some of the students that had been working in the common 
area le�, presumably for class. Even with the large migration of 
students, the area still remained relatively quiet.

DIRECT OBSERVATION - SECOND FLOOR | 11:55 AM - 12:55 PM

The observer noted that this period was very quiet, and very little 
activity occurred. There was some minor student circulation, to the 
bathroom, water fountain, and elevator. Some conversation could 
be heard from a classroom, but only until the door was closed. It 
is noted that at 12:48, a group of students le� their class, some of 
them having a loud conversation. By 12:53, the observer is the only 
person still present in the area.

DIRECT OBSERVATION - SECOND FLOOR | 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM

The area was largely quiet, with conversation occurring at a polite 
level. Circulation through the space did occur, as students and 
faculty were making their way to and from class. It was noted that 
there was no lingering or congregation, apart from the seating in 
the common area. Students were working in the common area, 
and seemingly aimed to keep their distance, by attempting to sit 
at a distance from others or placing their possessions in a way to 
claim the space. There was no incidental interaction, as any groups 
arrived and le� together, or clearly had prearranged their meeting. 
No groups of more than 3 were observed.

BEHAVIOR MAP LEGEND 

Female 

Male 

Circle or Ellipse around 
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Chapman Hall
Second Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - SECOND FLOOR
9:30 - 10:30 AM
Monday, January 28, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Second Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - SECOND FLOOR
3:00 - 4:00 PM
Monday, January 28, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Second Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - SECOND FLOOR
2:00 - 3:00 PM
Tuesday, January 29, 2019



Chapman Hall
Second Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - SECOND FLOOR
3:00 - 4:00 PM
Tuesday, January 29, 2019



Chapman Hall
Second Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - SECOND FLOOR
3:00 - 4:00 PM
Thursday, January 31, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Second Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - SECOND FLOOR
2:30 - 3:30 PM
Friday, February 1st, 2019



Chapman Hall
Second Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - SECOND FLOOR
2:00 - 3:00 PM
Tuesday, February 5, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Second Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - SECOND FLOOR
12 PM - 1 PM
Friday, February 7th, 2019



THIRD FLOOR 

DIRECT OBSERVATION - THIRD FLOOR | 8:00 AM - 11:00 AM

Upon arrival, the observer was the only person present. Between 8 
and 9, a few students showed up to either do work on the comput-
ers in the common area, do work on their own laptops, or simply 
to print. The observer noted that some students appeared to be in 
a hurry. Some student circulation to and from the library occurs, 
as does faculty circulation to and from the o�ice area. The floor is 
almost entirely quiet, with the observer noting that only some small 
conversation could be heard from the o�ice area. 

DIRECT OBSERVATION - THIRD FLOOR | 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM

Upon arrival, the observer noted a group of students quietly work-
ing individually in the common area. At noon, various students and 
faculty prepare lunch in the kitchen, to be taken back to the library 
or their o�ice. The computers in the common area receive frequent 
use. The area then seems to empty out as the students (presum-
ably) make their way to class.

DIRECT OBSERVATION - THIRD FLOOR | 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM

The observer immediately noted that a group of students are 
occupying the common area, for the most part working individ-
ually. Some faculty return to their o�ices. The area is very quiet, 
and sparse sound can be heard from people using the elevator or 
opening/closing doors. The observer notes a female student leaving 
her laptop and other possessions in the common area for about half 
an hour to meet with a faculty member in their o�ice, indicating a 
sense of comfortability with the space. As the time draws closer to 
8:00, the students and faculty leave, seemingly leaving the observer 
as the only person le� on the floor.
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Chapman Hall
Third Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - THIRD FLOOR
8:00 - 9:00 AM
Friday, January 25, 2019



Chapman Hall
Third Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - THIRD FLOOR
9:00 - 10:00 AM
Friday, January 25, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Third Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - THIRD FLOOR
11:30 - 12:30 AM
Friday, January 25, 2019



Chapman Hall
Third Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - THIRD FLOOR
5:00 - 6:00 PM
Friday, January 25, 2019
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Chapman Hall
Third Floor Plan
20’ = 1”

N

BEHAVIOR MAP - THIRD FLOOR
6:00 - 7:00 PM
Friday, January 25, 2019



PATTERNS AND PRINCIPLES FOR RENOVATION OF CHAPMAN HALL - HENNEBERY ARCHITECTS
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FOCUS GROUPS
Focus groups are an extremely useful qualitative research method, which 
brings users of a particular project together in discussion, and researchers 
are able to surmise not only information on the subject at hand, but 
also how users and participants interact. For the Chapman Hall Post-
Occupancy Evaluation, we conducted focus groups with a wide array of 
people involved in the project, from the architects and engineers who 
designed the renovation to the students, instructors, and sta� who are the 
current occupants of the building. Following are the four comprehensive 
focus groups that we conducted with these subsets of Chapman Hall 
users, along with important findings, diagrams, and conclusions that 
further support the overall evaluation.



FOCUS GROUP: FRONT DESK

PARTICIPANTS
Shelise - Chapman Hall Sta�
Jyhreh - Student/Front Desk Sta�  
Maya - Student/Front Desk Sta� 
Allyson - Student/Front Desk Sta�

INTERVIEWERS
Trevor Bednarz
Carole Hamlin 
Jo Enea 
Austin Gutierrez
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OVERVIEW

Our expectation was that the front desk workers mainly worked in the 
lobby space. However, based on their indication during the first activity 
that they regularly interacted with almost the entire building, we 
expanded our discussion prompts to be more inclusive of the full building. 
The student workers shared concerns about securely locking up various 
areas of the building when they close. 
 

All participants described feeling safe in the building
 
because they know all the faculty and sta� members. An unexpected 
favorite area of the building is the windowless copy room and supply 
closet, nicknamed “The Hobbit Hole.” 

SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS 



FOCUS GROUP ACTIVITY

Highlight the areas of the building you visit as part of your job

We asked the front desk sta� to each choose a colored marker and 
draw on the Chapman Hall floor plan the areas they visit as part of 
their job. They surprised us by revealing that they regularly interacted 
with almost all of the building. Based on our limited behavior 
observations, we had expected that they mainly worked in the lobby 
space. As it became clear over the course of the activity that their 
building knowledge was broader, we quickly adapted the subsequent 
questions to be more general to the building. 

Shelise explained that their contact with the building is so 
comprehensive because the front desk sta� is responsible for 
supporting all sta� and faculty, and for some building maintenance. 
She mentioned that she had closed the janitorial closet once when she 
had found it le� open, and part of the building close procedure is to 
check the basement exit door to make sure it is closed completely.

Multiple participants mentioned checking that 
doors in the basement are closed. 

Although the students seemed familiar with almost all of the building, 
one student participant was surprised to learn that the back staircase 
existed.

DRAWING FROM FOCUS GROUP ACTIVITY
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POPULAR SPACES

What do you typically do in the spaces that you most visit? 
Which spaces are those?

The student workers are given a task list to accomplish each day. 
Common tasks include stocking printers in the building, posting 
signage, tidying the library, and checking on the kitchen. Student 
workers also run errands for faculty and for Shelise. Though the student 
workers were eager to talk about their experiences closing the building, 
Shelise clarified that permanent sta usually close the building; student 
workers only occasionally complete this task, in teams. The closing 
procedure involves closing some doors manually with a hex key, 
closing rolling doors on the mezzanine level, checking that the doors 
that automatically lock are completely closed.

ANNOYANCES

Are there any specific annoyances in the building that interfere 
with your work?

The student workers (Jyhreh, Maya, and Allyson) are bothered by 
the support column in the lobby nearest to the front desk. Its position 
relative to the desk makes them unable to see who is coming in the far 
entrance until they are almost at the desk. 

Shelise, who worked in the building before it was renovated, described 
how the front desk used to be where the stairs are, and it had much 
better visibility there. From her Prospective, the loss of visibility is an 
acceptable trade-o� for the huge benefit of the added staircase to the 
second floor.
 
“I don’t like that [support] column - it gets in the way 
and I can’t see who’s coming in until they’re up at the 
desk.”

TEMPERATURE AND VENTILATION

How is the temperature and ventilation in the areas where you 
work?

Allyson described the area behind the front desk ranging from too hot 
to too cold, with no way to adjust it. 

Maya talked about the area next to the windows (especially the tall, 
multi-light windows) being very cold, but all the student workers 
were quick to praise the beauty of the original windows right a�er this 
comment. Although the faculty o�ices each have their own temperature 
controls, the temperature cannot be adjusted easily in the common 
spaces. This also reminded the participants that the lights o�en shut 
o� in the lobby when they are sitting at the desk. Sometimes they don’t 
notice the lights going o�, and only realize a�er some time has passed 
that they are “sitting in the dark.” 

Shelise’s o�ice (at the back of the mezzanine) was too warm in the 
summer; maintenance was making some adjustments to get more 
airflow and get the chilled beams to work properly.

BREAK AREAS

What areas of the building  do you like to go to on your break? 

Shelise clarified that student shi�s aren’t long enough to have 
long breaks. Faculty and sta� take breaks in their o�ices, but for the 
most part, sta� leave the building on their breaks because Chapman 
is located close to so many good food options (the participants 
specifically mentioned the Duck Store). 

Maya sometimes makes tea in the kitchenette, but there is nowhere to 
sit there.



“THE HOBBIT HOLE”

Can you talk about the small room next to Chapman 102 and how 
you use it? 

There were general exclamations of delight when we raised the question 
of this small, bunker-like, windowless copy, supply, and mail room. 

Maya said she likes it a lot, and Jyhreh said that she finds it cozy. In 
Chapman Hall lore, this room is called “The Hobbit Hole” because it 
used to have a very small door on it. Someone had apparently told the 
student workers that they weren’t supposed to call it the Hobbit Hole 
anymore, but this is clearly still its common name. 

Allyson said that a�er making their rounds, the Hobbit Hole is o�en the 
only place that the student workers go for the rest of their shi�. They 
do tasks like copying, scanning, and checking for supplies for faculty 
members. Though we questioned the participants about how the large 
bank of cabinets behind the desk are used, they seemed uninterested in 
transferring any of the functions housed in the Hobbit Hole to this area.

“I love the hobbit hole!  It’s super cozy in there.” 
-Student of Clark Honor’s College

SOURCE - HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS
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SAFETY AND SECURITY

Do you have any security concerns in the building?

The student workers described frustration with locking the doors 
that close with hex keys. One felt that sometime she was worried 
about whether she had locked it successfully or not. One student 
worker described having di�iculty getting the key to turn in the lock 
for the sliding door to the mezzanine. 

Although the students expressed these minor concerns with locking 
procedures, they emphasized that they felt safe at all times in the 
building, and felt that they knew all the sta� and faculty in the 
building well enough to ask for help if they needed it. 

The participants also clarified the building access policies for us: Sta� 
have 24-hour access with their prox cards. Honors college students 
can’t get into the first or third floors a�er 5PM, but they can take the 
elevator to those floors until 8:30PM. 

CLOSING THOUGHTS

Any closing thoughts, things you would like us to know about the 
building? 

The participants thought that the lights and temperature controls in the 
classrooms were easy to use, but still thought that the supplementary 
signage posted was helpful to instructors, and to students defending 
their thesis. Allyson thought it was strange that the bathrooms are 
in the basement. She said she wasn’t sure where they would go on 
the first floor, but that it’s weird and kind of creepy in the basement. 
Maya followed up by saying that once an elderly person came in and 
asked where the restrooms were. The elderly person was surprised to 
hear that there were no restrooms on the first floor, and Maya felt bad 
directing her down the stairs or elevator to the basement. Shelise said 
that the elevator access to the basement and the mezzanine is a big 
improvement over the old Chapman Hall.

SOURCE - HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS SOURCE - HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS SOURCE - HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS
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OVERVIEW

The focus group took place at 11:15am on Friday, 2/1/19. Because the 
researchers reside in Eugene, OR and the participants live in Portland, 
OR the focus group was held via remote GoToMeeting conference 
call. From Chapman Hall room 102, the researchers were able to 
seamlessly “meet” with the participants; a helpful component of the 
GoToMeeting connection was in the ability to share screens; in this 
way, the architects were able to share photos as well as process
diagrams, in order to better explain their intentions and goals in the 
redesign of Chapman Hall.

As opposed to other research groups who facilitated focus groups 
with building users (students, faculty, sta�, prospective students and 
their families, etc) – our group focused on the actual designers and 
engineers who planned the Chapman Hall renovation. Therefore, 
this section provides a first-hand look into the planning, desired 
outcomes, and goals (both achieved and abandoned) from those 
behind the renovation.

ART DECO MODERN/INDUSTRIAL EGYPTIAN CLASSICAL/GREEK/ROMAN

1939 CHAPMAN HALL
SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS 



DESIGN APPROACH    

How did Hennebery Eddy Architects become involved with the 
Chapman Hall renovation?    

David opened by mentioning that the University of Oregon Clark Honors 
College put out a public request for proposals from  architecture firms 
near and far for the renovation of Chapman Hall. A�er narrowing the 
submissions down to the top three   choices, key stakeholders toured 
existing buildings from the top three. A�er touring a similar project by 
Hennebery Eddy on  the campus of Oregon State University in Corvallis 
– OSU’s Strand Agriculture Hall – it was decided the HEA would be the  
architects to design the Chapman Hall renovation.     

What was the driving force behind your firm’s design process?

Scholastic endeavors and the idea of ‘home’ were the  main ideas 
behind this project. The architects identified two motifs   that related 
to the above design ideas, on which they focused their attention: 1) 
the round seminar tables, to inspire lively  intellectual discussion and 
debate as opposed to large lecture halls, and 2) chocolate chip cookies 
as an iconic image of   home, evoking a warm and welcoming feeling. 
(We then informed the architects that the Honors students were, in 
fact, using  the student kitchenette to bake cookies.)   

Dawn  added that the team also took to heart the fact that Chapman 
Hall was designed by Ellis Lawrence, as part of his  master plan for the 
University of Oregon campus. That, along with the fact that Chapman 
Hall is home to the prestigious  Clark Honors College, carried significant 
weight in HEA’s design development process. Their primary goals were 
to heighten  the impact of the building, to create better relationships 
between faculty, sta�, and students, to allow for more  collaboration, 
and to act as a recruiting tool.   

Regarding wayfinding and circulation, the architects pointed out two 
dire needs within the building. The first was the need  for easy vertical 
circulation, as the old Chapman Hall required that the user exit and 
re-enter the building through another door to travel between the first 
and second floors. The second was the concept of a strong, continuous 
spine that connected  and strengthened the central hall.   

Using these two guiding ideas in their design, Hennebery Eddy hoped 
to activate the spaces by developing a warm,   welcoming arrival, 
introducing a wealth of natural light, and facilitating “happenstance 
encounters” between Honors   students and their instructors by more 
fluidly connecting the spaces within the building. They hoped to solve 
the vertical  connection issue by tying community spaces to the vertical 
connecting elements, and typing main program spaces to the  central 
continuous spine mentioned above. 

Hennebery Eddy hoped to activate the spaces 
by developing a warm, welcoming arrival, 
introducing a wealth of natural   light, and 
facilitating “happenstance encounters” between 
Honors students and their instructors by more 
fluidly connecting  the spaces within the building.
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LEED GOLD CERTIFICATION     

How did you achieve the LEED status? Was funding an issue for 
sustainability?    

Brian Butler spoke about the team’s strategies to improve the 
environmental performance of the new Chapman renovation. The  use 
of chilled beams, which are quiet and e�icient, are complemented by 
heating provided via water circulating through radiators. Many existing 
pipe ways from the original building were reused, and no mechanical 
systems were allowed on the roof per university policy, so they reside 
in the basement. The building received LEED credit for user education 
- by placing  placards around the building, users are educated and 
encouraged to be conscious of their energy use with regards to lights, 
windows, fans, doors, and so on. For example, the placards encourage 
users (students, faculty, and sta�) to use operable  windows and ceiling 
fans as the “first line of defense” for cooling, instead of immediately 
resorting to mechanical air conditioning.  With regard to LEED building 
reuse credit, a renovation must reuse at least 95% of the existing 
building  structure; the architects and engineers were able to reuse 98%. 
The original single pane steel windows are not the most  e�icient, and 
the architects needed to address infiltration, therefore a film coating 
on the windows to the south help to reduce solar heat  gain, and spray 
insulation on the walls greatly enhances enclosure e�iciency. E�iciency 
is further increased through the  introduction of LED lighting, which is 
more cost e�ective now than in recent years. These are more e�icient, 
and users can  dim/shut o� easily to take advantage of ample natural 
light.  

The placards encourage users (students, faculty, 
and staª) to use operable windows and ceiling fans 
as the “first line of  defense” for cooling, instead of 
resorting to mechanical air conditioning.

SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS 



ADDITIONAL GOALS AND DESIRES    

Was there anything you hoped to incorporate but ultimately 
weren’t able to?    

David led by stating that the University of Oregon stakeholders had 
originally desired a fourth-floor penthouse, for use by  visiting faculty or 
other VIPs. However, this idea had to be struck down for lack of funding. 
Hennebery Eddy wanted to slightly alter the size and shape of the sta� 
o�ices in order to accommodate more o�ices within the space. They had 
drawn up plans showing the slightly smaller, more numerous o�ices; in 
their professional opinions, their plan would have been  optimal, as the 
o�ices were still large enough for sta� members to comfortably work. 
The U of O stakeholders rejected this idea, though,  as they thought the 
new o�ice plans were too narrow.     Finally,  Dawn  and  David  alluded 
to one minute detail currently missing from Chapman: replicas of the 
historic exterior lighting fixtures. However, Hennebery Eddy is currently 
having these manufactured, and they are very excited to finally have   
them installed outside both Chapman and Condon Halls.

IMAGES ON RIGHT: 
CHAPMAN HALL CARPET PATTERN INSPIRED BY AN ARTIST OF THE ERA – MARIAN DORN. 

CONCEPT -  WEAVING, PEOPLE COMING IN AND OUT OF THE BUILDING, TEXTURE. 
SOURCE - HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS
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STUDENTS TAKING ADVANCE OF COLLABORATIVE SPACE IN CHAPMAN LIBRARY
SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS; PHOTO: JOSH PARTEE
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Professor C, professor in the Honors College with an oice in Chapman Hall
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Kirk Gyling
Bret Remmengā
Joe Shaner
Iván Castro
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OVERVIEW

It is clear that the design of the building has strongly impacted how 
instructors teach in the classroom and interact with students outside 
of the classroom. All of the instructors have expressed their pride in the 
Honors College, both with regard to the students and how the governing 
philosophical pedagogy distinguishes it from the larger University. This 
is reflected in areas they believe could be improved upon. Concerns 
about the furnishings and usability of the space center around a desire 
to ensure that students can share their points in discussions, have full 
access to educational materials, and have the ability to seek out help if 
they are having trouble with an assignment or a personal issue. 

The new Chapman Hall has a lot of benefits for educators including 
improved acoustic insulation, thermal comfort, ventilation, flexible/
ergonomic furniture, and natural light. Areas of desired improvement 
are part of a larger trend across the university involving spatial 
allocation of faculty. The instructors emphasize the necessity of private 
o�ices even if they are small, more common space equipped with more 
formal (traditional) furniture. They want the option of privacy and 
personal space to complement more public interactions with Honors 
College students.

SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS 



CLASSROOM & LECTURE HALL EXPERIENCE

As a topic of discussion, we’d like you to tell us about how the 
teaching experience has changed since the remodel and/or how it 
compares to the teaching experience elsewhere on campus. 

Professor B stressed that they considered the upgrades to the building 
“largely functional.”  They implied that the flexibility of the classrooms 
was central to their functionality.  That is, they felt that the large, 
moveable and ergonomic desks allowed them to easily rearrange 
the classroom as necessary and were valued and appreciated by the 
students.  Though they were quick to caveat that they were satisfied 
with the building before the remodel, and are still satisfied with it now. 

Professor C echoed the sentiments about classroom flexibility, though 
was hesitant to fully endorse the choice of exclusively providing desks. 
They noted that it would improve the environment if there were 
medium-sized tables that could be arranged to facilitate discussions as 
an entire class. They felt that this would also alleviate the problem of 
timid or unprepared students from seeking out the desks furthest from 
the instructor, or seizing on the furniture’s mobility to edge toward the 
periphery of the room. 

Professor A agreed fully with Professor C’s assessment, and added 
that, in almost every classroom in the building, the whiteboards are 
too far o� the ground and extend too high to be fully usable. Professor 
A, B and C all agreed that providing slidable whiteboards (akin to 
the slidable blackboards of yore) would be a simple and marked 
improvement.  Professor A also praised the designers for creating 
rooms where the educational experience had been considered. This 
preceded a discursive tarring of Jaqua 101, and the e�rontery that is 
the Jaqua Center’s very existence by Professor B. 

WORKSPACE & EXTRACURRICULAR EXPERIENCE

What are your thoughts on workspaces and how they facilitate 
interactions with students outside of class? 

Professor C noted that instructors lost o�ice space in the remodel, and 
that some of the space in the third-floor library is unusable, and would 
be better served as a meeting place between students and instructors. 
They do not have an o�ice and lamented this loss of having their own 
space for possessions and to meet with students. They added that 
the bookcases dividing shared o�ices don’t seem to belong to either 
person, and o�en go unused. 

Professor A added to this point, sharing that a former colleague felt 
that the distribution of o�ice space had a disparity in desirability based 
on where the o�ices were located, and that this caused a sense of 
hierarchy among the instructors. Professor A felt their o�ice is bigger 
than it needs to be and that at times they imagine where in the building 
it would be possible to fit in a few more o�ices for instructors. They 
echoed Professor C’s point about devoting the third-floor space near 
the kitchen as a social space. Despite this area for improvement, they 
said the second floor is successful in promoting interactions between 
students and instructors. 

Professor B does not have an o�ice in Chapman, but raised concerns 
about losing o�ices in the remodel.

“Look, you’re not going to bring in a donor and 
hear, “WOW, what a beautiful classroom.” But, 
from a teaching perspective, they did what they 
were supposed to do in terms of upgrading and 
modernizing the building.”
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SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, PHOTO: JOSH PARTEE

SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS 
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INTERVIEWERS
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Davis Sabatino
Alex Dobkin
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OVERVIEW

At the end of the day, students are the heart and soul of any university and all 
decisions made a�ect them in some way or another.  Understanding the experiences 
and perspectives of students is vital in obtaining a complete picture of the failures 
and successes of campus spaces and leads to more informed decisions for future 
development.

The general consensus amongst the students in our focus group was that the 
third floor of Chapman Hall provided some of their favorite spaces in the building.  
According to the students, part of what makes the third floor a popular area is the 
diversity of spaces that allow for a variety of activities.  Spaces like the library and 
quiet study area allow for solitary work while the kitchen and adjacent lounge 
encourage social interactions and group work.  The integration of faculty o�ices 
and a classroom at the main stair add to the lively dynamic of the floor and fosters 
student/faculty interactions.  The interaction between students and faculty also 
contributes to conflicting issues between the goals of the renovation and the realities 
of proximity. Several students addressed issues of noise complaints from faculty 
surrounding areas that were supposed to support social interaction.

HONORS STUDENTS OF THE CLARK HONORS COLLEGE
SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS 



THOUGHTS ON THE RENOVATION

What are your overall thoughts about the renovation Chapman Hall 
received?

Student 1 was concerned with the new look because it did not have the 
same vibe as the old building. They spend a lot of time in Chapman Hall 
and they were very comfortable with how the old building functioned. 
The modern vibe scared Student 1 away a little bit. However, they do 
appreciate the fact they put a lot of e�ort toward trying to keep the 
character of the building, like the tall windows for example. 

Student 2 loves how accessible everything is. That was a huge problem 
for them before the renovation because they had friends in wheelchairs 
that couldn’t get to the bottom floor bathroom. So having the elevator 
that goes to every floor now is a huge success in Student 2’s mind. 

Student 3 likes the new renovation. They loved that they kept the 
windows. They bring in so much natural light and they add so much to 
the character of the building. Student 3 feels there is this modern space 
but when they look out the window they are reminded that there is still 
an old character to the building. 

Prospective Student 1 felt that the building has a nice feeling walking 
up to it. They felt Chapman Hall has the Honors College feel because 
of how old the building looks from the outside. They felt they had no 
surprises with their expectations on how the inside would be just by 
looking at the outside of the building. 

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

How has your experience been so far with the new building?

Student 1  likes the renovation.  They like it because the students 
don’t get a musty air feeling anymore. The ventilation is great and 
it makes the space more enjoyable to study and hang out. The 
technology, however, such as the light controls in the seminar rooms 
confuse them. Sometimes they feel like an 8th grader trying to figure 
it out. The lights don’t stay on when they want them to or they are too 
bright or too dim.  Student 1 feels that the students have a hard time 
figuring it out and so they went ahead and made little posters above 
each light switch to diagram out how to work them. Professors seem to 
have it figured out. The windows make up for it though because of how 
much natural light they bring in! 

Student 2 enjoys the large classrooms because having that extra space 
for small classes make it more functional to give presentations and 
move chairs around to get the space to function the way they want it.  
It’s more versatile.  However, every student they have talked to has had 
some issue using the technology.  Student 2  thinks it’s way too fancy, 
somehow it has become so hard to just shut the blinds or turn down 
the lights.  Also, they think it would be great if they could plan all the 
classes in the building. Student 2 exclaimed that there are freshman 
students who have to go to Global Scholars Hall to take class but if 
they could get it so that all the classes are here that would make things 
a lot less frustrating. 

Prospective Student 1 likes how everything Honors College related 
seems to be in one building.  Overall the layout of spaces make sense 
to them, nothing is confusing and they haven’t had a hard time 
navigating anywhere yet.

Prospective Student 2 likes how it’s under one roof.  They think it kind 
of gives the idea that the students there are family because how close-
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knit they are.  They don’t think the exterior clashes with the interior.  
They think they are both pretty nice in their own ways. The modern feel 
with the ivy-league look on the outside doesn’t clash in their opinion. 
They think that the bathrooms are the best bathrooms on campus. 
Having the full body length mirror is one of the reasons why they like 
them so much. They are so spacious and so clean.  They think that the 
materials they used are so nice! 

Student 3 thinks that the third floor is the best place to hang out 
and study because even though there are nooks of study and social 
areas on the 2nd floor people still have to deal with the large groups 
of students walking by from the large lecture hall.  It can get very loud 
and distracting. 

Student 3 believes the library is the best place to 
study because of how quiet it is. 

Prospective Student 1 really likes the fact that the interior spaces 
are not super open.  They like the hangout spots, such as this lounge 
but they really like, and could see themselves using the pockets of, 
sociable spaces. Otherwise it gets too loud and it becomes a lot harder 
to study for them. Private spaces, even in the social context, are 
important to them and Chapman seems to have that.

Prospective Student 2 likes the smaller breakout spaces. Although 
they like the social spaces, they see themselves studying quietly a lot. 

The library is likely the place they enjoy most.

IMAGE: STUDENTS USING COLLABORATIVE SPACE IN LIBRARY
SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, PHOTO: JOSH PARTEE



HONOR STUDENTS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EXCLUSIVE WEEKEND ACCESS
SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, PHOTO: JOSH PARTEE

SPECIAL ACCESS

How do you feel about being the only body of students within the 
University to have access to Chapman Hall on the weekends? 

Student 1 thinks it goes along with that elitist vibe they were talking 
about but they really enjoy having access to the building on the 
weekends. They are not a huge fan of the vibe but they feel it’s more 
secure.  Student 1 feels that they’re a pretty close-knit group of people 
in the school and sometimes they get people they’ve never seen before 
hanging out there and it raises a flag.  On the weekends, however, they 
don’t get that. 

Student 2 likes the exclusiveness because they pay more to attend 
the Honors College.  It reinforces the sense that they have their own 
community within the University. They see the same people everyday 
and Chapman becomes the place for them to hang out. “Unspoken, it’s 
our place anyway.”

Student 3 thinks that the underclassmen take advantage of Chapman 
Hall more than the older students. Younger students (freshmen and 
sophomores) are usually the ones stuck in dorms on campus, which 
lack that privacy they seek, so Chapman Hall is an ideal place to go 
to achieve some privacy. Student 3 thinks the seniors have their own 
places they go to that are more private than Chapman. 

Prospective Student 1 thinks it’s great because it will provide a space 
where they can get away from any distraction and allow them to focus 
more on the learning. 

Prospective Student 2 likes the fact they get full access when the rest 
of the campus doesn’t because similar to Prospective Student 1, they 
like private, quiet places.  The security is also something Prospective 
Student 2 said they would probably enjoy and use a lot. 
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Student 1 believes both Yes and No.  They feel that most of the  
students still don’t talk or interact with professors walking by in the 
hallway but since the renovation there has been more interaction 
between students.  Before the renovation Student 1 didn’t even know 
where the administrative parts of the building were. Now it makes 
sense and they really like how they grouped faculty spaces with 
student study areas.  However, they have had a few instances where 
professors have put up signs in the hallways that lead into the faculty 
part of the building that ask students to stay out or be quiet. Student 1 
feels that in this way it doesn’t work for some professors. Overall they 
would argue that it is still pretty separated.

Student 2 remembers hearing how when the building was finally 
finished, it was supposed to integrate students and faculty in a great, 
new and innovative space. They felt it was great that they could go 
into the administrative areas where the faculty’s o�ices are and study.  
Student 2 felt integrated with the teachers. However, within the first 
week or so last fall there was a sign printed and taped on the wall 
saying “this is the professors area.  You can come back here but please 
be quiet”.  Sometimes Student 2 does tours for prospective students 
and once when seeing the sign up during a tour, they remember 
thinking: “Oh, maybe I shouldn’t take them back into that area.” They 
just felt that it was counterproductive to the moral of the design. Since 
then that area always seems more closed o� to them now.  As a result 
they just don’t study there anymore. 

Student 3 saw that sign too last quarter and they felt it was kind of a 
big deal because it went against the whole idea of how the building 
is supposed to operate. The email they got right before the grand 
opening was all about “integrative faculty.”  They felt that the goal of 
the architect to increase interaction is for the most part successful, but 
a few professors just don’t fit well with this strategy.

CONSIDERATIONS
What would you change about the building? 

Student 1 Student 1 doesn’t like the cliques that sometimes form, and 
notice a somewhat judgmental or hostile vibe from some Chapman 
Hall users. The student mentioned that they occasionally get nasty 
looks from people if they are talking or socializing too loud. They feel 
that it’s a very quiet building and it’s the personalities of the students 
here that give it that characteristic. Given that it is the home to the 
Honors College, many of the students place focused studying habits 
above socializing, and that can lead to a tricky dynamic of not handled 
respectfully. If this building was just another building on campus - in 
other words, if it wasn’t the Honors College - Student 1 feels it would 
probably have a di�erent atmosphere. Student 1 thinks that the elitist 
vibe of the Honors College is inherent within its name. They exclaimed, 
“there’s really no specific or designated area where someone can 
socialize or be loud, even the lobby is quiet and people are coming in 
and out all the time.”

Student 3 felt they don’t need the large lecture Hall. Their classes 
are too small and it never gets used from the students in the Honors 
College.  Typically they see several “outsiders” coming through the 
building who are sometimes loud, especially when they leave in such 
large masses

Prospective Student 2 would like more personal private space for 
studying on his own. 

THOUGHTS ON DESIGN INTENT

The architect of the new design intended to increase interaction 
between the students and the faculty. Would you say the architect 
is successful in achieving their design intent?
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INTERVIEWS
Our team conducted 19 interviews In the three weeks between 
February 4 and February 22, 2019.  

We spoke with four populations of Chapman Hall stakeholders: 

students, faculty, sta�, and architects/
engineers. 

We investigated the classroom experience, student/
faculty interaction, use of common areas, 
thermal comfort,  and building security. 

The renovation was frequently praised for balancing historic 
charm with modern comfort and for improving 
wayfinding in the building. 

One point of conflict we encountered was balancing 
faculty/student connection with faculty 
privacy needs. 

Overall, Chapman Hall users reported a safe and comfortable experience 
in the renovated building.

(HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, JOSH PARTEE, PHOTOGRAPHER)



RESEARCH GOALS OF INTERVIEWS
By interviewing people associated with Chapman Hall, we sought more 
specific information about the goals of the renovation and how the 
building is used. In interviews, we clarified and expanded upon themes 
that we discovered in our earlier research. These themes included 
the reception of Chapman Hall’s smaller-size classrooms, the Honors 
College goal of close student-faculty interaction, use of the new student 
common areas, temperature and ventilation conditions in the building, 
and building security. We interviewed students (alumni, prospective, 
and current), faculty (in and outside the Honors College), sta� (who 
work in and around the building), and architects/engineers.

THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Clark Honors College administration policies limited our access to 
current Honors College students. Our research team was not permitted 
to solicit interviews in Honors College classes, in Chapman Hall 
common spaces, or over email. Therefore, the data we were able to 
collect about the learning experience in Chapman Hall is incomplete 
and lacks a main user’s perspective. 

COMMON THEMES
Overall, users of Chapman Hall feel safe and comfortable. Most users 
feel that the goals of the renovation were met. Students, faculty, and 
sta� express a strong sense of ownership of the building. Some common 
themes appeared across our interviews.

HISTORIC FEEL, MODERN AMENITIES

“I like that it’s an open space but it still feels 
kinda cozy.”
Across the di�erent populations we interviewed, Chapman Hall was 
praised for balancing a cozy historic aesthetic with modern amenities. 
One sta� member said of the renovated lobby, “I like that it’s an open 
space but it still feels kinda cozy.” The user group and architects were 
committed from the beginning to integrating preservation into the 
plans for the renovation. Though this presented challenges, the results 
are appreciated by the building’s users.

(HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, JOSH PARTEE, PHOTOGRAPHER)
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IMPROVED WAYFINDING

“Certainly the interior staircase to the 
second floor is used very, very frequently. 
It’s amazing to think we had this building for 
so many years and had no staircase!”
Another common thread was the improvement in wayfinding. First-
time building users, such as prospective students and their parents, 
felt comfortable navigating Chapman Hall. Wayfinding was not an issue 
in our interviews. Prior to the renovation, wayfinding was a complaint 
because there was no interior staircase connecting the first and second 
floors. Renee Dorjahn, chair of the user group, said, “Certainly the 
interior staircase to the second floor is used very, very frequently. It’s 
amazing to think we had this building for so many years and had no 
staircase!” 

STUDENT-FACULTY INTERACTION

“That was a huge part of this project in the 
very beginning, this idea of faculty/student 
engagement. But, the faculty was very 
concerned about having their private space, 
which was diametrically opposed to faculty 
engagement.”
One interesting issue that came up in several interviews was the 
question of faculty privacy. Gregg Sanders, the project manager at 
Hennebery Eddy Architects, said, “That was a huge part of this project 
in the very beginning, this idea of faculty/student engagement. But, the 
faculty was very concerned about having their private space, which was 
diametrically opposed to faculty engagement.” Although the architects 
worked to resolve this issue, some tension remains. One professor in 
the Honors College noted that they feel that there is too little separation 
between faculty and students. Both Honors College professors that we 
spoke with expressed a desire for more space and privacy. 

IDENTIFICATION WITH THE HONORS COLLEGE

“I like the idea of it only being an Honors 
College. Something that is dedicated to us 
and makes us kind of stand out from the rest 
of campus.”
It was also interesting to note that although a goal of the renovation was 
to welcome students outside the Honors College in addition to Honors 
College students, both current and prospective students expressed 
a desire to keep Chapman Hall focused on the Honors College. One 
prospective student preferred the idea of the building being exclusively 
for the Honors College: “I like the idea of it only being an Honors College. 
Something that is dedicated to us and makes us kind of stand out from 
the rest of campus.” 
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Student 4, Alum, 2011
Student 5, Alum, 2017
Prospective Student 3, Prospective Student (with parents)
Prospective Student 4, Prospective Student
Student 6, Current Honors College Student
Student 7, Current Honors College Student
Brennen Donnelly, Graduate Student
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INTERVIEW: STUDENT 4 
ALUM, 2011
INTERVIEWED BY DAVIS SABATINO

What year did you graduate from the University of Oregon?  What 
was your major at the time of graduation?

Student 4 graduated in 2011, majoring in computer science and math.  

What was your first impression of Chapman Hall?  

Student 4 did not recall any strong first impression of Chapman Hall. 

What did you think of the classrooms? How did the classrooms 
compare to other classrooms on campus? 

Student 4 had a lot of classes in Chapman Hall. They said that the 
classrooms in Chapman seemed new compared to a lot of other 
classrooms on campus, which were “old and had old desks.” Student 
4 preferred the smaller classes in Chapman over their larger classes 
and lectures. They enjoyed “being able to make circles and have more 
discussions-based classes.” 

In a typical week, how much time would you spend in Chapman Hall 
and for what purpose were you there?  Did you and others spend 
time in Chapman outside of when you had classes there? 

Student 4 said that in a typical term, they would have at least two 
Honors College classes in Chapman, so they would spend around 5-8 
hours per week there. They enjoyed using the lounge between classes, 
and recalled it as “a nice quiet place to work on stu�.” 

The lounge was the only real space “to just 
hang out” in Chapman at the time.

What parts of Chapman do you remember spending the most time?  
What areas of Chapman Hall were the most popular?

Student 4 spent a lot of time in the lounge, which had comfortable 
chairs and a kitchen. Although they rarely used the kitchen, they 
enjoyed studying and occasionally napping on the chairs and couches. 
The lounge was the only real space “to just hang out” in Chapman. 

“It felt kind of more like an old building type 
feel but like a nice old building.”

What were some things you liked about Chapman Hall? 

Student 4 recalled liking Chapman’s good location on campus. They 
also remember the newer desks, good daylighting, and well-maintained 
interior. They said, “It felt kind of more like an old building type feel but 
like a nice old building.” They also described Chapman as “cozy,” and 
said that they especially liked the lounge. 

“The hallway wasn’t very wide and it always 
felt very cramped.”

What were some things you disliked about Chapman Hall? Or things 
that needed to be improved?  

Student 4 remembers the hallways as being too narrow and crowded: 
“the hallway wasn’t very wide and it always felt very cramped.” They 
also remember the lounge as being cramped, despite its cozy aesthetic. 
They said some of the rooms “not on the third floor” reminded them of 
the older classrooms around campus, like those in Deady Hall. 

CHAPMAN HALL CLASSROOM, 2011 (CHAPMAN HALL HISTORIC ASSESSMENT)



Do you feel like social interaction was something encouraged in the 
Honors College?

Though Student 4 felt that there was social interaction between the 
students, the students did not socialize with the professors. Student 
4 says that the professors who had o�ices in Chapman stayed in their 
o�ices, and other professors with o�ices outside the building were 
around even less.

Did you feel safe/secure there?

Student 4 said that during their time at Chapman, there was no keypad 
to access the third floor, but nevertheless, they felt safe there. They 
didn’t feel that anyone but Honors College students ever went up to 
the third floor. 

How did you feel Chapman Hall operated from a thermal comfort 
standpoint? Were you comfortable in the building in terms of 
temperature and air movement?

Student 4 doesn’t remember having any thermal comfort complaints 

in Chapman Hall. 

Do you feel that Chapman Hall could serve more than just the 
Honors College? What could have made the school a better or more 
enjoyable place to learn? Hang out? 

Student 4 said they felt the Honors College could use more space, 
though they felt that space was available within Chapman Hall – there 
was no need to expand to a larger building.

Did you ever visit Chapman Hall a�er (or before) the renovation?  
What were your thoughts about it?

Student 4 has not been back since the renovation.

A�er graduating and leaving the University, when you look back 
on your time in Chapman Hall and the Honors College, how do you 
remember the building?

Student 4 remembers their time in Chapman Hall fondly, especially 
because they liked their classes and professors. 
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INTERVIEW: STUDENT 5 
ALUM, 2017
INTERVIEWED BY DAVIS SABATINO

What year did you graduate from the University of Oregon?  What 
was your major at the time of graduation?

Student 5 graduated in 2017, majoring in archaeology and public 
relations.

What was your first impression of Chapman Hall prior to arriving or 
upon arrival to the University of Oregon?  

Student 5 said that they shadowed at the Honors College for a year 
before deciding to join. They had a class in Chapman Hall and, “I really 
liked it.” 

Did you and others spend time in Chapman outside of when you had 
classes or meetings there? 

“Definitely.” Student 5 said that although Chapman Hall wasn’t where 
they would go to hang out with friends, they spent a lot of time studying 
in the library and lounge. 

“I really liked the student lounge on the third 
floor with the kitchen and the couches and I 
could go in there to study, chat, or even nap.”

What parts of Chapman do you remember spending the most time?  
What areas of Chapman Hall do you remember being the most 
popular?

Student 5 said that they worked at the Honors College while they were 
a student there and enjoyed the downstairs o�ice. They liked how open 
and light it was. 

They said that the lounge was probably the most popular place in the 
building, and also one of their favorite places: “I really liked the student 
lounge on the third floor with the kitchen and the couches and I could 
go in there to study, chat, or even nap.” 

“It definitely was old but I really liked the 
feeling of it. It felt like a lot had happened 
there.”

What were some things you liked about Chapman Hall? 

Student 5 said that they really liked the library; they studied there a lot. 
They said, “It definitely was old but I really liked the feeling of it. It felt 
like a lot had happened there.” 

“The lack of stairs between the first and 
second floors was a problem.”

What were some things you disliked about Chapman Hall? Or things 
that needed to be improved?  

Student 5 said that the bottom floor o�ice was “disconnected” from 

LIBRARY, 2015 (CHAPMAN HALL HISTORIC ASSESSMENT)



the rest of the building. They said, “It would get really annoying to tell 
everyone who came in to the bottom that they had to go back outside 
and walk up the stairs […] The lack of stairs between the first and 
second floors was a problem.”

Do you feel like social interaction was something encouraged in the 
Honors College?

Student 5 said that in the daytime, students would interact in the lounge 
and library, but it wasn’t somewhere they would go to seek out social 
interaction. The EMU was the social hub. Chapman was “definitely not 
somewhere that people would go to a¨er your day was done.” 

Did you feel safe/secure there?

“Yes, definitely.” Student 5 said that Honors College students had 
access to the library with a code. They couldn’t recall if the building 
were locked, but the library itself required a code. Student 5 used to 
study late in the library and always felt safe. 

Student 5 remembers Chapman Hall as “kind 
of cold and creaky sometimes.” 

How did you feel Chapman Hall operated from a thermal comfort 
standpoint? Were you comfortable in the building in terms of 
temperature and air movement?

Student 5 remembers Chapman Hall as “kind of cold and creaky 
sometimes.” They said it wasn’t so cold that they had to be “bundled 
up,” but they did notice it being cold. They said that it also got too hot 
sometimes: “It was very sunny and quite hot especially in the library 
and on the third floor.”  

Did you feel that you had enough space in Chapman Hall? 

Student 5 said that they did not remember feeling “super cramped” 
in Chapman. The classrooms on the second floor were “a little bit 
cramped,” but not so much as to be bothersome. 

Did you ever visit Chapman Hall a�er the renovation?  What were 
your thoughts about it?

Student 5  has not seen Chapman Hall since the renovation. 

A�er graduating and leaving the University, when you look back 
on your time in Chapman Hall and the Honors College, how do you 
remember the building?

Student 5 spent a lot of time in Chapman between classes and their job 
at the Honors College. They said they got to know the building well and 
really enjoyed being in it. 
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INTERVIEW: PROSPECTIVE STUDENT 1 
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT
(WITH THEIR PARENTS, PARENTS 1 & PARENT 2)
INTERVIEWED BY DAVIS SABATINO 

Starting with the exterior, what was your initial impression of the 
building?  What were the thoughts running through your mind 
when you first arrived at the building?

Prospective Student 1 and their parents were all struck by the historical 
feel of the building. Prospective Student 1 specifically mentioned the 
red brick facades. Parent 2 thought the windows looked small from the 
outside and expected the interior to be dark, with low ceilings. 

What are your initial impressions about the location of Chapman 
Hall?  Do you feel like its connected well to the rest of campus?

The location on 13th was a plus for Prospective Student 1. Parent 1 
added that “it feels very central.” 

Now, coming into the building, what was your first impression of 
the interior?  

Prospective Student 1 thought the building seemed “clean and new.” 
Parent 1 found it “warm and contemporary.” Parent 2 was impressed by 
the brightness and good lighting. 

Prospective Student 1’s parent said that 
they liked “the dichotomy of the old historic 
feel of the building and the modern aspects 
like the fans and lighting.”

In the very short amount of time you have been in the building, 
what do you like about Chapman Hall? What do you dislike?

Parent 1 felt that the building is lacking in color. They also mentioned 
disliking the aesthetic of the bars on the windows of the ground floor. 
They said they “[make] it feel like jail.” On the positive side, they said 
that they liked “the dichotomy of the old historic feel of the building 

and the modern aspects like the fans and lighting.”

Prospective Student 1 agreed that they would like to see more color in 
the building, because “in an honors college where you are going to have 
creative discussion classes, you should make the colors brighter.” They 
said that the rest of the UO campus “feels so colorful.” 

Prospective Student 1’s parent liked the 
amount of natural light in the building.

Were you able to find your way around the building?  Do you feel 
that wayfinding was confusing or the spaces were disorganized?

Parent 1 said that it was easy to find the restrooms. They couldn’t 
recall whether or not they had seen a map on the wall in the lobby, 
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which would help with wayfinding. Parent 2 noted that on each floor, 
common spaces were located adjacent to the stairway. They said that 
this “created a common theme that helped to orient us.” 

What was your favorite space?  What was your least favorite space?

Prospective Student 1’s favorite space was the student/faculty study 
area near the east stairway on the third floor. They mentioned the glass 
divider and people writing on the whiteboard. 

Parent 1 liked the library, but thought it was too bright. They said that 
“the light felt focused in one place instead of lighting up the whole 
room.” 

Parent 2 also liked the library, calling it “bright and warm.” They also 
enjoyed the staircase. They thought that it was in a good place, and 
“very well lit.” 

How did you feel about the classrooms?

Parent 2 found the second floor hallway of classrooms “more narrow” 
compared to some of the other open spaces in the building. They 
appreciated the red oak detailing in the rooms: “I like the wood 
elements above the doors and on the trim.” 

Prospective Student 1 enjoyed the chalkboards in the classrooms. 
They agreed that the second floor felt more enclosed. They said that 
the opaque glass on the doors “made it hard to connect with what was 
going on in the inside and it made the hallways feel more cramped.”

Parent 1 thought the second floor was especially lacking in color.

“I didn’t notice the electrical lighting which 
was a good thing.”

What did you think about the daylight?  Thermal comfort? Views? 
Interior lighting?

Prospective Student 1 said, “I didn’t notice the electrical lighting which 
was a good thing.”

Parent 1 thought the light bulbs looked like “classic energy saving 
bulbs” and speculated that it would be “dreary” inside on a dark day. 

Is this somewhere you could see yourself spending a lot of time?

Prospective Student 1 said that although they like Chapman Hall and 
could imagine spending time there, they were more attracted to the 
high-ceilinged spaces they had experienced on campus, like the EMU 
and the science library. They said that they would anticipate those 
spaces being more stimulating for discussions. 

Parent 1 could imagine spending more time in Chapman if it were more 
colorful. 

Parent 2 said they prefer the “massive space” in the Ford Alumni Center. 
They compared Chapman Hall to the Knight library, which they find 
“low and dark.” However, they also specified that “This is ten times 
better than the Knight library.” 
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INTERVIEW: PROSPECTIVE STUDENT 2
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT
INTERVIEWED BY NATHAN DAVIS

What was your first impression of Chapman Hall?  

Prospective Student 2 didn’t know that Chapman Hall was the Honors 
College headquarters until they and their parent looked at the campus 
map. They say, “The signage seemed to be the same as Willamette Hall 
and Deschutes Hall so it didn’t really stand out to me.”

What did you think of the classrooms?   

Prospective Student 2 said that the classrooms in Chapman Hall 
“seemed more welcoming” than their high school classes. “I liked the 
seminar rooms and the large oval table.” They liked seeing something 
di�erent from “your traditional high school layout with everyone facing 
one direction.” They also liked the old chalkboards on the second floor. 

What were some things you liked about Chapman Hall? Could you 
see yourself spending a lot of time here?

Prospective Student 2 didn’t have a strong opinion. They liked the idea 
of having greater access to professors. They said the most important 
factor would be being able to see some other people working in the 
library. They also liked the kitchen and included workstation: “I don’t 
think I’ve ever seen a school with a kitchen in it before, but it does seem 
like a place I would hang out and work.”

Whereas generally socializing is expected 
in student common areas, the third floor 
common area was supposed to be quiet.

What were some things you disliked about Chapman Hall? Or things 
that needed to be improved?  

Prospective Student 2 felt that behavior expectations in common areas 
were unclear. Whereas generally socializing is expected in student 
common areas, the third floor common area was supposed to be quiet: 
“The idea of having a collaborative space near the o�ices is cool but 

had it not been for those signs during the tour telling us to be quiet then 
I wouldn’t have known that right away.” They added that they enjoy 
quiet spaces, so their concern was just about the clarity of expectations.

They felt they “would be part of a closer-
knit community knowing I had my professor 
working in their o�ice next to where I am 
studying.” 

Do you feel like social interaction was encouraged in the Honors 
College?

Prospective Student 2 liked the idea of close student-professor 
collaboration. They felt they “would be part of a closer-knit community 
knowing I had my professor working in their o�ice next to where I am 
studying.” They were also excited about the shelves of thesis statements 
in the library and could imagine spending time there reading them.

Did you feel safe/secure there?

Prospective Student 2 said that both Chapman Hall and the UO campus 
overall feel safe.

How did you feel Chapman Hall operated from a thermal comfort 
standpoint?  Were you comfortable in the building in terms of 
temperature and air movement?

Prospective Student 2 hadn’t thought about thermal comfort in 
Chapman and o�ered that this was likely a good thing.

Do you feel that Chapman Hall could serve more than just the 
Honors College? 

Prospective Student 2 said that they were specifically attracted to the 
Honors College because of the exclusivity and sense of belonging: “I like 
the idea of it only being an Honors College. Something that is dedicated 
to us and makes us kind of stand out from the rest of campus.”

Did you ever visit Chapman Hall a�er (or before) the renovation?  

This was Prospective Student 2’s first time visiting Chapman Hall. 



INTERVIEW:  STUDENT 6 
CURRENT HONORS COLLEGE STUDENT
INTERVIEWED BY ALEXANDRA DOBKIN 

What was your first impression of Chapman Hall? 

Student 6’s first experience with Chapman Hall was before the 
renovation, when they were in the lecture hall for IntroDucktion. They 
thought that the historic features were unique.  

“The classrooms are set up to where you can 
see each of your classmates instead of the 
traditional.”

How do the Chapman classrooms compare to others on campus? 

“The classrooms are set up to where you can see each of your 
classmates instead of the traditional.” Student 6 said that they prefer 
the circular layout of their classes in Chapman Hall, as it makes it easier 
to see the professor. In traditional classes, students have to look around 
their peers to see the front of the room.  

In a typical week, how much time do you spend in Chapman Hall 
and for what purpose are you there? Do you and others spend time 
in Chapman outside of when you have classes or meetings there? 

Student 6 spends about 3-4 hours per day in Chapman Hall between 
class, o�ice hours, and advising meetings. They usually study in the 
Chapman Hall lounge, by the kitchen. 

What parts of Chapman do you spend the most time? What areas of 
Chapman Hall are the most popular? 

Student 6 spends most of their time in the classrooms or lounge. The 
lounge is “pretty popular.” 

What are some things you like about Chapman Hall? Or things that 
need to be improved?

Student 6 finds the building welcoming and comfortable, and 
thinks it has a good sense of community. However, they feel slightly 

disconnected and wish that there were more events to draw in students 
who don’t live on campus.

Do you feel social interaction is encouraged in the Honors College? 

Yes.

Do you feel safe/secure here? 

“Physically yes. Emotionally, somewhat.” 

Are you comfortable in the building in terms of temperature and air 
movement? 

Student 6  said, “It is always at a warm, comfortable temperature.” 

“I don’t think Chapman should serve  
another purpose. It would make it more 
busy, defeating the purpose of having such a 
separate, welcoming building.”

Do you feel that Chapman Hall could serve more than just the 
Honors College?  

Student 6 prefers the idea of Chapman Hall as a dedicated building 
for the Honors College: “I don’t think Chapman should serve another 
purpose. It would make it more busy, defeating the purpose of having 
such a separate, welcoming building.” 

Did you ever visit Chapman Hall a�er (or before) the renovation? 
What were your thoughts about it? 

Student 6 was surprised by the renovation, because they thought it 
was going to look di�erent. They said the result was better than they 
expected, and they felt welcome there.  

Looking forward, when you look back on your time in Chapman Hall 
and the Honors College, how will you remember the building? 

Student 6 said they would remember Chapman Hall as “a go to place to 
study, hang out, and talk to the best professors on campus.” 
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INTERVIEW:   STUDENT 7
CURRENT HONORS COLLEGE STUDENT
INTERVIEWED BY ALEXANDRA DOBKIN

What was your first impression of Chapman Hall prior to arriving or 
upon arrival to the University of Oregon? 

Student 7 said that they have always felt that Chapman Hall is warm 
and welcoming.

Student 7 likes Chapman Hall’s “smaller, 
more intimate classrooms.”

How do the classrooms in Chapman compare to others on campus? 

Student 7 has several classes at the Honors College. They like Chapman 
Hall’s “smaller, more intimate classrooms.” 

In a typical week, how much time do you spend in Chapman Hall 
and for what purpose are you there? Do you and others spend time 
in Chapman outside of when you have classes or meetings there?  

Student 7 spends 2-6 hours per day in Chapman Hall. In addition to 
classes, they serve on several Honors College committees that meet 
there. Student 7 studies there as well.

What parts of Chapman do you spend the most time? What areas of 
Chapman Hall are the most popular? 

Student 7 thinks the third floor is the most popular area of the building. 
They personally spend a lot of time in the library and also hang out in 
the front o�ice on the first floor.

What are some things you like about Chapman Hall? Or things that 
need to be improved? 

Student 7 says that they like the “warm and welcoming” feel of the 
building. They like the rentable library drawers. They say that Chapman 
“has lots of windows and gets lots of natural light.” 

Do you feel like social interaction is something encouraged in the 
Honors College?  

“Absolutely.” 

Do you feel safe/secure in Chapman Hall?  

“Yes.” 

How did you feel Chapman Hall operated from a thermal comfort 
standpoint? Were you comfortable in the building in terms of 
temperature and air movement? 

Student 7 finds Chapman Hall comfortable and specifies that they 
usually wear a hoodie or sweater inside.  

Do you feel that Chapman Hall could serve more than just the 
Honors College?  

Student 7 says that they don’t feel the need for Chapman Hall to serve 
students outside the Honors College, because “there are many libraries 
and the EMU.”  

Student 7 saw the building both before and 
a¥er the renovation. “I like the more open 
feeling and lots of seating.”

Did you ever visit Chapman Hall before the renovation? What were 
your thoughts about it?  

Student 7 likes the renovated interior of Chapman Hall. They saw the 
building both before and a¨er the renovation. They said, “I like the 
more open feeling and lots more seating.” 

Looking forward, when you graduate and leave the University, 
and you look back on your time in Chapman Hall and the Honors 
College, how will you remember the building? 

Student 7 says, “Chapman is still like a home to me.” 



INTERVIEW: BRENNEN DONNELLY
GRADUATE ARCHITECTURE STUDENT
INTERVIEWED BY IVÁN CASTRO

In a typical week, how much time do you spend in the lecture hall 
(CH 220) and for what purpose are you there?

Brennen stated that he spends about three hours a day, two days a 
week in room 220 of Chapman Hall for the Human Context of Design 
class.

Do you spend time outside of your classes in the building?

He stated he does not, because of the location of the building in 
reference to the location of most of his lecture classes and studio space. 
He also thought the building did not provide a welcoming gathering 
space to sit down and feel comfortable before or a¨er classes.

“There are a lot of windows which allows for 
light wherever you are.”

What are some things you like about the Chapman Hall Lecture 
room? Or things that need to be improved?

“There are a lot of windows which allows for light wherever you are. 
This makes the room feel well-lit and visually comfortable throughout. 
Also, I feel its location in regard to the building makes it very accessible 
and easy to get to.”

On the other hand, Brennen responded that he finds the seating slope 
inconvenient given that it is not angled enough. He mentioned that 
when he is in the back of the room, he is unable to see the screen on the 
front which interferes with his ability to fully understand the lectures.

Did you ever visit the Chapman Hall lecture room before the 
renovation? What were your thoughts about it and about the 
changes made?

Brennen stated that he never visited the building before the renovation.

“I think it’s pretty comfortable, except when 
you’re sitting on the back of the lecture room 
it gets really hot.”

How did you feel Chapman Hall operated from a thermal comfort 
standpoint? Were you comfortable in the building in terms of 
temperature and air movement?

“I think it’s pretty comfortable, except when you’re sitting on the back 
of the lecture room it gets really hot”. But if you’re sitting on the front of 
the lecture hall its for whatever reason it’s much cooler. It’s like it was 
operated by two di�erent climatic controls.”

Brennan also stated that the air feels dense a¨er a long lecture, 
especially with the number of students that usually gather there. He 
thought the air recirculation could be more e�ective to make the space 
feel more comfortable. This could be resolved without much e�ort by 
reprogramming or modifying the HVAC system outflow. 

(IVÁN CASTRO)
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What do you think of the room’s entrance and circulation? Do you 
find it easily accessible? How do you compare it to others around 
campus?

Brennen responded that he thought the room was accessible and easy 
to get to thanks to both the front entrance and back stairs. However, he 
mentioned he found the main entrance to be somewhat problematic, 
especially for restroom breaks. Having the entrance in the middle of the 
room means having to walk by the lecturer going to and coming back 
from the bathroom, which both interrupts the lecture and makes the 
person uncomfortable.
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Jenny Young, Professor of Architecture
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INTERVIEW: PROFESSOR 1
PROFESSOR AT CLARK HONORS COLLEGE
INTERVIEWED BY JOE SHANER

What is your familiarity with Chapman Hall? How are you a�iliated 
with the Honors College?

Professor 1 has been a�iliated with the Honors College for over 20 years. 

As a result, Professor 1 is intimately familiar with Chapman Hall’s 
occupants, programs, and employments both present and erstwhile.

How/when were you made aware of the building’s redesign? Did 
you or your colleagues have the chance to participate in shaping the 
future of the building? If you weren’t, would you have wanted to be 
involved in that process?

Professor 1 served on the Faculty Advisory Committee and was 
involved in the initial push to see Chapman Hall updated. Snafus with 
public funding, however, prevented the project from being realized 
during their tenure, and they were leading a program abroad when the 
redesign was o�icially approved.

Professor 1 noted that while they were not asked directly to be  involved 
in the project once it began, there was a generic call for faculty members 
to o�er their input. Professor 1 also mentioned that Daniel Rosenberg, 
a Professor of History within the Honors College, served as the faculty 
representative for the project.

The whiteboards are too tall, and a�ixed too 
high on the wall, to be e�ectively utilized.

From an instructor standpoint, can you talk about how the redesign 
has impacted your classroom experience?

Since the completion of the upgrades to the building, Professor 1 has 
only been assigned to classes that take place in CHA202, and feels, 
frankly, “The classroom just doesn’t work” for a litany of reasons. The 
fixed lectern, with reference to the A/V equipment, faces the wrong 
direction and is too far away to be integrated as part of a seminar or 
socratic discussion. The room itself is too large for the typical (Honors 

College) class size. The whiteboards are too tall, and a�ixed too high on 
the wall, to be e�ectively utilized—this is an issue that has been brought 
up repeatedly. Finally, the walls are made of a material that allows 
them to be written on with dry erase marker, but that is not a behavior 
Professor 1, nor their colleagues, believe will be readily adopted.

The modular tables in the Global Scholars 
classrooms stand in contrast to the individual 
desk chairs in Chapman Hall that students 
have a habit of consistently pushing to the 
edges of the classroom.

We’ve heard a lot about the classrooms in Global Scholars Hall as 
the best example for how those rooms should work. Can you talk 
about the major points of comparison between the two spaces?

Professor 1 believes 103 Global Scholars Hall is a model teaching space. 
In addition to finding the acoustics preferable as a result of the lower 
ceilings, they also stated that the furnishings were more appropriate. 
The medium-sized modular tables allow the classroom to be organized 
for large discussions as well as small group activities. These stand in 
contrast to the individual desk chairs in Chapman Hall that students 
have a habit of consistently pushing to the edges of the classroom.  
“More space does not mean better space,” they added.

We’ve been told one of the major goals of the redesign was to 
increase the incidence of chance meetings between faculty and 
faculty, student and student, faculty and student, etc. through plan 
layout and common spaces. Do you think this has been successful?

“Honestly,” they said, “No, I have not noticed a profound change for the 
better.”



Four people simply have too many moving 
parts in their working hours to allow the 
others to use the o�ice for one-on-one 
meetings with students.

Overall, what aspect of the redesign has had the greatest impact on 
your experience as an instructor?

“The fact that I now share an o�ice with four people,” was their response 
almost before the question was asked. Professor 1 and their colleagues 
have been frustrated repeatedly when dealing with issues of privacy 
and confidentiality as a result of being unable to schedule times that 
aren’t in conflict with another instructor’s need to be in the o�ice. They 
pointed out that scheduling around one other person (i.e. an o�ice 
shared by two people) can be easily accounted for. But, four people 
simply have too many moving parts in their working hours to allow 
the others to use the o�ice for one-on-one meetings with students. 
Professor 1 also noted that the bookshelves remain unclaimed because 
no one is really sure how to divide them for storage amongst so many 
people. 

Professor 1 was quick to say that their current o�ice would make for an 
excellent seminar room. It has one of the building’s original hearths, 
and hardwood paneling that has been well cared for over the years. 
Unfortunately, those features don’t help it function as a shared o�ice.

Overall, what do believe to be the best aspects of the redesign?

Professor 1 praised the new foyer, and believes the two seminar rooms 
on the west side of the ground level are great. They spoke highly of the 
natural daylighting strategies, the renovated restrooms and thermal 
comfort/individual climate controls. Finally, they speculated that 
CHA301 is probably an excellent classroom.
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INTERVIEW: INSTRUCTOR 1  
INSTRUCTOR AT UO
INTERVIEWED BY KIRK GYLLING

What is your history with Chapman Hall? 

Instructor 1 stated that they have only recently become familiar with 
Chapman Hall, teaching there for the first time this year. 

How do the students arrange the desks during your lectures?

Instructor 1 shared that students usually are arranged in roughly a  
U-shape around the back edges of the classroom. Instructor 1 does 
prefer the seminar table because they can spread their teaching 
materials and have students all facing forward instead of in a line.

It’s di�icult to control the electric lighting 
using the switches.

How does daylighting and natural light impact classroom activities?

Because Instructor 1 frequently requires darkness to show slides, the 
daylight is problematic. One of the window blinds is currently stuck 
open and it’s di�icult to control the electric lighting using the switches. 
Instructor 1 said that a�er concluding a lecture in darkness and wanting 
to hold a discussion in a lit classroom, the switch sometimes turns the 
lights back on for a few seconds and then they go out again.

Have acoustic conditions, thermal conditions, or ventilation 
conditions impacted the experience of teaching in Chapman Hall?

Instructor 1 responded that thermal and ventilation conditions are not 
noticeable, though acoustics are better than their other classroom in 
Villard Hall.

Have you had any issues regarding building security?

“Yes, well in the way that the building is too secure. I forgot my umbrella 
inside once and the doors automatically locked at 5:20. I knocked loudly 
on the door and I was able to get someone to open the door.”

Do you find that you have chance interactions with students in the 
central corridor?

Yes, “I take the main staircase into my classroom on the second floor so 
sometimes I end up walking with my students to class.”

It would be ideal to be able to secure the 
room so that they can leave their laptop set 
up.

Is there anything missing from Chapman Hall, or anything you 
would change to make it a better environment for teaching, 
learning, and social interaction?

Instructor 1 stated that they would like a source of hot water for tea in 
Chapman Hall, and that during their 30 minute breaks between lectures 
it would be ideal to be able to secure the room so that they can leave 
their laptop set up for the next class.

(KIRK GYLLING)



INTERVIEW: PROFESSOR 2
PROFESSOR AT CLARK HONORS COLLEGE
INTERVIEWED BY BRET REMMENGĀ

What is your familiarity with Chapman Hall? How are you a�iliated 
with the Honors College?

Professor 2 has been an Honors College professor for 5 years. They had 
an o�ice before the renovation, and now have a “great new” private 
o�ice on the third floor. Professor 2 is overall happy with the building, 
and states that (a�er the renovation took place) “it’s good to be back.”

Professor 2 now has a “great new” private 
o�ice on the third floor.

How/when were you made aware of the building’s redesign? Did 
you or your colleagues have the chance to participate in shaping the 
future of the building? 

From Professor 2’s understanding, the renovation discussions had 
already begun by the time they were hired. Professor 2 had no input on 
the renovation.

We’ve heard a lot about the classrooms in Global Scholars Hall as 
the best example for how those rooms should work. Can you talk 
about the major points of comparison between the two buildings?

Global Scholars Hall 103 is smaller, more intimate, which is more 
conducive to small Honors College class sizes. Chapman classes are 
“cavernous”.

They feel the consciousness of community 
is there, but there is too little separation 
between the students and the faculty.

We’ve been told one of the major goals of the redesign was to 
increase the incidence of chance meetings between faculty and 
faculty, student and student, faculty and student, etc. through plan 

layout and common spaces. Do you think this has been successful?

Professor 2 feels the consciousness of community is there, but there 
is too little separation between the students and the faculty. The 
openness creates a false understanding of “if we’re here, we’re here to 
talk”, which isn’t always the case.

Overall, what aspect of the redesign has had the greatest impact on 
your experience as an instructor?

Professor 2 is very happy with their o�ice, and loves the view from their 
window.

The faculty commons and the second floor 
common areas [...] largely function as places 
for students to just wait, when they could 
instead provide o�ice space for faculty.

(BRET REMMENGĀ)
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Overall, do you think the instructor experience was improved by 
the redesign?

The amount of faculty o�ices has gone down since the renovation, 
which Professor 2 is not pleased with. Professor 2 also makes a point 
that the faculty commons and the second floor common areas are a 
waste of space, as they largely function as places for students to just 
wait, when they could instead provide o�ice space for faculty.

Also, not all Honors classes are taught in Chapman, which defeats the 
point of Chapman being the home of the Honors College. 

Are there any major aspects of the building that changed that you 
wish hadn’t?

Professor 2’s favorite space in the building before the renovation was a 
cafe space. It is no longer there, and has been replaced with Professor 2 
calls “poorly used pretty space.” 

Are there any major aspects of the building that didn’t change that 
you wish had?

Professor 2 states that they believe new windows would be more 
energy e�icient, specifically stating that they believe that would help 
Chapman get the LEED point they were aiming for.

Professor 2 cited the need for a private 
faculty space, as there is none. 

Are there any simple solutions you can think of that could 
immediately improve the instructor experience?

Professor 2 again emphasized that they feel there is too much wasted 
space in Chapman, when it could be better used to provide space for 
faculty. They also cited the need for a private faculty space, as there 
is none. Also, a space in which all the faculty can meet at once, as 
currently the meeting rooms cannot accommodate them all. And lastly, 
Professor 2 finds that o�en faculty have to make their way to the first 
floor to go to the bathroom, as the third and second floor bathrooms 
are almost always occupied by students.



INTERVIEW: JENNY YOUNG 
PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE
INTERVIEWED BY CAROLE HAMLIN

Why did you select Chapman 220 (lecture hall) for your course? 
Would you still have requested it if its capacity were less? 

Professor Young assumed she would be teaching in Lawrence 177 as 
usual, however, her course was assigned to Lawrence 115. Lawrence 
115 seats 119 people, but her class tends to be between 120 and 160 
students. At the last minute, the student services specialist found 
Chapman 220, which seats 170. This was a nice in-between size; 
Lawrence 177 is too big for the class, and Lawrence 115 is too small. 

“If I compare it to [Lawrence] 177, it feels so 
much more intimate. Except for the people 
in the back corner on the wide side who I 
can’t really keep eye contact with.”

Would you request Chapman 220 again?

Professor Young gave the question considerable thought. She said, “I 
think it’s pretty nice. If I compare it to [Lawrence] 177, it feels so much 
more intimate. Except for the people in the back corner on the wide side 
who I can’t really keep eye contact with.” She explains that the seating 
is laid out to have a narrow side and a wide side, and she can’t get close 
enough to the people in the back on the wide side. She said that she 
hasn’t managed to train herself to walk up the back side. 

Professor Young previously did research on some of the large lecture 
halls on campus. The research indicated that if a professor could get 
within two seats of a student, you could keep the student engaged. To 
achieve this in Columbia 150, they added cross aisles. She speculates 
that if you moved some seats to be against the wall so that there were 
more aisles, this distance would be more easily achievable. 

“The necessity for students to pass right in 
front of the professor in order to come in late 
or leave early is problematic.”
Regarding the circulation, she said, “I’d say the circulation was sort of 
a mess. It’s really tough to force two screens vs. one big screen.” She 
says that the central placement of the doors makes this room di�icult 
for both students and teachers. As a teacher, the doors are “right where 
you’re trying to teach.” She says that she’s been trying to train herself 
to use both screens but finds this di�icult. She speculates that maybe 
the two-screen setup is better for students. However, she notes that the 
necessity for students to pass right in front of the professor in order to 
come in late or leave early is problematic. 

Part of the Honors College vision for Chapman Hall is improving 
student-teacher engagement. Do you feel any elements of this 
vision in the lecture hall?

Compared to Lawrence 177, Professor Young thinks that Chapman 220 
is more conducive to student interaction. In Lawrence 177, students 
enter from the back, but the teacher is up front. This feels like “you’re 
on stage at the bottom.” In Chapman 220, students enter from where 
the teacher is standing. This leads to engaging more with students 

(HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, JOSH PARTEE, PHOTOGRAPHER)
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before and a�er class. However, during class it is annoying; ideally, she 
would prefer the doors to be at the sides.

What is your opinion of the acoustics in Chapman 220?

Professor Young says that you really can’t hear the professor well from 
the back of the room unless they’re using a mic. She said that “I think 
it’s small enough that you should be able to do it without a mic.” She 
wonders if the acoustical engineer designed the hall with the intention 
that the professor should use a microphone. 

Professor Young would like the ability to 
darken the few shades at the front but leave 
those at the back open.

As an architect, what is your opinion of the aesthetics, preservation 
strategies, and architectural features of the room? 

Professor Young said that she thinks Chapman 220 is very nice 
aesthetically. She likes the striped marmoleum floor, which she says is 
just a little bit di�erent, but “fits nicely in.” She said, “I love the way 
they saved the old doors and they have the rippled glass and the clear 
glass in the transoms.” She thinks it’s a good balance of preservation 
and edginess. Overall, she likes the color sense and the white walls. She 
likes that they saved the old lecture hall chairs in the corner. However, 
she said that the awkwardness of the circulation, with the door placed 
at the front/center of the classroom, overwhelms a lot of the positive 
features of the room. 

She really loves the windows in the room and thinks the two-layer shade 
system is brilliant. However, she states that the automatic shades could 
be more e�ective at darkening the front of the room. She said that at 
the midterm review, students commented that the room was too light 
to see the slides. Professor Young would like the ability to darken the 
few shades at the front but leave those at the back open. However, she 
can only close all the shades on each side. 

“I don’t mind feeling like a guest. I just find 
it awkward to know where to put stu�. [...] 
Right now it’s on the floor.”

Are there any other features of the lecture hall that you would like 
to comment on? 

“From a faculty perspective, I don’t have anywhere to put my stu�!” She 
says that the room at least needs a few coat hooks for the professor, 
and perhaps a lost and found shelf. She says that the podium is stocked 
with everything it needs, and she doesn’t really think it should be any 
bigger. She says, “I don’t mind feeling like a guest. I just find it awkward 
to know where to put stu�. It’s not an emotional thing so much as, we 
have stu�, we need to put it somewhere. Right now it’s on the floor.” 

She also notes that there is no way to secure her belongings in the 
room. When she needs to leave the room, she has been leaving her 
belongings there, in the open. She says that she would be scared to 
do this in Lawrence, but Chapman 220 feels small enough, and like she 
knows the people there enough, that leaving her things would be safe. 
But it would be more comfortable to be able to lock her belongings. She 
suggests having a podium or closet compartment that locks when you 
remove its key, like at the swimming pool. 
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INTERVIEW: BRENDA DUTTON
RECEPTION, CLARK HONORS COLLEGE
INTERVIEWED BY CAROLE HAMLIN

How many sta� work in Chapman Hall? 

There are eight administrators who are non-instructors, and not 
students. 

Each day, students rearrange the furniture in 
the common area to suit their needs.

Walk me through your typical work day. What areas of the building 
do you use?

Brenda is the first person to arrive at Chapman Hall in the morning, 
around 7:30-7:45AM. The building opening routine begins on the 
second floor, where she turns on the lights and straightens the chairs in 
the student common area. Each day, students rearrange the furniture in 
the common area to suit their needs. The most common modifications 
are scooting tables together to make one big table, and clustering 
chairs around the device charging area. Sometimes, many chairs are 
le� around one small table. 

When she opens room 220 (the lecture hall), sometimes she is surprised 
to find students in there. On the third floor, she unlocks the swinging 
doors, checks out the library, lounge, and kitchen. She walks the 
perimeter of the faculty commons and o�ices, confirms that there 
is paper in the printer. Back on the first floor, she opens all the doors 
“with the crazy little hex keys that are used for all the old buildings.” She 
checks that the ADA access button is on, then turns on the lights, and 
Chapman Hall is “open for business.” 

She checks in the “mail room” to see if anything needs attention 
there. Then, she goes through emails to check for scanning and copy 
projects, and goes back and forth to the mail room to complete those. 
She explained that the mail room is really just mailboxes and copy 
machines; it is not a sta� break room. Though there is no break room in 
Chapman Hall, Brenda says, “I don’t think a break room is really missed.” 
She notes that all sta� but herself have private o�ices. Personally, she 

prefers to get up and take a walk on her breaks. She says that some 
student sta� work 3-4 hour shi�s and rarely want to take a break. 

A major part of her role is to be at the front desk, answer the phone, 
and say good morning to students, “presenting a cheerful, good 
atmosphere” in the building. She also keeps track of certain faculty as 
they come and go, so that if students ask for them, she knows whether 
they’re in their o�ices. 

What is your favorite part of Chapman Hall? 

“I love seeing the students come through the front door.” When people 
go in or out the side door, this makes her nervous because she can’t 
keep track of who has gone in or out. 

“I like that it’s an open space but it still feels 
kinda cozy.”

Describe the lobby space. What do you like/not like about this 
space? Are there any design elements that are problematic or 
interfere with your work? 

(HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, JOSH PARTEE, PHOTOGRAPHER)



Brenda expressed very positive feelings about the lobby space: “I like 
that it’s an open space but it still kinda feels cozy.” She is surprised by 
how many people drink the tea and water that is available in the lobby. 
Most prospective students and their families drink the tea/water. She 
says the space feels comfortable, and notes that though people have 
conversations there, it’s never so loud that she can’t make a phone call. 

This reflects the overall quiet atmosphere that she has noticed in the 
building. In fact, she says that sometimes the building is so quiet that 
minor building noises become annoying. She recently called campus 
ops because the West entrance door was squeaking. She never hears 
any noise from classrooms. 

Temperature-wise, she finds the lobby very comfortable. She was 
pleasantly surprised that the frequent opening and closing of the door 
does not seem to a�ect the temperature behind the desk at all. She 
reports that some building users find the first floor too cold, but that 
the second floor is kept warmer, so she expects they are reacting to 
the di�erence between the temperatures. On the second floor, faculty 
reported to her that rooms 201 and 202 were too warm in the mornings. 
Campus ops adjusted the temperature to bring these rooms closer to 
the target temperature of 72 degrees. 

Her only complaint about the lobby space is that the pillar closest 
to desk blocks the far door from view; she has to lean around to see 
people entering through that door.

If you could design the front desk space, what would you change? 
Where would you position it? 

“I think it’s in a really good space with the exception of the pillar.” Brenda 
feels that the desk is appropriately positioned, because most users 
come in the front door, and benefit from being able to see the front 
desk sta� immediately. She says that the visibility issue with the pillar 
is not a major problem because hardly anyone uses the back door. She 
speculates that this may be because the construction at neighboring 
Tykeson Hall makes that entrance loud and di�icult to access. 

What percentage of people entering the lobby do you know/
recognize? Do you have any security concerns regarding who comes 
into the building? Any security incidents? 

Brenda estimates that she recognizes 75% of people entering the 

building, unless a lot of people are coming for tours. Because most 
people enter through the lobby, she starts to recognize students’ faces 
and knows what part of the building they usually head to. She notes that 
since the holiday break, many students have started to come in wearing 
AirPods, which a�ects how she interacts with them: “Other than folks 
who have their AirPods in, I try to say hello. [...] They’re listening, they’re 
not engaging, they’re going up the stairs and going to class.” 

“Sometimes, visitors get a little freaked out 
that they have to go down the hall, down the 
stairs to the restroom.”

How does the work environment in Chapman Hall compare to the 
previous work environment in Mac Court? 

Brenda describes the new Chapman Hall as “dreamy” in comparison 
to the time the Honors College spent temporarily located in Mac Court 
(during the Chapman Hall construction). At Mac Court, although the desk 
was further from the door, there was “a rush of arctic freeze every time 
someone opened the door.” When she saw the new space in Chapman 
Hall for the first time, she was amazed. She had not worked in Chapman 
before the remodel, but said that the Honors College sta� seemed 
depressed working at Mac Court. She describes the environment in Mac 
Court as very noisy. The building was creaky and exercise classes were 
loud and disruptive. In contrast, of the remodeled Chapman Hall, she 
says, “It looks so clean and inviting and professional. [...] This is a model 
building. I really can’t think of anything bad about it.” 

The only strange feature she can think of is the location of the restrooms 
in the basement. She says that “sometimes, visitors get a little freaked 
out that they have to go down the hall, down the stairs to the restroom.” 
Though she says she can’t think of a better place to locate the restroom, 
the process of getting to the basement location is a bit strange. She 
wonders why all the pipes and the fire risers are exposed; to her they 
give a visual cue that you shouldn’t be going into that area, a feeling 
she thinks visitors pick up on. However, she finds the restroom itself 
very pleasant. 
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INTERVIEW: JAMES STEGALL
DIRECTOR OF SECURITY AND SPECIAL EVENTS, UO
INTERVIEWED BY CAROLE HAMLIN

Describe your role at UO and how it relates to security at Chapman 
Hall. 

James is responsible for “all physical security on campus.” This includes 
the building access and locking systems, scheduling when buildings are 
open to students and the public, and security camera placement. His 
role includes planning these systems on new buildings and renovations. 
A top priority in his job is increasing users’ perception of safety. He says 
that “People feel safe when they can see what’s happening around 
them.” 

James was involved in designing the security cameras, door locks, and 
building access protocols for the Chapman Hall remodel. Some of the 
challenges presented were budget constraints, respecting the design of 
the historical building, and creating “zones within the building” to limit 
access at certain hours. 

Typical security measures like bright lights 
and blue E-phones are restricted by UO 
design guidelines in the historic memorial 
quad area.
He says that the Chapman Hall remodel also presented an opportunity 
to improve security on campus. Typical security measures like bright 
lights and blue E-phones are restricted by UO design guidelines in the 
historic memorial quad area, so Campus Security had long wished for 
cameras in the area. Kincaid and 13th is a major entrance to campus, 
and it is the path that Campus Security has been encouraging students 
to use at night. Two exterior cameras ended up being installed as part 
of the Chapman Hall remodel, on the SW side and NE sides. Together, 
these provide a view up and down 13th. The camera on the SW side 
provides a view of the memorial quad, which is helpful for events such 
as ESPN game day. The cameras added in the remodel contribute to 
stopping campus crime such as bike the�. Because of the historic 
facade, the cameras are unobtrusive, mounted under the cornice. They 

are black domes, and the mounts are painted to match the brick. There 
is a camera mounted on Straub Hall which is “very hated” because it’s 
so visible. He says, “We don’t want to hide the cameras, but we don’t 
want them to be distracting.” 

James thinks architects resist security measures because they are not 
aesthetically pleasing, however, “students and families overwhelmingly 
say that they want cameras.” He mentioned that students look for 
features like blue E-phones. At the same time, he says, “we don’t want 
to turn it into a fortress.” New buildings are wired for more cameras; 
Tykeson Hall will have a camera o� each landing of the central stairwell.

“Chapman is an academic space with the base level of security,” 
because it has a remote access control system. Chapman also has one 
interior camera, watching the access control door and elevator, which 
allows security to audit the door. This is important because before the 
remodel, Campus Security got frequent calls to come out and activate 
the elevator on the weekends. Weekend programming in the building 
had not been scheduled with security ahead of time, so the elevator 
was turned o� and had to be activated manually. Since the remodel, he 
says, “I can’t remember the last time we got a call. We used to get them 
quite o�en.”

(CAROLE HAMLIN)



Renée wanted to restrict weekend access 
to Honors College students, to “make the 
Honors College students feel more safe in 
the building.”
Prior to the remodel, James says that there was an issue with people 
having sex in the bathrooms in the basement. They weren’t students; 
people “walk onto campus and try doors.” People also occasionally 
slept in the basement. Security was a major focus of the remodel. 
Reneé wanted to restrict weekend access to Honors College students, 
to “make the Honors College students feel more safe in the building.”

The camera at the access control door in Chapman is located inside so 
as not to disrupt the historic facade. Although this means that they can’t 
see people until they are inside, it does make it easier for the dispatch 
o�icer to confirm whether someone is there. They can also go back in 
time and look at footage of people coming in the building, though the 
camera can’t see faces unless someone looks up at it.  

James says that the security goals for the Chapman Hall project were 
all met. 

One reason that it was important to update 
Chapman Hall security is that it has ground 
level access.

How does the security at Chapman Hall compare to the other 
nearby halls?  

Condon is on the edge of campus and has public restrooms. It has had 
an access control update project, and now has an access control door. 
Like Chapman, it has beautiful historic doors that can be di�icult to 
lock. Adding a security system to Condon would be di�icult without 
gutting the building, as was done in Chapman. Cameras and alarms 
require so many wires that it’s not feasible to install them without 
gutting a building, thus, other historic buildings near Chapman do not 
have security systems. Other common sense security measures are 
taken there, such as lighting and educating students and faculty about 

tools for safety. James says that these strategies are more e�ective than 
cameras and alarms anyway: “It will never help you in the moment to 
have a security system.” 

The other buildings around Chapman have varying levels of security 
based on whether sta� is in the building throughout the day. Condon 
is not so much a concern because sta� is present throughout the day. 
Columbia Hall and the first floor of Friendly Hall are empty unless there 
is a class in there, which presents a security concern. 

One reason that it was important to update Chapman Hall security is 
that it has ground level access. As Condon is raised, you have to make 
an e�ort to walk into the building.

“The sta� in Chapman Hall feels a lot of 
ownership for the building.”

Are you aware of any recent security concerns/incidents in Chapman 
Hall?

James says there have not been any security incidents since the 
remodel. He says that “the sta� in Chapman feels a lot of ownership 
for the building,” and suggests that they may in fact know more about 
security there than Campus Security does. Renée handles the process 
of access control in the building; Campus Security is not involved at all.

James says that sta� engagement and proper reception is important to 
campus security: “Reception is hugely important on campus. It doesn’t 
get as much emphasis as it should have.” It’s not only important from a 
security standpoint, but to make students feel welcome on campus. In 
some other buildings, he says, reception gets set up wrong so that they 
can’t see the door. In Chapman, you can’t really enter without being 
seen, except the basement door. 

Another problem that can happen in campus buildings is that if the 
building is depending on reception for security, and the building 
remains unlocked when the receptionist leaves, sta� who are still back 
in their o�ices can feel unsafe or trapped in their o�ices. He says that 
avoiding this scenario is why the Chapman Hall lobby gets locked down 
outside of business hours.
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INTERVIEW: GENE MOWERY 
OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE, UO DESIGN & 
CONSTRUCTION
INTERVIEWED BY AUSTIN GUTIERREZ

What was your role in the planning process and construction phase? 

Gene said that he represented the university in the construction phase 
as a project manager. He mentioned that he was involved from the 
very beginning of the process as the liaison between the design team, 
construction crew and owners. He said he mostly coordinated with 
each group and facilitated the project delivery system.

What is your role now that the project is completed?

He explained that is still the acting project manager for the project. 
When people have questions about regarding the renovation and/
construction process, he is usually the first responder. A�er the 
construction phase, he managed the project’s closeout and construction 
administration for the project. 

Who did you mostly work with?

Gene worked with a lot of people to make the renovation happen. 
Early on, he worked the project user group to help plan based o� their 
goals they had outlined in a program study. The primary people that he 
worked with were: Renee, the project user group chair; the design team, 
Hennebery Eddy Architects based out of Portland; and the engineering 
and utilities group also located in the UO Design and Construction 
department. The project user group helped Gene make decisions 
based o� their needs, and the engineering team would provide advice 
and information to Gene and the design team to choose appropriate 
engineering consultants. 

What are the UO design standards and how were they met in the 
Chapman Hall renovation?

Gene laid out a couple of manuals that were essentially the campus 
design standards. One of them being the campus plan or as he 
described “the campus master plan” full of policies and languages that 
the campus and buildings must adhere to. Gene explained that Campus 
Plan is about to undergo revisions turning the policies into principles. 

The second manual was the Design and Construction Standards which 
outlined other principles and specifications generally used around 
campus. He explained, for example, generally the same elevator is used 
around campus to reduce consulting, hiring maintenance and storing 
too many di�erent parts in their warehouse. Both manuals provide 
useful information and act as a set of guidelines for the design team to 
familiarize themselves with the campus and make decisions.

The goals were create a welcoming building, 
build hearths, balance historical and 
functional, build an integrated community, 
and focus on vertical connection.

What were the goals outlined by the owners for the renovation? 
How were the goals developed?

Gene briefly spoke about what the actual goals were create a 
welcoming building, build hearths, balance historical and functional, 
build an integrated community, and focus on vertical connection. 
Gene explained that the user group, led by Renee, executed a program 
study earlier before the project began. The user group reduced the 
occupants’ needs into a list of values and necessities required for the 
projects program. Gene continued to mention that when the university 
decided to proceed with the renovation, the owners and UO Design & 
Construction team developed a request for proposal to be sent out to 
architects.

The program exceeded the square footage of 
the existing building and decisions had to be 
made to combine or get rid of program.

Were there any obstacles that led to a change of plan?

Gene iterated that the program exceeded the square footage of the 
existing building and decisions had to be made to combine or get 
rid of program. Gene continued to say that because it was a historic 
renovation, the struggle to retrofit the design into the existing structure 



was at times di�icult but that didn’t stand in the way of proceeding. 
Some minor decisions were made, but nothing major to the design.

How has Operations changed since the renovation?

Gene said during the planning and construction process, the UO Design 
& Construction department was reorganized. The campus planning, 
facilities and the engineering and utilities groups were merged into 
Campus Panning & Facilities Management (CPFM). 

He personally enjoys the balance between 
modern and historical aesthetics.

How do you feel the new space operates/is experienced?

Gene expressed pride in the project. He said he personally enjoys the 
balance between modern and historical aesthetics. He continued to 
say that the renovation allowed for a reorganization of spaces and he 
believed it met all the goals required by Renee and the user group. He 
also said that he has heard great, positive reviews about the space and 
pleased the occupants. 

USER GROUP FINDINGS - PROGRAM EXCEEDED AVAILABLE SPACE (PROVIDED BY HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS)
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INTERVIEW: NEIL JORDAN 
CARPENTER SHOP, UO
INTERVIEWED BY TREVOR BEDNARZ

What type of maintenance do you and your crew usually do?

The carpenter shop does general building repairs of the building, such 
as drywall damage and unsticking windows. They don’t touch any 
fixtures, such as plumbing or electrical, as there are separate plumbing 
and electrical crews.

Have you interacted with Chapman Hall?

Not lately, although they do building inspections periodically, they 
haven’t done an interior inspection of Chapman since the renovation, 
but they have done a roof inspection.

Prior to the renovation, were there any maintenance challenges 
with Chapman?

No, at least not any more than other buildings on campus.  The periodic 
wall repair or stuck window is usually the extent of the maintenance.

“They did a good job with the renovation, 
and the only thing we touch the building for 
is periodic inspections.”

Is there any unique maintenance challenges with Chapman?

No, not really.  Neil thinks they did a good job with the renovation.

Is there anything that could be done better, in order to reduce 
maintenance in Chapman?

Recently, the facilities department has restructured, and have made 
preventative maintenance a priority, which leads to less maintenance 
overall.  For Chapman specifically, periodic roof inspections to check 
for clogs are the only interaction he has with the building.

What would you like to say about Chapman and the renovation?

They did a good job with the renovation, the envelope is solid, and 
the roof installation was done well.  The refinishing of the bricks really 
helps reduce maintenance, so that is a plus.



INTERVIEW: RENÉE DORJAHN 
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION, CLARK 
HONORS COLLEGE
INTERVIEWED BY JO ENEA

What were the most recurring concerns brought up by sta� and 
students prior to the renovation?  

From her experience leading the focus groups and as a CHC sta� 
member, the number one concern brought up was di�iculty in 
navigating the building. “There was no connection between the ground 
floor and the building hearth and the second floor. There was no 
staircase.” When asked why there was no staircase, she told us that the 
building was designed on purpose not to have the west staircase go to 
all floors. The original ground floor housed the bookstore and they did 
not want students casually coming down there. There was no elevator 
that serviced all floors, with both the mezzanine area and ground floor 
lacking accessibility. People would come into the reception desk and 
the only way to get upstairs was to go back outside and around the 
corner. “I always described it as navigationally challenged. It was really 
hard to get around in the building.” Prior to the renovations, there was 
also no student commons on second floor. The second floor consisted 
of the main lecture hall, some classrooms, restrooms, and a very narrow 
hallway. Between classes the hallway was typically overcrowded as 
there was nowhere suitable for students to wait. They either sat on the 
floor there in the hallway or on the steps leading to the third floor. It 
became a tripping hazard for anyone needing to go to the third floor. 
Overall, there were not enough dedicated student spaces.

“Certainly the interior staircase to the 
second floor is used very, very frequently. 
It’s amazing to think we had this building for 
so many years and had no staircase!”

How were these issues addressed in the design group? In thinking 
about the future of the CHC, how do you think the building and 
design would best support the strategic vision ?

They were integrated into the schematic design phase. Even before 
hiring architects to look at the project, the established primary concern 
was improving circulation in the building, especially by connecting 
the ground floor to the second. “Certainly the interior staircase to the 
second floor is used very, very frequently. It’s amazing to think we 
had this building for so many years and had no staircase!” The user 
group also decided to enlarge the elevator and have it access all floors. 
Other initial goals were increasing student spaces while adding new 
programming. The square footage to meet those programming needs, 
however, exceeded that of the building, which she said was not unusual. 
Priority was thus placed on student commons for the second floor. 

What are some of the things you personally considered most lacking 
prior to the renovations? 

“Having the building do a better job of presenting itself as the home 
of the Honors College... We have about 2,000 prospective students and 
parents visit the Honors College every year.” Before the dean’s o�ice 
moved down to the ground floor, all the administrative sta� was on the 
third floor. There were days when 20-30 students arrived for the tour. 
They had to be taken up the elevator or the outside stairs. Also, the 
entrance facing 13th Ave had been altered to be a single, exit only door. 
It was restored during both the 2012 and 2018 renovations, and now 
o�ers a more welcoming entrance. 

Overall, do you feel these concerns were successfully addressed? 

“From my perspective, yes.”

Is there anything significant you feel still needs improvement?

“There would be very little that I would change.” The question came up 
many times, especially from alumni. Changes in prioritizing space for 
social activities, group study, and individual study were overall positive. 
As is the case in many academic buildings, tensions in balancing the 
number of classrooms and faculty o�ices remain. The current building 
layout has the classrooms concentrated along the west side, except for 
the lecture hall, with the faculty commons area wrapped around o�ices 
on the third floor. “It’s nice that we’re a little bit more clustered.”

In thinking about the future of the CHC, how do you think the 
building and design would best support the strategic vision? 
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“I think the building supports that quite well... We’ve started using the 
display windows that were le� over from the bookstore days and there 
are display cases on the third floor that will be used to highlight faculty 
research... There’s plenty of opportunity to do more.” 

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the Chapman Hall 
location on campus? 

“I think it’s fabulous that we are on the memorial quad, which is the 
most formal large grassy space. We are not at the center of campus 
but we are very close. [...] It’s easy for students to navigate between 
classes.” There are many people who miss the small parking lot 
between Chapman and Johnson Hall where they could park close to 
work. Sta� at Condon and Fenton Hall have had the same complaint. 
She does not consider it to be too significant an issue.

“Totally agree with what James said... about 
ensuring enough security but not making it 
feel like a fortress. It still needs to feel open 
and welcoming.”

What were your goals regarding building security? 

“I think our security protocol has worked very well.” The CHC has 
worked extensively with security companies as well as the UOPD. They 
have installed exterior video cameras, much appreciated by the UOPD 
who did not previously have “eyes” on this part of the campus or the 
quad. Doors were set up with card access, providing “several layers of 
security that we have to insure that if we have students studying in the 
building late at night or want to study on the weekend we know how 
they are.”

What were the security concerns before the renovations?

Chapman Hall, people una�iliated with the university would o�en 
come into the building, especially during the winter. There were times 
when you would enter the restroom and discover “various things going 
on.” Sliding mezzanine doors were eventually installed to seal o� the 
administrative area. “Totally agree with what James said... about 
ensuring enough security but not making it feel like a fortress. It still 
needs to feel open and welcoming.”

PRE-RENOVATION, THERE WAS NO INTERIOR STAIRCASE CONNECTING THE FIRST AND SECOND FLOORS. (ORIGINAL PLANS, PROVIDED BY HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS)



INTERVIEWS WITH ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS
Danáe Burck, Architect and Honors College Alumna
Engineer 1, Structural Engineer
Todd Matthias, Acoustics Consultant
Gregg Sanders, Project Manager
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INTERVIEW: DANÁE BURCK
HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS
ARCHITECT AND FORMER STUDENT AT THE UNIVERSITY 
OF OREGON AND CLARK HONORS COLLEGE
INTERVIEWED BY KYLA CLARY

What was your involvement with the Chapman Hall renovation?

Danáe was a student of the Honors College at the time, and the role 
she served was that of student representative of the user group. “I 
represented what our user group thought was lacking, and what could 
be improved upon in this renovation. From a student perspective, it 
was important to balance the needs of the space while still honoring 
Chapman’s history”. Additionally, Danáe’s grandmother went to 
University of Oregon and majored in Home Economics, which was 
housed in Chapman Hall before it became home to the Honors College. 
Being ancestrally linked to the space through her made it that much 
more special to Danáe; she felt that she eally had a stake in what 
happened to it even a�er she was to graduate and leave campus.

“From a student perspective, it was 
important to balance the needs of the space 
while still honoring Chapman’s history.”

What were any design problems that came up, considering this is a 
historic building?

Being a historic renovation, “there was a huge restraint on creating 
flexible, modern academic spaces.” There was a conflict over the 
fireplace in the seminar room, which alumni thought was important 
but designers thought constrained the space. 

“There was a huge constraint on creating 
flexible, modern academic spaces.”

During our focus group, [principal architect] David Wark mentioned 
that two of the driving motifs for student interaction were oval-
shaped seminar tables and the Honors College students’ tradition 
of baking cookies. How significant would you say these motifs are 
to the students of Clark Honors College?

The oval tables are actually a great improvement. Danáe relayed her 
personal experience from when she had a class across campus, and 
always had to rush to the following class in Chapman a�erwards. At 
the time, Chapman Hall had many long, rectangular tables. Danáe said 
that she was late a couple of times, and the only remaining seats were 
on the far side of the table in the corner, secluded from everyone else. 
She wasn’t able to make eye contact with the professor, or participate 
and engage with the discussion. “The oval tables are so much better 
because they truly lack hierarchy, and everyone is equally visible and 
can participate”. As for the cookies, Danáe  said she was always too 
busy because architecture is demanding, (here, she laughed) but that 
tradition provided a hominess in Chapman that was comforting.

“The oval tables are so much better because 
they truly lack hierarchy, and everyone is 
equally visible and can participate.”

How do you feel the updated cooling strategy [chilled beams, 
original operable windows and ceiling fans as the first line of 
defense] works for the space and its inhabitants?

Per Danáe, the decision to leave the original windows in the building 
provides a significant impact on Chapman’s character, and the less-
e�icient nature of single pane glass was compensated for elsewhere to 
allow for it; finding balance in saving energy is important. As for the 
use of operable windows and ceiling fans, Danáe feels that the Honors 
College students definitely feel comfortable making changes to the 
space because it is their home. 



INTERVIEW: ENGINEER 1
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER FOR CHAPMAN HALL 
RENOVATION
INTERVIEWED BY STEPHEN FEINBERG

When and how did you get involved with the Chapman Hall project 
as the structural engineer?

Engineer 1 believes they got involved on the Chapman Hall renovation 
project in Feb/Mar of 2016; she explained that while architects typically 
only have 1-2 projects running concurrently, structural engineers may 
have as many as 5-6 at a time, so a�er a while many of the projects 
begin to blend together.

Did you have any interaction with the stakeholders at the University 
of Oregon – the ones who hired Hennebery Eddy Architects to design 
the renovation? Or did you communicate only with the architects?

Engineer 1, as most structural engineers do, worked mostly directly with 
Hennebery Eddy and Brian Butler, the mechanical engineer. Engineer 
1 does know that they met Renee Dorjahn (the University of Oregon 
project representative) on a few occasions in meetings, but most of the 
communication went through Hennebery Eddy.

From a structural standpoint, were there any issues you can 
recall that prevented the architects or the stakeholders from 
accomplishing their goals?

“Not really” – Engineer 1 and their team just did what the architects 
asked of them. That said, they were reminded that the architects had to 
scrap the idea for a penthouse on the 4th floor. “Part of that decision was 
because it would have required a full seismic upgrade of the building, 
which does fall under the structural umbrella. A seismic upgrade would 
have extended the timeline and added a lot of cost to the budget”.

Could you speak to the role of the building’s structure as it relates 
to LEED and sustainability?

Most of that falls under the architects’ or contractors’ realm. Engineer 
1 does know that the sourcing of structural material, like recycled steel 
for beams, played a part in their goal of LEED Gold certification. 

“Part of that decision was because it would 
have required a full seismic upgrade of the 
building, which does fall under the structural 
umbrella. A seismic upgrade would have 
extended the timeline and added a lot of 
cost to the budget”.

(HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS)
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INTERVIEW: TODD MATTHIAS
ACOUSTIC DESIGN STUDIO
ACOUSTICS CONSULTANT FOR THE CHAPMAN HALL 
RENOVATION
INTERVIEWED BY ANNIKA LARSON

What is your relation or role in the renovation of Chapman Hall?

Todd was hired as the acoustic consultant back in 2016. That said, he 
never actually visited the site; it wasn’t seen as necessary. According to 
him, that is pretty typical, the acoustic engineer doesn’t usually have as 
large of a role in this kind of project as some of the other consultants. 
“Mainly I used the drawings provided by the architects and worked with 
them to ensure spaces were acoustically sound”.

“The raked seating in the lecture hall actually 
makes a huge di�erence in how sound moves 
through the space.”

What acoustic improvements were made during the renovation of 
Chapman?

“A lot of consideration goes into materials and how they reflect or 
absorb sound”. In the lecture hall, wall coverings with a kind of foam 
interior were added to the back to absorb direct sound and prevent 
sound reflection. The raked seating in the lecture hall actually makes 

a huge di�erence in how sound moves through the space. This type of 
seating provides a direct line of sight/sound. The sound doesn’t bounce 
around as much. A new air handler was also added in the basement 
on the south side of the building, so noise control techniques such 
as duct liners (generally made of fiberglass or mineral fiber) were 
suggested. Finishes also make a big di�erence in how sound is reflected 
or absorbed, carpet vs concrete slab, for example. “A floor’s finish has a 
major influence on what kind of ceiling assembly should be used on the 
floor below”. If the floor is concrete, for example, the footfall heard on 
the floor below is greater than if it was carpet.

What is footfall and how is it measured?

Footfall describes the sound of footsteps. It is measured by “Impact 
Isolation Class” or ICC. Chapman, or higher education in general, does 
not have specific ICC requirements in the same way an apartment 
building does. The material type makes a big di�erence in the ICC rating. 
For example, a hypothetical concrete slab on the second floor with no 
ceiling assembly on the first floor would have an Impact Isolation of 30. 
If the same floor was carpet, its impact isolation would be 70.

What was working well in the original design? Chapman, built in the 
30’s, seems like there would have been some strategies for natural 
amplification in rooms such as the lecture hall?

Deep wells for windows. Also, the lecture hall isn’t super deep which, 
according to Todd, is a great thing, not too much needed and noise 
from the HVAC isn’t too bad.

“I would say users had more input on design. 
That’s a really good thing.”

Was there anything unique about this project?

“I would say users had more input on design. That’s a really good thing.”

(HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS)



INTERVIEW: GREGG SANDERS
HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS
PROJECT MANAGER FOR CHAPMAN HALL RENOVATION
Interviewed by Duncan Fox

Is it correct that your role in the renovation of Chapman Hall was 
Project Manager?

   Gregg was the project manager for the renovation of Chapman Hall 
and also led the programming e�ort; he led what he calls “stick holder 
facilitation” – he helped everyone figure out what the vision of the 
renovation was more than actually designing it. In his words, he more 
so pulled out information from people. 

We actually talked to Renee beforehand and she mentioned that a 
priority of hers was to mix more in circulation space?

   “That was a huge part of this project in the very beginning, this idea of 
faculty/student engagement. But, the faculty was very concerned about 
having their private space, which was diametrically opposed to faculty 
engagement”. At one point the design team suggested all glass walls for 

the faculty o�ices and that everything would be very visible. According 
to Gregg, faculty was very uncomfortable with that and actually wanted 
the opposite, promoting solid walls, doors, no windows in, so one could 
be in his/her o�ice and no one would know that they were there. “I 
think in the end we came up with a compromise that allowed for both 
sides to be partially realized”. 

“That was a huge part of this project in the 
very beginning, this idea of faculty/student 
engagement. But, the faculty was very 
concerned about having their private space, 
which was diametrically opposed to faculty 
engagement.”

Are there any questions that you would like answered by us doing 
this POE? 

   Gregg feels that they got a lot of faculty involvement and believes that 
faculty shaped this building quite a bit. So, his concerns were mostly 
student related. He was curious about two main ideas. The first - how 
do the students feel about the space? Do they feel like this is that home 
base that the architects aspired to; and the so� variety of break out 
spaces on the 2nd and 3rd floor, are they utilized to have those kind 
of unexpected conversations that the architects hoped would happen? 
Secondly, do faculty come and use those spaces as well as students?

“The structure/fenestration on the outside 
made a huge di�erence to what we could 
and could not do on the inside.”

Did preservation have any impact on the programming, were there 
any problems that were upheld by the preservation? 

   Per Gregg, yes the existing building dictated a lot, especially around 
the faculty o�ices. According to him, all of the o�ices were supposed 
to get a window; the windows are positioned to let a certain rhythm 

(HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS)
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happen and that’s it. So, “the structure/fenestration on the outside 
made a huge di�erence to what we could and could not do on the 
inside”. Also, regarding the central corridor/circulation, almost at the 
very beginning the architects did a lot of diagrammatic analysis of the 
building, and it was very clear where circulation had to be and where 
basic room boundaries had to be. So, in sum, the building had a lot 
to do with it. And “of course Chapman has the great legacy of being 
Lawrence’s last building and the Clark Honors College wanted to not 
just respect that passively but to embrace it”. 

“Chapman has the great legacy of being 
Lawrence’s last building and the Clark 
Honors College wanted to not just respect 
that passively but to embrace it.”



ORIGINAL CHAPMAN PLAN - SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS



2ANNOTATED PLANS

ANNOTATED 
PLANS

Annotated plans are a means by which the findings of social research 
come together into a graphic representation. A�er conducting 
qualitative and quantitative research via interviews, focus groups, 
behavior mapping, direct observation, and a web survey, the plans of 
the building can be marked to show the significant results of a study. 
These annotated plans can visually demonstrate where people enter the 
building most o�en, the places where groups congregate, how daylight 
enters the building, the favorite and least favorite places of the building, 
etc. Through our research, the main findings of the study - the topics 
which came up time and again - are represented on the annotated plans 
on the following pages, subdivided into the first floor, second floor, and 
third floor of Chapman Hall. Those main topics are Wayfinding, Access 
Control/Security, Forms of Collaboration, and Sustainability.
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Le�: Web survey introduction page taken from Survey Monkey

WEB SURVEY
Web Surveys are a useful tool for obtaining large amounts of quantitative 
data from a high number of respondents.  Having respondent feedback 
recorded online allows for an easy and quick analysis of data that will 
hopefully reveal trends.  

The Chapman Hall Web Survey was designed to better understand what 
does and does not work in Chapman Hall with a focus on the physical 
spaces within the building facility. The feedback collected will hopefully 
help us make better-informed decisions for future UO building projects, 
address and resolve any issues present.                                     



WEB SURVEY STRUCTURE

The survey included a series of multiple-choice and/or short-answer 
questions related to your background, use of the building, and 
satisfaction with various aspects of the indoor environment  The general 
survey completion was estimated at 10-20 minutes but depending on 
the respondents user group and answer choices, the survey included 
additional questions.  

HTTPS://WWW.DAILYEMERALD.COM/ARCHIVES/
THE-HONORS-PROBLEM-EXTRA-TUITION-
AND-HIGH-DROPOUT-RATES-IN/ARTICLE_1E-
6AE7D9-4B2D-5DD7-AA85-D42743F871CC.HTML
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WEB SURVEY STRUCTURE

The web survey was organized into 8 main parts:

Part 1: General Questions 
Part 2: Work Spaces 
Part 3: Collaboration Spaces 
Part 4: Teaching and Classroom Spaces 
Part 5: Common & Informal Spaces 
Part 6: Services & Support Spaces 
Part 7: Impressions 
Part 8: Outcomes 

All survey takers answered the General Questions and were prompted 
to select the user group they were most associated with.  Parts 2-6 
included questions pertaining to specific space types within that 
collectively make up Chapman Hall.  The following were identified as 
main space types: Work Spaces, Collaboration Spaces, Teaching & 
Classroom Spaces, Common & Informal Spaces, and Service & Support 
Spaces.  Depending on the user type selected (student, faculty, sta�, 
or prospective student), survey takers were directed to a series of 
questions addressing the space types relevant to that user group.  

For each space type, the associated questions addressed the 
respondents overall satisfaction with that spaces physical, experiential, 
and environmental aspects.  Questions associated with environmental 
factors included drill down questions that would ask a series of 
follow up questions if respondents were dissatisfied with any specific 
environmental aspect.  The drill down was only included for the 
environmental aspect topic in order to uncover the necessary data 
required to satisfy LEED’s Post Occupancy Evaluation requirements.  

At the conclusion of the survey, respondents were directed to the 
Impressions and Outcomes sections (Part 7-8) where they had a chance 
to share other issues and comments they had with Chapman Hall.  This 
section represented respondents perspectives on Chapman Halls role 
as the home for the Honors College and its context within the larger 
context of the University of Oregon.  

Above: At the end of the general questions, the survey directs all 
respondents to select the user group that best reflects their role in 
Chapman Hall.  Depending on the user group selected, the survey directs 
respondents to the questions pertaining to their particular user group.  



WEB SURVEY RESULTS:
GENERAL QUESTIONS

Part 1 of the web survey consisted of general questions open to all 
respondents.  The goal of the general questions was to get a basic 
understanding of how the test takers feel about aspects of Chapman 
Hall relevant to all users before diving into the specific space types later 
in the survey.  The general questions asked respondents to create a 
username to di�erentiate responses and to specificy their user group 
in order to direct them to the sections of the survey specific to their role 
within the building.  

HTTPS://WWW.DAILYEMERALD.COM/ARTS-CUL-
TURE/BUILDING-LEGACIES-CHAPMAN-HALL-OVER-
HAUL-TO-BE-COMPLETED-BY-DECEMBER/ARTICLE_184E-
BA72-B6C3-5E4F-8607-F1FE36409F72.HTML
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GENERAL QUESTIONS ANALYSIS

The majority of survey respondents were students (34) followed by 
sta� (4) and faculty (3).  Right o� the bat, the majority of respondents 
identified the lecture hall as being the space within Chapman Hall 
that they spend most of their time in.  The majority of survey takers 
answered that they use the west entrance o� of Memorial Quad when 
first arriving at the building followed by the main entrance o� of 13th 
Avenue.  In terms of their first impression of the building before walking 
in, all respondents answered neutral or positively (neutral was the 
majority answer).  

When asked about how satisfied respondents were to the physical 
aspects of Chapman Hall, we were surprised to learn that several 
people were dissatisfied with the wayfinding/signage, accessibility of 
the building, and access to power outlets.  Despite this, the majority of 
people were fairly satisfied with the physical factors.  

We were also surprised at the amount of respondent dissatisfaction 
with the experiential aspects of the building.  Survey takers were most 
dissatisfied with the flow of people through the building (9/42), followed 
by flexibility for informal events (8/42), and opportunities for focused 
work/study (7/42).  This was especially surprising a¢er learning that 
very few students who took the survey used the library for more focused 
work.  Besides these, the majority of respondents were satisfied with 
the experiential aspects of Chapman Hall.  

Please indicate how satisfied you are with the following physical 
aspects of the building.

Please indicate how satisfied you are with the following experiential 
aspects of the building.

Please indicate how satisfied you are with the following 
environmental aspects of the building.

Access 
to Bike 
Parking

Exterior 
Appear-

ance

Interior
Appear-

ance

Interior 
Material
Finishes

Signage &
Wayfind-

ing

Overall
Building

Accessibility

Safety &
Security

Access to 
power and 

data outlets

Quality
of Wifi

Opportunity 
for 

collaboration

Opportunity
for focused
work/study

Flexibility
for a wide 
range of 

teaching and 
learning styles

Sense of 
identify for 
the Honors 

College

Engagement 
with the 

Community

Flow of 
People

through the
Building

Integration 
of Digital 

Technology

Flexibility 
for Informal 

Events

Daylight Views Interior 
Lighting 
Quality

Air Quality Thermal 
Comfort

Acoustic 
Quality

User 
Controls for 
Lights and 

Fansy

User Group Breakdown



WEB SURVEY RESULTS: 
FACULTY

Despite the fact the survey was live for over a week, very few faculty 
anticipated in the survey, so data is limited. Faculty who responded 
were asked about all the room typologies from classrooms to 
meeting and informal spaces, as well as personal work space and the 
supportive spaces. According to the respondent, faculty were satisfied 
with almost all the features and amenities Chapman Hall o�ers with 
noise levels and Wi-Fi  connectivity having the lowest ratings.

HTTPS://WWW.EDUTOPIA.ORG/ARTICLE/TEACH-
ERS-LEARN-BETTER-TOGETHER
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PERSONAL WORK SPACE

Generally  speaking, faculty who responded to the survey thoroughly 
enjoy their personal o�ice setting. One respondent described the 
views, the light as well as the furniture “perfect”. However, the 
acoustical quality of their space was dissatisfying. O¢entimes, students 
assemble outside faculty o�ices and are loud. As a result, faculty tend 
to shut their doors when they work or need privacy when grading 
assignments. One respondent quotes: “When meeting with students I 
keep the door open for many reasons, but students gathering outside 
at the tables makes confidentiality and concentration very di�icult. 
I think the commons needs to be re-thought and re-designed right 
away.”  Faculty with o�ices on the third floor also were not satisfied 
with the WiFi connectivity either.

General 
Apperance

Avaliable Work
Surface

Overall
Size

Avaliable Filing
Space

Avaliable Personal
Storage Space

Access to
Power

Quality of
Wi-Fi

Quality of
Materials

Quality & Comfort
of Furniture

Sa�ey &
Security

 Satisfied

Flexibility for 
Personal Needs

Ability to Meet
with Others

Ability to 
Focus on Work

Proximics to 
Other Spaces

How satisfied are you with the following physical aspects of your 
personal work space?

How satisfied are you with the following experiential aspects of your 
personal work space?

 Satisfied

HTTPS://WWW.EDUTOPIA.ORG/ARTICLE/TEACH-
ERS-LEARN-BETTER-TOGETHER



MEETING SPACE

Among the faculty, the meeting spaces has the lowest rating. Faculty 
members believe they don’t have enough space to meet and in fact, 
there is too much space dedicated to students. According to one 
respondant,  it is “bizzare” to have a seminar room soley dedicated to 
prospective students because of the shortage of o�ice space.  Faculty 
members are generally not satified with the samount of quare footage 
provided for assembly areas.  As a result, access to power outlets, 
available work spaces such as table space are limiting. Some faculty 
members feel that the social gathering and hang out spaces on the 
second floor should be replaced with more o�ices.

General 
Apperance

Avaliable Work
Surface

Overall
Size

Avaliable Filing
Space

Avaliable Personal
Storage Space

Access to
Power

Quality of
Wi-Fi

Quality of
Materials

Quality & Comfort
of Furniture

Sa�ey &
Security

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

Flexibility for 
Personal Needs

Ability to Meet
with Others

Ability to 
Focus on Work

Proximics to 
Other Spaces

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

How satisfied are you with the following physical 
aspects of the meeting spaces?

How satisfied are you with the following experiential aspects of the 
meeting spaces?
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CLASSROOMS

Interesting enough, the classrooms generally don’t funtion nearly as 
well as the designers intent. The movable chairs and desks are one of 
the reasons the classrooms recieve somewhat lower ratings. According 
to the survey, all the faculty do not belive that flexible furniture (re-
arrangeable) is beneficial to the classroom learning experience. What 
o¢en wnds up happening is the desks are rolled out of the way or 
pushed to the side of the room. On the other hand, the seminar rooms 
are more succesful in serving as a collaborative work space. Some 
faculty prefer to teach in the seminar rooms more than the classrooms 
on the second floor: “like to teach around a seminar table. I hate the 
desks in these classrooms. I can’t fit may papers on my desk, and I 
think that they are immature given the kind of scholarly ambiance we 
try to create. Why not nice, big seminar tables?”

General 
Apperance

Total Number
of Classrooms

Size of
Classrooms

Teaching 
Lecturns

Teaching Wall
Space

Access to
Power

Quality of
Wi-Fi

Quality of
Materials

Type of Furniture

Sa�ey &
Security

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

Circulation

Integration of
Technology

Locations of
Classrooms

Amount of
Writing Surface

Disagree

Agree

How satisfied are you with the following physical 
aspects of the classroom?

Do you agree with the statement: flexible furniture (re-arrangeable) is 
beneficial to the classroom learning experience?



LECTURE HALL

Faculty members are satisfied with the amount of daylight the lecture 
hall provides. It makes the room feel more like a learning envirnment 
and not a closet. Unlike room 177 in Hawerence Hall, faculty enjoy the 
natural light and the views of the outside spaces.

Despite the great daylight, the lecture hall makes some faculty upset. 
One respondant believes “the lecture hall is completely anathema 
to the Honors College and a waste of our space.”, while another siad 
it has turned into a “place for faculty to hang coats, store purses, 
etc, than on the floor. Additonally, “the circulation paths needs to be 
improved [because it creates an] awkward central entrance, which 
means two screens [on either side of the room]. It makes it hard to 
reach back right corner of hall [that is] closest to Tykeson.” Overall, 
faculty don’t like the arrangment and would like to have aisles on both 
sides of the room instead of dividing the room in half with only one 
aisle. Professors have even took note of the students critisism about 
the screen being cut o� at the bottom when they sit in their seats. 
Consequently, professors have been adjusting their power point slides 
so that the bottom of each page does not contain content.

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

How satisfied are you with the following physical 
aspects of the meeting spaces?

General 
Apperance

Total Number
of Classrooms

Size of
Classrooms

Teaching 
Lecturns

Teaching Wall
Space

Access to
Power

Quality of
Wi-Fi

Quality of
Materials

Type of Furniture

Sa�ey &
Security

Circulation

Integration of
Technology

Locations of
Classrooms

Amount of
Writing Surface

Satisfied

Not Satisfied

How satisfied are you with the daylight in the lecture Hall?
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COMMON/INFORMAL SPACE

Despite the plethora of student common space, the faculty  would like 
to see more social space segregated from students. According to the 
data collected, only 50% the faculty body use the common spaces. For 
those members who do use the spaces, o¢en spend their time eating, 
meeting with other people and socializing. As a consequence of having 
limited informal space that is not seperate from the student body, 
some faculty members claim they use the bathrooms as a social space 
because it o�ers more privacy. 

Waiting

Individual 
Study/Work

Meeting with
Others

Socializing

Eating

Other

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

Group 
Work/Study

How do you most o�en use the common/informal spaces in the 
building? 

SUPPORT SPACE

Faculty were generally satisfied with the support spaces provided 
within the building. The elevator gets used a lot for those on the thrid 
floor and acts as their most commonly used source of getting upstairs. 
The kitchette could be a little bigger, and some faculty would like to 
have their own private kitchenette soley dedicated to them and not 
students. The amount of stoage space is also somehat of a big concern. 
Faculy wish they had more space as as a result, use the lectuire hall to 
stoage their personal belongings.

How atisfied are you with the following support spaces in the 
building?

Elevator

Stairways

Print Area

Building Storage

Kitchenette

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

WEB SURVEY



WEB SURVEY RESULTS: 
STAFF

Just like the results with the faculty survey, the data is limited. Only 
one sta� member responded in the week the survey was available.
Sta� who responded were asked about classrooms, meeting 
spaces, informal/common spaces and support areas. According to 
the respondant, faculty were generally satisfied with almost all the 
features and amenities Chapman Hall o�ers .

HTTP://THECONVERSATION.COM/HOW-DESIGN-THINK-
ING-CAN-HELP-TEACHERS-COLLABORATE-95932
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PERSONAL WORK SPACE

Overall, sta� who responded to the survey thourghly enjoyed their 
personal o�ice setting. However, faculty who share personal o�ice with 
another sta� member claim it is not adequate. It is not possible to talk 
on the phone without disrupting the other person. It is not possible to 
meet with anyone without disrupting the other person, and there is no 
place for anyone to sit anyway. There seems to be a shortage on the 
amout of o�ice space available it seems, which also means personal 
stoage may be an issue for some. 

General 
Apperance

Avaliable Work
Surface

Overall
Size

Avaliable Filing
Space

Avaliable Personal
Storage Space

Access to
Power

Quality of
Wi-Fi

Quality of
Materials

Quality & Comfort
of Furniture

Sa�ey &
Security

 Satisfied

Flexibility for 
Personal Needs

Ability to Meet
with Others

Ability to 
Focus on Work

Proximics to 
Other Spaces

How satisfied are you with the following physical aspects of your 
personal work space?

 Satisfied

How satisfied are you with the following experiential aspects of your 
personal work space?

 Unsatisfied

 Unsatisfied

HTTP://THECONVERSATION.COM/HOW-DESIGN-THINK-
ING-CAN-HELP-TEACHERS-COLLABORATE-95932



MEETING SPACE

Conference room 109 is o¢en too small to accommodate all tour 
participants. It is occupied by tours for the majority of the day, all 
week, so is not available for other people to use. According to the 
respondant, the tables in rooms 101/102 are “ridiculously large” 
and su�ucates the circulation. It also makes it i�icult to pass items 
from one side of the room to the other. Smaller tables would provide 
more flexibility in terms of how the rooms are use, and would make 
meetings more intimate. 

General 
Apperance

Avaliable Work
Surface

Overall
Size

Avaliable Filing
Space

Avaliable Personal
Storage Space

Access to
Power

Quality of
Wi-Fi

Quality of
Materials

Quality & Comfort
of Furniture

Sa�ey &
Security

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

Flexibility for 
Personal Needs

Ability to 
Schedule 

Ability to 
Meet with Others

Proximics to 
Other Spaces

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

How satisfied are you with the following physical 
aspects of the meeting spaces?

How satisfied are you with the following experiential aspects of the 
meeting spaces?
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COMMON/INFORMAL SPACE

For sta� members, the common spaces are geneally where they 
wait, study in groups or serve as a meeting spot with other people. 
According to the survey the respondant claims there are too many 
common spaces and not enough faculty o�ice or classroom space: 
“I don’t know who decided that a goal for the new building was to 
promote informal interactions with students all the time. The building 
is also a place where faculty esearch and rite. Students can go hang out 
in the EMU”.  It seems that the design intent by the architect is proving 
somewhat of an emotional toll for some sta� members.  

The third floor faculty commons is nice for those who have o�ices 
there, but they rarely get to see people with o�ices on the second or 
first floors. I think that the informal spaces on the second floor should 
be converted to faculty o�ices. I also hate that the beautiful hearth 
room looks like a corporate workspace.

Waiting

Individual 
Study/Work

Meeting with
Others

Socializing

Eating

Other

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

Group 
Work/Study

How do you most o�en use the common/informal spaces in the 
building? 

SUPPORT SPACE

The sta� members thoroughly enjoy the function of the support spaces 
and feel that the function of these support spaces exceed beyond 
most, if not all, other campus buildings. One general concern, however, 
the kitchenette can feel somewhat too small and the limitd mount of 
o�ice (and those who share o�ices with another sta� memebr) does 
not provide enough storage space. 

How atisfied are you with the following support spaces in the 
building?

Elevator

Stairways

Kitchenette

WEB SURVEY

 Satisfied  Unsatisfied

Print Area

Building Storage



WEB SURVEY RESULTS:
STUDENTS

Students made up the majority of web survey respondents representing 
34/41 total survey takers.  Students are the heart and soul of the the 
Clark Honors College and Chapman Hall and their persepectives 
provide direct feedback about  the sucesses and failures of the building.  
Students were surveyed about meeting spaces, the lecture hall, 
common/informal space, and supportive spaces.  
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LECTURE HALL

The data reveals that the majority of students who took the survey were 
not honors college students, but students in our Human Context Class.  
Although this resulted in a very limited perspective of the building as 
a whole, it provided a clear picture of the successes and failures of the 
lecture hall.  

PHYSICAL ASPECTS

Overall, survey respondents were quite satisfied with the majority of the 
lecture halls physical aspects.  The physical aspects that students were 
most dissatisfied with were: circulation within the classroom, visibility 
of teaching walls, and access to power outlets.  

EXPERIENTIAL ASPECTS

The majority of students were also satisfied with the experiential 
aspects of the Lecture Hall.  The aspects that students were most 
dissatisfied with were the opportunity for collaboration, flexibility for 
di�erent teaching/learning styles, and opportunities for focused work.  

General 
Appear-

ance

Flexibility for 
di�erent teaching 

and learning 
styles

Opportunities for 
Collaboration

Opportunities for 
Focused Work

Proximity to 
other spaces in 

the Building

E�ectiveness 
of Learning 

Environment

Please indicate how satisfied you are with the following experiential 
aspects of the Lecture Hall.  

Please indicate whether or not you have used the Lecture Hall.

Please indicate how satisfied you are with the following physical 
aspects of the Lecture Hall.  

Total 
# of 

rooms 

Loca-
tion

Size Teach 
Lecterns

Teach 
walls 
and 

visibility

Type of
furniture 

Amount 
of 

writing 
surfaces

Access 
to power 
and data 
outlets

Quality 
of Wifi

Integrat.
of digital 

tech.

Circulat-
ion

Quality of 
Materials

Safety 
and 

Security



25.00% 1

25.00% 1

25.00% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

25.00% 1

25.00% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

50.00% 2

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q429 Which of the following contribute to your dissatisfaction with
thermal comfort in the lecture hall?

Answered: 4 Skipped: 38

Total Respondents: 4  

Air

move

ment
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Air
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sun
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ming

sun
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Hot/

cold

wall
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Hot/

cold

wind
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Heat

from
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Draf

ts

from
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Draf

ts
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i...

My

area

is
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My

area

is
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Ther
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at

i...

Ther

most

at

i...

Heat

ing/

cool

i...

Othe

r

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

2

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Air movement too high

Air movement too low

Incoming sun too bright/direct

Incoming sun doesn't reach my workspace/indirect

Hot/cold floor surfaces

Hot/cold wall surfaces

Hot/cold window surfaces

Heat from office equiptment

Drafts from windows

Drafts falling from the ceiling

My area is hotter than other areas

My area is colder than other areas

Thermostat is inaccessible

Thermostat is adjusted by other people

Heating/cooling system does not respond quickly enough to the thermostat

Other

1 / 1

Chapman Hall POE Option A SurveyMonkey

LECTURE HALL ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

With the exception of one or two students, the vast majority were 
satisfied with the environmental aspects of the Lecture Hall.  The 
environmental aspect that encountered the largest amount of 
dissatisfaction was thermal comfort.  According to the survey, not 
having control of the thermostat was the largest contributor to thermal 
comfort dissatisfaction.  Two of the four students that were dissatisfied 
with the thermal comfort felt that it was sometimes too cold while one 
other student felt it was sometimes too hot.    Ultimately, three of the 
four students stated that this lack of thermal comfort a�ected their 
ability to get their work done.  Although these students concerns about 
thermal comfort are revealing, the majority were satisfied with the 
thermal comfort making thermostat changes unbeneficial to the whole. 
The survey results on Lecture Hall thermal comfort seemed to support 
the i clicker survey we took in class about the same topic.  

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Sometimes 
too hot

Neutral

Somtimes too 
cold

O�en too cold

N/A

Overall, how o�en does the thermal comfort in the Lectura Hall 
negatively a�ect your ability to get work done?

Air 
movement 

too high

Air 
movement 

too low

Sun too 
bright/
direct

Dra�s from 
windows

Dra�s 
falling form 

ceiling

Thermostat 
is adjusted 

by other 
people

In cool/cold weather, the interior temperature is:

Which of the following contribute to you dissatisfaction with thermal 
comfort in the lecture hall?
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MEETING/CONFERENCE/SEMINAR ROOMS

PHYSICAL ASPECTS

8 of the 32 total student respondents responded that they used meeting, 
conference, or seminar rooms in Chapman hall.  1 student used the 
faculty commons while the 7 others used seminar room 101.  Seminar 
room 101 is the room that our human context section meets in which led 
us to believe that these students were from our class and not part of the 
Honors College.  In terms of physical aspects, students were generally 
satisfied with the meeting/conference/seminar rooms.  Despite this, 3/8 
students survey were dissatisfied with the amount of available seating.  
which was the largest source of dissatisfaction for meeting spaces.  

EXPERIENTIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

The majority of students were satisfied with the experiential aspects of 
Chapman Halls meetings paces.  Only one student was dissatisfied with 
the ability to schedule meetings and the flexibility for di�erent meeting 
types.  

“Sta� need to have a better system when 
renting out spaces.  We rented the space but 
when we went to collect it, a class was in 
session.  Fault of the front desk.”

-student responses

In a typical week, which meeting/conference rooms do you use in 
Chapman Hall?

Please indicate how satisfied you are with the following physical 
aspects of the meeting/conference/seminar rooms.

Please indicate how satisfied you are with the following experiential 
aspects of the meeting/conference/seminar rooms.

Seminar room 
101

Conference 
froom 109

Faculty 
Commons

Flexibility 
for di�erent 

meeting types

Ability to 
schedule 
meetings

Ability to meet 
with others

Proximity to 
other spaces 

in the building

General 
Appear-

ance

Total 
# of 

rooms 

Location Size Size and 
shape of 
meeting 

tables

Amount 
of 

seating

Access 
to power 

and 
data

Quality 
of Wifi

Comfort 
of the 

Furniture

Safety 
and 

Security



COMMON/INFORMAL SPACES

Only five students answered that they used common/informal spaces in 
Chapman Hall.  The majority of these respondents shared that they use 
the common/informal spaces rarely.  Most survey takers responded that 
they most o¢en use these spaces to wait while only one person stated 
they studied individually and in groups.  

Although most respondents were satisfied with the physical aspects 
of common/informal spaces in Chapman Hall, two students were 
dissatisfied with the total number of common/informal spaces in the 
building and the comfort of furniture.  The quality and comfort of 
furniture was amongst the most prevalent sources of dissatisfaction 
amongst respondents.  

“The seating areas outside the lecture hall 
are lacking.  They didnt think through the 
benches up against the walls with the black 
boards because they’re at head height and 
you can’t lean back against the wall unless 
you want to hit your head into the chalk tray.  
Responses were much more divided for the experiential aspects of 
the common/informal spaces.  The largest experiential sources of 
dissatisfaction included the lack of opportunities for focused work 
and a lack of the ability to support quality informal teaching and 
learning.  More students responded that they were neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied with the experiential aspects.  

The majority of respondents were satisfied with the environmental 
aspects of the common/informal spaces.  One student was dissatisfied 
with the thermal comfort due to the windows and pinpointed that their 
dissatisfaction was caused by high air movement, hot/cold window 
surfaces, and dra¢s from windows. 

How do you most o�en use the common/informal spaces in 
Chapman Hall?

Waiting Individual 
Study/
Work

Group
Study/
Work

Meeting 
with 

Others

Socializing Eating Other

General 
Appear-

ance

Total 
# of 

rooms 

Location Size Types of 
furniture

Amount 
of 

writing 
surface

Quality 
of 

writing 
surface

Access 
to power 
and data 
outlets

Quality 
of Wifi

Quality of 
materials

Please indicate how satisfied you are with the following physical 
aspects of the common/informal spaces.

Please indicate how satisfied you are with the following experiential 
aspects of the common/informal spaces.

Proximity 
to other 
spaces

Opport-
unities 

for 
focused 

work 

Collaboration 
between 

faculty and 
students

Collaboration 
between 

faculty and 
sta�

Collaboration 
between 

faculty/sta� 
and students

Flexibility 
for 

di�erent 
uses

Spontaneous 
conversations 

and interaction

Ability to 
support quality 

informal 
teaching and 

learning

Comfort 
of 

Furniture

Safety 
and 

Security

Quality of 
Furniture

Collaboration 
between 
students 

building
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SUPPORTIVE SPACES

The majority of students responded that they were neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied with the waste recycling, custodial, and maintenance 
program.  Not one respondent was dissatisfied with these services.  
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied seemed to be the trending answer in 
the support spaces as well and dominated the answers for the elevator, 
print area, and building storage which could be attributed to the fact 
that many of these students do not use these support services.  The one 
support space where the majority was satisfied was with the stairways.  
Only two of the 34 student respondents used the library, one person 
between 2 and 4 hours per week and the other less than 1 hour per 
week.   

“The bathrooms next to the lecture hall 
are really nice, but the door placement is 
awkward.  Since it’s right next to the sinks it 
can feel really tight if you are washing your 
hands and someone else is trying to get in.”

“The feeling is that the library is meant only 
for honors college students leading me to 
feel uncomfortable using these spaces.”

“I don’t feel allowed to use the kitchen since 
that floor is more private.”

-student responses

Waste and 
recycling

Custodial Maintenance

Elevator Stairways Kitchenette Print Area Building Storage

Never

Less than 1 hr.

Between 1 and 
2 hrs.

Between 2 and 
4 hrs.

More than 4 hrs.

How satisfied are you with the following services in the building?

How satisfied are you with the following support spaces in the building?

How o�en do you use the student library in a typical week?



CONCLUSION

Five students responded that they experienced Chapman Hall before the 
renovation and their impressions of the building post renovation were 
ultimately positive.  Only one respondent disagreed that the new layout 
facilitates more chance interactions between students and faculty 
and not one respondent disagreed that the Chapman Hall renovation 
has had a positive impact on the Honors College.  The majority of 
respondents were also satisfied with the buildings ability to meet the 
major project goals. The project goal that students felt was the least 
successfully achieved was creating a welcoming home for the Honors 
College.  That being said, only two of the 20 students that answered 
the question felt this way.  The survey ended on a positive note with 
the majority of students rating Chapman Hall highly compared to other 
buildings on campus.  

Although there were several students who expressed dissatisfaction 
with several things here and there, the majority of students were 
satisfied with the renovation and many of the physical, experiential, 
and environment aspects of the building.  The space type that was 
especially well represented was the Lecture Hall due to the high volume 
of survey takers in our human context class.  The most major issues with 
the Lecture Hall included visibility to the teaching walls, circulation, lack 
of outlets and well-sized writing spaces.  The other space types were not 
represented as well due to the small amount of Honors College students 
who took the survey.  

Overall, how satisfied are you with the buildings ability to meet the 
following project goals?

How would you rate Chapman Hall compared to other buildings on 
campus?

If you experienced Chapman Hall before the renovation, please rate 
the following statements.

The new layout facilitates 
more chance interactions 

between students and faculty.

The Chapman Hall renovation 
has had a positive impact on 

the Honors College.

High Somewhat high Same Somewhat low Low

Create a 
welcoming 
home for 

the Honors 
College

Balance 
historic 

and 
modern

Achieve 
classroom 
excellence

Join the 
building 

with vertical 
connection

Provide 
multi-use 

spaces

Promote 
community 

environments

Establish 
a CHC 

identity

Showcase 
teaching, 

learning and 
research
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Please describe any other aspects related to the overall building that 
are important to you:

“I really like how it fits in the campus.  Great  
location, pretty building, good lecture halls, 
and overall enjoyable environment.”

“The windows out onto campus work well  in 
the Lecture Hall because it  is on the 2nd floor.  
If the 1st floor people could walk directly by 
and look in, it would be distracting.”

“Th exterior ties in the buildings of that 
quadrangle.  Without it, the green would 
look odd.”

“not universal design”

“Location and experience”

“Location on campus is good for me, but I’m 
not sure about other classes that are held 
there and whther it’s centralized.”
-student responses
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Throughout the term, six case studies were conducted in Alison Kwok’s 
Environmental Contrls Systmes class on Chapman Hall. Students  
collected data using hobos to measure certain aspects, such as 
temprature fluxuations throughout the day, daylight and carbon levels.

Student work from current or past terms is protected under federal law, 
(FERPA, Family Education Right to Privacy Act) and university policy (UO 
Student Records Policy). Written permission has been obtained from 
each student author to include material from the Building Performance 
Case Study in ARCH 4/591 Environmental Control Systems (case studies, 
studio drawings, images, text, drawings, audio, and/or video) to be used 
in publications, including all electronic versions, and/or placed on 
reserve in libraries for the benefit of future classes, and in all foreign 
language translations and other derivative works published or prepared 
by the University of Oregon. For the distribution throughout the world. 
Forms are available upon request from the instructor.

Environmental 
Measurements
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INTRODUCTION:
 Introduction (topic and research questions): The research site is in 
Chapman Hall, on the University of Oregon campus in Eugene, Oregon. 
The building façade is primarily brick with terracotta detailing, and 
has recently been renovated on the interior, by Henneberry Eddy 
Architects, and is hoping to achieve LEED Gold status. Chapman Hall 
220 is a lecture hall capable of seating 100+ students in 1600 sf. The 
room has large windows on both the north and south facades with 
no major shade from neighboring buildings. Chapman Hall 220 is on 
the second floor of the building, roughly 12 feet above grade. Indoor 
thermal environments can vary greatly due to the stratification of 
indoor environments. In spaces where the altitude within the room 
can vary, this stratification can be more pronounced. How does the 
mechanical system begin to adapt to these various zones? These air 
temperature di�erences are critical to understanding thermal comfort 
in rooms and buildings where the ceiling height changes significantly. 
In this study, a second factor is also involved: the sudden influx of 
people into one room. The Btu/hr that 100 people put o� is significant 
and can account for a large amount of energy displaced into the room. 
The thermal discomfort felt by some could also be due to radiant heat 
from other students’. This may account for the thermal discomfort 
felt throughout some areas of the room. Adding these two e�ects; 
radiant heat of 100 students and the thermal stratification, proves to 
make an uncomfortable combination. ARCH 540 Human Context in 
Design have been spending twice weekly lectures in this class room 
with over 100 students during the Winter term (Fig. 1 & 2). At any 
given location within the room from at any given lecture during this 
winter term, qualitatively it always felt a little too warm especially 
towards the back. We suspect a cumulative MET value causing the 
room temperature to rise especially through the e�ect of stratification 
a�ecting the thermal dynamics within the room.

Environmental 
Measurements
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ABSTRACT:
 Chapman Hall is a recently renovated historic building at the 
University of Oregon which serves as the Clark Honors College. Within 
this building there is a large lecture hall which can accommodate 
100+ students. The class has a theater style seating arrangement with 
some of the seats positioned higher in the room and closer to the 
ceiling. Thermal comfort, according to ASHRAE Standard 55 is not 
maintained through all areas of the Chapman Hall 220 lecture hall. Due 
to thermal stratification, the process of warmer air rising and cooler air 
descending due to thermal buoyancy, the space experiences uneven 
temperature distribution. This uneven temperature distribution can 
a�ect thermal comfort levels in di�erent areas of the room. These 
areas are due to two main factors: a sudden change in environmental 
forces and the way in which the room was designed. Due to a sudden 
influx of people into the room, the room temperature rises quickly. 
100 students entering and sitting accounts for 100 MET units and 
generating 35,600 BTU/Hr of heat. This sudden influx of heat puts a 
strain on the mechanical system which may be unable to keep up 
immediately. Though the mechanical system does catch up with 
some lag, the design of the classroom keeps certain areas of the room 
thermally uncomfortable. This study collects data, both quantitative 
and qualitative, to determine how various areas within the room 
experience significantly di�erent levels of thermal comfort.



Environmental 
Measurements

HYPOTHESIS:
During an occupied hour of class in Chapman Hall 220, zone 1 will 
remain thermally comfortable and zone 2 will not, according to ASHRAE 
Standard 55 regarding dry bulb temperature and relative humidity.

METHODOLOGY:
In this study, we will use the following ASHRAE Standard 55 methods 
of evaluation to analyze the thermal comfort of the room: an occupant 
survey and physical measurements. Using 6 HOBO’s, we will collect 
temperature and relative humidity from two zones in the room (Fig. 3 
& 4). Zone 1 will be the lowest point in the room and zone 2 will be the 
highest point. All data collection points will be placed 5 feet from the 
ground. HOBO’s will be placed 30 minutes prior to class and taken down 
20 minutes a¢er class to establish a baseline temperature. All windows 
and doors will remain closed and ceiling fans turned o�. A qualitative 
survey of people in the room will be conducted on a Likert scale to verify 
the subject’s thermal comfort of the room. The study was conducted 
on Tuesday, March 5, 2019 in Eugene, Oregon, 44.0448° N, 123.0726° W. 
Outdoor temperature was slightly lower than normal, at 36°F during 
the time the studied according to local weather data. Relative humidity 
outside ranged from 62%-64% according to the same data.

DATA & ANALYSIS:
I. TEMPERATURE
The average temperature of the entire room was 74.34°F. Temperature 
in zone 1 and zone 2 did not vary significantly. (Fig. 5-7) The average 
temperature of zone 1, over the entire recording time, was 74.42°F. The
average temperature of zone 2 was 74.29°F. There was a slight di�erence 
in the temperature of the room over the course of the recordings, ΔT for 
zone 1 was 1.66°F and ΔT for zone 2 was 2.92°F.

II. RELATIVE HUMIDITY
Relative humidity had a greater swing than the dry bulb temperature. 
Average relative humidity for the entire class room was 31.26%. For zone 
1 the average relative humidity was 29.79% with a range of 7.08%. For 
zone 2 the average relative humidity was 32.24% with a range of 9.4%.

III. COMPARISON
When comparing zone 1 with zone 2, the changes in relative humidity 
and temperature are more apparent. Over the course of the time tested 
the temperature changes are insignificant between the two zones 
while the relative humidity increase is noticeable.

IV. ANALYSIS
Analysis of the date above, disproves our original hypothesis. Over the 
course of the study, thermal comfort according to ASHRAE Standard 55 
was maintained in all areas of the room. When zone 2 was at peak
warmth and relative humidity, it was close to falling outside thermal 
comfort as defined by ASHRAE Standard 55. (Fig. 8) Although the 
standards are maintained throughout the room, temperature does not
vary as much as relative humidity. Overall thermal comfort of the room 
is most a�ected by the relative humidity rather than the operative 
temperature.

V. SURVEY
The data collected has disproven our original hypothesis that ASHRAE 
Standard 55 is not maintained in all parts of Chapman Hall 220. 
However, we chose to take one more measurement regarding overall 
subject satisfaction. A survey of all the occupants of the space was 
conducted at the end of the class, at 11:20 AM. The survey contained 
only one question, formatted as a Likert scale with the following 
possible answers: Too cold, cool, just right, warm, and too warm. The 
responses show a di�erent conclusion than the quantitative data did. 
(Fig. 8) According to the survey answered by participants, the room 
gets to be too warm most of the people. This di�erence between 
quantitative and qualitative data shows that data according to ASHRAE 
Standard 55 is not always correct on an experiential level.

CONCLUSIONS:
The thermal comfort, according to the quantitative data we collected 
shows that thermal comfort is maintained through all areas of the 
lecture hall. There proves to be no significant di�erence between 
zone 1 and 2 in terms of thermal comfort. As the class goes on, a trend 
towards a hotter, more humid environment continues. If the class was 
longer, the trend might continue and prove that thermal comfort is 
not maintained. While the objective data proves that standards are 
maintained, a subject survey showed that the data does not show 
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everything. This di�erence between qualitative and quantitative 
results suggests that ASHRAE Standard 55 is not all encompassing. 
User experience of a space and subjective results should also be 
brought into consideration. Treating ASHRAE Standard 55 as a design 
tool rather than an end could prove to be useful.

LESSONS LEARNED:
When designing spaces that have a high density of people a large 
amount of air circulation could help alleviate the sense of a stu�y 
room. This air circulation could also help with the stratification of 
indoor thermal environments. Thinking about having main HVAC 
sources come from the floor could also be a way to make the space 
more thermally comfortable from the user’s point of view.
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Context in Design have been spending twice weekly lectures in this class room with over 100 students 
during the Winter term (Fig. 1 & 2). At any given location within the room from at any given lecture during 
this winter term, qualitatively it always felt a little too warm especially towards the back. We suspect a 
cumulative MET value causing the room temperature to rise especially through the effect of stratification 
affecting the thermal dynamics within the room. 
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Figure 3: Plan view of Chapman Hall 220 with zone 1 in orange and zone 2 in blue, HOBO data collection 
points in white 1-6 
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collection points on north wall visible in black 
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II. RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
Relative humidity had a greater swing than the dry bulb temperature. Average relative humidity for the entire 
class room was 31.26%. For zone 1 the average relative humidity was 29.79% with a range of 7.08%. For 
zone 2 the average relative humidity was 32.24% with a range of 9.4%.  
 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Dry bulb line graph and relative humidity bar chart for time tested zone 1 

 

 

Figure 6: Dry bulb line graph and relative humidity bar chart for time tested zone 2 
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When comparing zone 1 with zone 2, the changes in relative humidity and temperature are more apparent. 
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the relative humidity increase is noticeable.  
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II. RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
Relative humidity had a greater swing than the dry bulb temperature. Average relative humidity for the entire 
class room was 31.26%. For zone 1 the average relative humidity was 29.79% with a range of 7.08%. For 
zone 2 the average relative humidity was 32.24% with a range of 9.4%.  
 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Dry bulb line graph and relative humidity bar chart for time tested zone 1 
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the relative humidity increase is noticeable.  
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Figure 7: overlay of zone 1 and 2 

 
 
IV. ANALYSIS 
Analysis of the date above, disproves our original hypothesis. Over the course of the study, thermal comfort 
according to ASHRAE Standard 55 was maintained in all areas of the room. When zone 2 was at peak 
warmth and relative humidity, it was close to falling outside thermal comfort as defined by ASHRAE 
Standard 55. (Fig. 8) Although the standards are maintained throughout the room, temperature does not 
vary as much as relative humidity. Overall thermal comfort of the room is most affected by the relative 
humidity rather than the operative temperature.  
 

 
 
Figure 8: Lowest and highest recorded temperature/humidity in zone 1 (orange) and zone 2 (blue) 
Chart from Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings 
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satisfaction. A survey of all the occupants of the space was conducted at the end of the class, at 11:20 AM. 
The survey contained only one question, formatted as a Likert scale with the following possible answers: 
Too cold, cool, just right, warm, and too warm.  
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Figure 8: Data from survey responses of participants in the room  
 
 
The responses show a different conclusion than the quantitative data did. (Fig. 8) According to the survey 
answered by participants, the room gets to be too warm most of the people. This difference between 
quantitative and qualitative data shows that data according to ASHRAE Standard 55 is not always correct on 
an experiential level.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS:  

The thermal comfort, according to the quantitative data we collected shows that thermal comfort is 
maintained through all areas of the lecture hall. There proves to be no significant difference between zone 1 
and 2 in terms of thermal comfort. As the class goes on, a trend towards a hotter, more humid environment 
continues. If the class was longer, the trend might continue and prove that thermal comfort is not 
maintained. While the objective data proves that standards are maintained, a subject survey showed that the 
data does not show everything. This difference between qualitative and quantitative results suggests that 
ASHRAE Standard 55 is not all encompassing. User experience of a space and subjective results should 
also be brought into consideration. Treating ASHRAE Standard 55 as a design tool rather than an end could 
prove to be useful. 

 

LESSONS LEARNED: 
When designing spaces that have a high density of people a large amount of air circulation could help 
alleviate the sense of a stuffy room. This air circulation could also help with the stratification of indoor 
thermal environments. Thinking about having main HVAC sources come from the floor could also be a way 
to make the space more thermally comfortable from the user’s point of view. 
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the floors were consistently in a comfortable range. This leads us to 
our hypothesis, that the second floor common area of Chapman Hall 
does indeed meet the 2016 ASHRAE standard (62.1) for ventilation 
and indoor air quality, which falls below 1000ppm (700ppm above 
outdoor CO2 concentration in the ambient air, which is typically about 
300–500ppm.) 2 Daisy et al. references Seppanen and Apte et al. that in 
o�ice buildings, lower respiratory and membrane irritation symptoms 
increased when indoor CO 2 concentrations increased by 420ppm 
(parts per million) above outdoor levels, concentrations still below the 
ASHRAE 62 standard of 1000ppm. 1 As we have no control over our 
research area, we will be comparing times in which the common area is
open to the public against the times it is closed to the public, and 
potentially unoccupied.

Keywords: Indoor Air Quality, CO 2 , schools, ventilation

HYPOTHESIS
The CO2 level in the second floor common area of Chapman Hall is less 
than 1000ppm when occupied, meeting ASHRAE 62.1 for ventilation 
and indoor air quality.

TOPIC
The topic for our project will be on how ventilation a�ects indoor air 
quality in a well-used common
area/circulation path, specifically in regards to carbon dioxide levels in 
parts per million (ppm) per the
ASHRAE standard 62.1 on ventilation and indoor air quality.
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Indoor Air Quality in Chapman Hall
Rebecca Kiefer, Bret Remmengā
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon

ABSTRACT
Indoor air quality has a direct relationship with an occupant’s comfort, 
productivity and health. Our hypothesis was that the common area on 
the second floor of Chapman Hall at the University of Oregon met
the 2016 ASHRAE standard 62.1 for ventilation and indoor air quality. 
A¢er preliminary testing and observations using a Kestral tool to 
measure temperature and humidity, along with anecdotal evidence,
HOBO data loggers were placed in order to collect temperature, 
humidity, and CO 2 over a period of time. A TELAIRE tool was also used 
to measure CO 2 levels in the same space as well as similar common 
areas in other U of O buildings, and in the area outside of Chapman 
Hall. It was found that Chapman hall, even in peak use, does meet the 
ASHRAE standard, with an average ppm of 647.6, and also performs 
quite well in comparison to the other university buildings. Along 
with this, we have also read through other journals detailing similar 
experiments and topics, in order to guide our own research.

INTRODUCTION
As the average person spends upwards of 90% of their time indoors, 
2 the quality of the air surrounding them is a vastly important thing. 
It can, and has, been shown that poor quality air can have negative 
e�ects on an individual’s health. 1,3 [High CO 2 concentrations (1500-
4000ppm) cause symptoms of headaches, dizziness,
tiredness, di�iculty concentrating, unpleasant odor, and irritations 
of the upper airways. Reduced performance on testing has been 
observed at higher concentration of CO 2 in schools. 1 ] Being aware 
of these potential issues, and how best to prevent or alleviate them is 
very significant, as those issues, or ideally lack
thereof, will directly impact an occupants comfort, productivity, and 
health. Our proposed research will take place in the common area of 
the second floor of Chapman Hall. This common area serves largely as 
a study and waiting space for students, but also features the building’s
primary circulation path. During our preliminary testing (using a 
Kestral tool to measure air temperature and relative humidity, as 
well as anecdotal evidence), we found that with very minor variation, 



RESEARCH QUESTIONS
-What would the ASHRAE standard be for ventilation and indoor air 
quality in a low-rise commercial
building?

-Do the indoor air quality and ventilation systems’ functions obtain a  
LEED point/credit for indoor air
quality?

METHODOLOGY
Four HOBO data loggers were placed at a height of ~42 inches above 
finish floor (AFF) in the second floor common area of Chapman Hall, to 
measure and log temperature and humidity levels over multiple in and 
out-of-session school days (Figures 6-9). In addition, a TELAIRE sensor 
was used to measure CO2 levels at fi¢een minute intervals for two hours 
the morning of Monday, March 4, 2019. The TELAIRE tool was also used 
to measure CO 2 levels (in ppm) outside of Chapman Hall and in other 
buildings on the university of Oregon campus. This information was 
compared against the acceptable levels found in ASHRAE standard 62.1 
on ventilation and indoor air quality. Measurement locations inside of 
Chapman Hall are shown below in Figure 1.

RESEARCH SETTING
Chapman Hall is a recently renovated (completed in 2017) education 
building on the University of Oregon campus. It serves primarily as the 
education center for the Clark Honors College (CHC), providing o�ice 
space for CHC faculty and common areas for CHC students. It also 
serves as general class space for non-CHC students. In particular, the 
research here will be conducted in the common area of the building’s
second floor, which serves primarily as a student study/waiting space, 
but also hosts the building’s primary circulation path. The building 
utilizes an active heating and cooling system, since the antiquated 
windows have not been observed open. This active system facilitates 
the air changes per hour. As this is a largely private space, we did not 
have the ability to to control the environment, only observe. Because 
of this, we compared times in which the building open to the public 
(8 a.m. - 5 p.m.) and times in which the building is only accessible by 
CHC students and sta�/faculty (5 p.m. - 8 a.m.). As we are not members 
of the CHC, we were not allowed to enter the building in the private 
hours.

WORK PLAN
-Four HOBOs were initially checked out and placed on 2/22/19, and 
were collected on 2/28/19. This time was unfortunately plagued by 
intense winter weather and inaccessibility to Chapman Hall. To make 
up for this, the four HOBOS were renewed and reset on 2/28/19, and 
collected on 3/4/19.

-A TELAIRE tool was checked out and used for testing on the morning 
of 3/4/19, from 10:00 AM to 12:00 PM. The TELAIRE was also used to 
take “snapshots” of CO 2 outside and in a couple other buildings on 
campus that day. By snapshots, we mean that we waited for it to level 
out before recording a number, and only recorded a single number for 
each common area.

- Primary data compiling occurred a¢er this testing, starting on 3/4/19 
and completed by 3/14/19.

DATA AND ANALYSIS
-  The CO2 levels in Chapman hall were measure at a height of 
709.4ppm, and an average of
647.6ppm. These measurements occurred from 10:00 AM to 12:00 PM 
on 3/4/19, a time in which the building was receiving heavy use.
- CO2 levels rose in between class times when students were moving 
through the circulation space, either to or from class. (Fig. 12)
- The CO2 levels were not much di�erent between the outside of the 
room and the center of the room where the corridor passes through 
the common room doors.

- CO2 levels were highest in the Erb Memorial Union (EMU), which is the 
student union for campus, which could be arguably called the heart 
of campus, where dining, lounging and meeting occurs. We observed 
peak levels above 1500ppm while using the TELAIRE tool.

- Willamette Hall displayed low CO2 levels, with low human density 
to match it. (We also notably were holding the TELAIRE device in 
close proximity to a plant located at the bottom of the main stair.) 
Willamette’s CO2 levels were closest to the recorded outdoor CO2 
level of 500ppm. We estimate that the outdoor CO2 level was higher 
than expected because it was recorded outside Chapman Hall along 
13th, which is a main thoroughfare road that connects campus to 
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neighboring restaurants and downtown, eventually connecting to the 
EMU location.

- CO2 levels observed in Lillis were comparable to what was recorded in 
Chapman Hall. While the number of people in Lillis’ common area was 
higher, Lillis’ common area opens to outdoors more directly whereas 
the Chapman common area we recorded is on the second level, away 
from outdoor entries. (The windows have not been observed open 
during our visits to Chapman.)

LESSONS LEARNED
- It was easier to grasp and analyze the data in smaller intervals than 
larger ones. The data that was logged over multiple days was quite 
crowded, while the data that was logged over a few hours at a time was 
more concise. (Fig. 13-20 vs. Fig. 21)

- The TELAIRE tool was more accurate in capturing CO2 levels for the 
common area. If we conducted this experiment again, we would run 
the TELAIRE tool for a full work day (8-5) in the common area, in order 
to identify changes and correlations later in the day, too. (Fig. 21)

- The four HOBO data loggers were not able to log CO2 levels without 
the TELAIRE tool, so the data captured when they were le¢ alone in 
this common area space was rendered useless for CO2 data. The two 
minor benefits of the four HOBO data loggers was that they gave us a 
global look at the fluctuations of temperature and relative humidity 
throughout a day, and they showed us that smaller intervals would be 
necessary to distinguish a di�erence between a few feet of space, given 
that the four graphs for the most part looked alike. (Fig. 13-20)

- Four Telaire tools and four HOBOs would need to be set to smaller 
intervals on a single day to better capture the di�erence between the 
center of the room and the sides of the room by the
exterior walls with windows. However, we believe that there would not 
be a significant di�erence in the CO2 in a space of that size.

CONCLUSION
The highest CO2 level recorded during our research was 709.4ppm, and 
the average 647.6ppm, which fall well below the 1000ppm threshold, 
thus meeting ASHRAE standard 62.1 for ventilation and indoor air
quality, proving our hypothesis. This research was conducted during 
the height of use during a typical day, and during this period a large 
amount of people either occupied the common areas, or used the 
central circulation space, meaning that even at a large occupancy, 
Chapman Hall’s air quality remains satisfactory.
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Fig. 2: A comparison of CO² levels in ppm (using the right y-axis) and relative humidity (using the left y-axis). 
This information was gathered the morning of 3/4/19 using the TELAIRE tool with an additional HOBO. 
 

 
Fig. 3: A comparison of the number of occupants present in the common area versus the levels of CO². This 
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Fig. 10: Facing N in common area (HOBO 1 and 2) Fig. 11: Facing S in common area (HOBO 3 
and 4) 

 

Fig. 12: Looking down common room to W stairwell, 
facing the doors where students pass from the corridor 
through the common room to other classes. 
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Fig. 6: HOBO #1 placed at roughly 42”AFF  Fig. 7: HOBO #2, placed at roughly 42”AFF   

 

Fig. 8: HOBO #3, placed at roughly 42”AFF Fig. 9: HOBO #4, placed at roughly 42” AFF  
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Fig. 6: HOBO #1 placed at roughly 42”AFF  Fig. 7: HOBO #2, placed at roughly 42”AFF   

 

Fig. 8: HOBO #3, placed at roughly 42”AFF Fig. 9: HOBO #4, placed at roughly 42” AFF  

 

 
 

Fig. 13 HOBO data for HOBO data logger #1’s first round of data collection. 

Fig. 14: HOBO data from HOBO data logger #1’s second round of data collection. 

 

Fig. 15 HOBO data from HOBO data logger #2’s first round of data collection. 
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Fig. 16 HOBO data from HOBO data logger #2’s second round of data collection. 

 

Fig. 17 HOBO data from HOBO data logger #3’s first round of data collection.  

Fig. 18 HOBO data from HOBO data logger #3’s second round of data collection. 
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Fig. 16 HOBO data from HOBO data logger #2’s second round of data collection. 

 

Fig. 17 HOBO data from HOBO data logger #3’s first round of data collection.  

Fig. 18 HOBO data from HOBO data logger #3’s second round of data collection. 

 

 
 

Fig. 19 HOBO data from HOBO data logger #4’s first round of data collection. 

 

Fig. 20 HOBO data from HOBO data logger #4’s second round of data collection.  

 
Fig. 21 HOBO data from TELAIRE tool connected to an additional HOBO data logger. 
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the rooms that utilize berming to prevent heat loss meet ASHRAE 
55-2017 Thermal Comfort Standards throughout the day while the 
temperatures in non-bermed rooms fall on average 2 degrees below 
ASHRAE standards.

KEYWORDS: Passive design strategies, earth integration, thermal 
comfort, ASHRAE 55-2017

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Chapman Hall is located in the northwest corner of campus at the 
University of Oregon, Eugene. Designed by Ellis F. Lawrence, the 
building was constructed from 1938-1939 and entirely renovated in 
2017. This remodel removed the once cramped hallways and dark 
classrooms and replaced them with a new open and collaborative 
environment. The building is named a¢er Charles Chapman, the 
second president of the UO, and was the final building of the then 
Memorial Quad. At one time, Chapman Hall housed the English
department, Home Economics department, and was the first location 
of the university bookstore, then a co-op. Today, Chapman Hall is the 
home of the Robert D. Clark Honors College - a hybrid space with
multiple uses. O�ices and meeting space on the first floor give way 
to classrooms and a large lecture hall on the second floor. On the 
third floor is a handsome reading room, a full kitchen for student use, 
and a sta� collaboration commons. The first fireproof building to be 
constructed on the University of Oregon campus, Chapman Hall’s 
concrete shell, brick and terra cotta facade, along with its original steel 
windows, still remain to this day.

1.1 Research Topic
On the southern side of Chapman Hall, the building sits slightly into 
the earth, bermed around it, on the lower level (Figure 1.1). This 
particular aspect of the buildings design inspired us to seek how the 
ASHRAE 55-2017 standard for thermal comfort may be impacted by 
it. Specifically, is there a measurable temperature di�erence between 
rooms on the southern, bermed-earth side of Chapman Hall as 
opposed to a room on the same level which is above ground and not 
surrounded by bermed earth? And if so, what may be the cause of it?

Earth Integrated Design in Chapman Hall:
Analyzing Passive Strategies and Thermal 
Comfort

Eric Deitering, Holly Nuovo , Natassjia Steeves
University of Oregon, Eugene, OR

ABSTRACT: Americans spend up to 87% of their time indoors . 
Additionally, buildings consume nearly 40 percent of total U.S. energy 
use . These two statistics intersect at thermal comfort, the temperature 
and 2 relative humidity levels that feel comfortable to occupants 
allowing them to work productively and happily. In many cases of 
inhabited structures, massive amounts of energy resources are used 
simply to keep us comfortable inside . Thus, the thermal comfort in 
buildings can provide an excellent first step towards 3 assessing energy 
needs. When architects attempt to reduce energy consumption in their 
designs, heating and cooling typically remain active systems, sucking 
in a lot of energy in order to ensure the interior spaces
are comfortable. However, passive design strategies that prevent heat 
loss can reduce the needs of these active systems and significantly 
reduce the energy consumption within a design. In our research, we 
will explore the role of earth integration or “berming,” meaning the 
buildup of earth around the exterior of the ground floor of a building, 
between 1 and 6 feet above the interior floor, as a potential passive 
strategy that can reduce reliance on active energy systems. This project 
seeks to determine the success of earth berming in the Chapman 
Honors College building as a tool to meet the ASHRAE Standard 55-
2017 thermal comfort standards while reducing energy costs. Using 
data loggers to determine the temperature and relative humidity at 
multiple points in a room with berming along the exterior wall and 
comparing to data of a room without berming to determine whether 
occupants in each section are within levels that are “thermally
comfortable.” If the earth integration of structure is found to be a 
successful method of reducing heat loss and controlling thermal 
comfort, it can represent an easily implemented design choice that 
can improve comfort in buildings while reducing energy costs.This 
research will study the thermal comfort of bermed rooms vs unbermed 
rooms in Chapman Hall, to determine whether the temperature in 



2.0 HYPOTHESIS
The temperature in the rooms that utilize berming to prevent heat loss 
meet ASHRAE 55-2017 Thermal Comfort Standards throughout the 
day while the temperatures in non-bermed rooms fall 2 degrees below 
ASHRAE standards.

3.0 METHODOLOGY
Our study seeks to explore the passive design strategy of earth 
integration and its relevance on thermal comfort in the case study of 
Chapman Hall. The study used the HOBO Data Logger over a three-day 
period on the weekend. Chapman hall is closed starting Friday around 
5pm so we placed place the HOBOS slightly before 5pm to look at the 
rooms when no one is in them to control for temperature changes 
based on human occupancy. To control for heat gain, the two rooms 
selected for study are on the southern side of the building. One of the 
rooms has earth bermed along the exterior wall approximately 3 feet 
high, and the other room has no earth berming and is fabricated like a 
traditional wall. Both of the walls are made out of concrete with a
brick and terracotta facade and insulation between. To determine 
the e�ect of the passive design strategy, HOBOs were placed directly 
against the exterior wall, inside the room, and at the back of the room 
along the interior wall. We placed HOBOS around 2’, 4’, and 6’ within 
each room with a clear label. The HOBO Data Loggers will collect data 
on both relative humidity and temperature. Data was collected every 
hour throughout the day for three days in a row (2/22 through 2/25) 
to determine the average daily and nightly temperatures to compare 
to ASHRAE 55-2017 standards. By taking data at multiple intervals 
throughout the day the study can explore the temperature fluctuation 
di�erence between rooms that incorporate earth into the passive
design strategy vs. rooms with a more traditional form of construction. 
Our group used 7 HOBOs placed in two di�erent rooms. Room 1 was 
the o�ice and room 2 was the lobby area. We also used a Raytek 
Surface Temperature Gun that was measured at 2’ above interior 
ground level in two bermed rooms as well as two unbermed rooms 
(Room 1,4 and 2,3 respectively). Finally, we calculated the heat loss 
out of each room and determine the di�erence between the two 
rooms using the wall assembly information gained from construction 
documents. This calculation will help us determine the necessary 
mechanical systems to keep the rooms at the comfort standards set by 
ASHRAE 55.

4.0 DATA AND ANALYSIS
The weekend over which we collected data contained a record 
snow storm and colder than normal temperatures for the region. 
This may have e�ect on the data, specifically resulting in rapid 
temperature decreases. The data received from the HOBO data loggers 
indicated clear temperature di�erences between Room 1 and Room 
2 throughout the weekend period (Figure 4.1). Room 1 had a max 
temperature of 74.5 degrees Fahrenheit and a minimum temperature 
of 61 degrees. Room 2 had a high that was significantly lower at 72 
degrees and low that was the same, 61 degrees. On average, Room 1 
stayed warmer with a daily average of 69.5 degrees While Room 2 had 
a daily average of 66.9 degrees, approximately 3 degrees cooler (Figure 
4.2) When the hour by hour data was placed into the ASHRAE 55-2017 
standards for thermal comfort, the unbermed rooms spent a) more 
total time outside ASHRAE 55-2017 compliance and b) the recorded 
temperature went farther outside ASHRAE 55-2017 standards by 
approximately 1.4 degrees on average, while when room 1 went out of 
compliance to thermal comfort standards, the average was .75 degrees 
cooler than recommended by ASHRAE’s new requirements. Of the 
73 hours studied, 62 hours in the unbermed room had temperatures 
that fell outside thermal comfort compliance, while 28 hours were out 
of compliance in the bermed room (Figure 4.3). Neither the bermed 
room or the unbermed room were able to meet the performance 
standards of the thermal comfort; however, the bermed room had 
significantly fewer instances outside standards than the unbermed 
room. The Raytek Surface Temperature Gun allowed us to determine 
the significance of the heat loss through the wall. Bermed rooms (1 and 
4) had an average wall surface temperature of 72 degrees. While the 
unbermed rooms (2 and 3) had an average wall surface temperature of 
69 degrees Fahrenheit. This temperature di�erence indicates a more 
rapid heat loss through the unbermed walls, regardless of the wall 
assembly. This data supports the approximate calculation for design 
heat loss through wall assembly of bermed walls vs. unbermed walls. 
According to MEEB, since the heat loss through bermed assemblies 
cannot be easily calculated, it is approximated by halving the wall area 
in the wall portion of the heat loss equation. In the case of a 15’x12’ 
span of a typical wall in Chapman Hall, the design heat loss from the 
wall assembly is 332.64 BTU/hr. For a similar wall type, but bermed, 
as we see in Room 1 and 4, the design heat loss can be estimated to 
be 161.32 BTU/hr, much less than that of the unbermed wall (Figure 
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4.4). These three pieces of data clearly indicate that the bermed room 
achieved the standards for thermal comfort laid out by ASHRAE more 
successfully than the unbermed room. While both rooms had instances 
of falling below the standards, the bermed room reduced the impact of 
the abnormally cold weather on the interior temperature of the room. 
While the data does not support a 2 degree decrease from ASHRAE 
standards in the unbermed room, nor does it show that the bermed 
room remains wholly within ASHRAE thermal comfort
standards, the data does support a significant di�erence between the 
two types of rooms. Additionally, the data does support a 1.4 degree 
drop o� ASHRAE standards for unbermed rooms, and a .5 degree 
decrease from ASHRAE standards for bermed rooms.

5.0 LESSONS LEARNED
What was learned from this investigation was that a bermed room, a 
room that has a wall partially covered by earth, and unbermed room 
are surprisingly di�erent in their thermal comfort. The bermed room 
was on average 2-3 degrees warmer than the room without the dirt 
covered side. We were surprised to find that the bermed room was 
surprisingly warmer which made us realize how the earth can be used 
as a passive way to keep heat in a room. The data that was found by 
the group, the bermed o�ice, over three days, typically performed 
within the ASHRAE 55-2017 standard. It achieved the thermal comfort 
45 hours over 3 days where the unbermed room achieved it only 11 
hours over a three-day period. The unbermed room failed to meet 
ASHRAE 55-2017 standards 62 hours over a three-day period while the 
bermed room failed only 28 hours. This data shows that adding earth 
around the building helps keep the interior at a steady temperature. 
Since most large scale buildings must excavate for sizeable 
foundations, it would be fairly simple to make the first level slightly 
bermed by earth. This strategy could have significant implications 
on improving thermal comfort performance and reducing energy 
consumption by utilizing the passive strategy of earth integration 
rather than an increased reliance on mechanical systems.

6.0 CONCLUSION
From this study, data showed that rooms with bermed-earth exterior 
walls achieve the ASHRAE 55-2017
Standard for thermal comfort consistently more than those without 
bermed-earth walls, supporting the

hypothesis. Further research to conclusively link these temperature 
di�erences would need to be conducted however. Several contributing 
factors can adversely impact these findings such as: circulation 
through each space, location of HOBO data loggers relative to both 
windows/doors and heat outputs, and the ability of occupants to 
manually control room temperature. Future research questions to 
consider may include: How do programmatic needs and thermal 
comfort correlate? Would respondents in a survey say ASHRAE
55-2017 provides an adequate indoor thermal comfort level? What 
about across di�ering climates and a varying range of activities (ie. 
resting at home in Alaska in winter vs. working out at a gym in Arizona 
in summer)? And, would the results of the data collected in Chapman 
Hall change with the seasons and time of year? These are only a few 
potential ways in which the study could be expanded for a deeper 
look into the findings. While the current study does not include these 
factors, the findings do support the hypothesis that non-bermed 
rooms will fall two degrees below ASHRAE 55-2017 Thermal Comfort 
Standard. Where the data does not support this hypothesis is with 
regard to the performance of bermed-earth rooms meeting ASHRAE 
standards throughout the day. While performing better, there are 
instances where these bermed-earth spaces also fell outside the 
thermal comfort standard. We recommend the inclusion of
program and activity logging along with future studies into the thermal 
comfort within Chapman Hall to supplement any new research data 
compiled for a more diverse and holistic understanding of how
occupants a�ect thermal comfort and vice versa.
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vs. unbermed walls. According to MEEB, since the heat loss through bermed assemblies cannot be easily                
calculated, it is approximated by halving the wall area in the wall portion of the heat loss equation. In the                    
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case of a 15’x12’ span of a typical wall in Chapman Hall, the design heat loss from the wall assembly is                     
332.64 BTU/hr. For a similar wall type, but bermed, as we see in Room 1 and 4, the design heat loss can be                       
estimated to be 161.32 BTU/hr, significantly less than that of the unbermed wall (Figure 4.4). 
 
FIGURE 4.4: Design Heat Loss Calculation for Typical Wall in Chapman Hall: Bermed vs. Unbermed 
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FIGURE 4.5: Heat Loss through Wall Assemblies  
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laid out by ASHRAE more successfully than the unbermed room. While both rooms had instances of falling                 
below the standards, the bermed room reduced the impact of the abnormally cold weather on the interior                 
temperature of the room. While the data does not support a 2 degree decrease from ASHRAE standards in                  
the unbermed room, nor does it show that the bermed room remains wholly within ASHRAE thermal comfort                 
standards, the data does support a significant difference between the two types of rooms. Additionally, the                
data does support a 1.4 degree drop off ASHRAE standards for unbermed rooms, and a .5 degree decrease                  
from ASHRAE standards for bermed rooms.  
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have gained a more comprehensive understanding of the ways
in which high CO2 concentrations can occur, and in what ways humans 
are a�ected by this aspect of IAQ. CO2 concentrations can
climb remarkably high in certain situations, such as in a bedroom 
when one is sleeping with the windows closed all night, or when
surrounded by large groups of people in areas with poor ventilation. 
Time of day also plays a big factor in CO2 concentrations, as
rooms will generally “accumulate” CO2 over the course of a day. For 
example, a lecture hall that hosts continuous lectures over the
course of a school day will have higher CO2 levels in the last lecture 
than in the first lecture. According to ASHRAE 62.1, we may
experience drowsiness when CO2 levels climb above 1000 ppm, and 
we may experience health risks when CO2 levels climb above
2500 ppm. On a typical school day, we visit several di�erent rooms in 
di�erent buildings, with di�erent occupancies and ventilation systems.
Some of these buildings have been recently renovated and some are 
older. Through this study we hope to gain a more clear
understanding of the CO2 levels in these spaces, which may lead to a 
better understanding of ways we can improve the IAQ of
buildings on campus.

3.0 METHODOLOGY
In order to measure the general CO2 levels in the buildings we visit on a 
daily basis, each of us will carry a CO2 detector with us
from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM on one weekend day and one weekday. 
During these time periods, we will go about our normal days,
making sure to bring the CO2 detector and HOBO data logger 
everywhere we go and making sure the CO2 detection nozzle is
exposed to the air and unobstructed (the CO2 detector will not be 
carried in a bag or jacket pocket). In addition, it will be important to
keep a detailed log of our activities and whereabouts during these 
periods of data collection. By doing this, we will be able to look
back at our data and determine what CO2 levels correspond with 
which buildings and times of day. A¢er analyzing this data, we will
determine the average CO2 levels we experience in buildings on school 
days, compared to weekend days. Based on these
averages, we will determine an answer to our hypothesis.

A Day in the Life of CO2 Molecules
Flynn Casey, Billy Guarino
University of Oregon, Eugene, OR

ABSTRACT: We are interested in the di�erent ranges of CO2 levels that 
an average student experiences on a school day compared
to a weekend day. On a typical Tuesday, we spend most of the day in 
two or three buildings on campus as we attend di�erent
classes throughout the day. Most of the spaces we occupy in these 
buildings are large, volumetric rooms meant for high occupancies. 
These spaces include our studio spaces in Lawrence Hall, lecture 
rooms in Chapman and Lawrence Hall, and social spaces in the Erb 
Memorial Union (EMU). On the weekends, we spend most of our time 
working at home or in the studio, o¢en smaller spaces that are also 
filled with less people. We may spend more time outdoors on these 
days as well. Through the use of CO2 detectors and HOBO data loggers, 
we hope to examine the di�erent CO2 levels in the various buildings 
we visit on a
day-to-day basis. Through this analysis, we hope to gain insight on the 
variables that may a�ect CO2 levels in di�erent spaces. These variables 
may include size of space, occupancy of space, activity taking place or 
time of day, among potential others.

1.0 HYPOTHESIS
On average, the CO2 levels in buildings we visit on a school day will be 
at least 500 ppm higher than the CO2 levels in buildings we
visit on the weekend.

2.0 INTRODUCTION
We arrived at this hypothesis based on a common interest in the ways 
in which indoor air quality (IAQ) can a�ect personal comfort
and cognitive ability. Many of the spaces we visit on campus every day 
are designed to hold a large number of people at one time.
In any space like these, IAQ is extremely important to consider when 
designing ventilation systems, as large groups of people can
produce very high concentrations of CO2. This is especially important 
in classrooms and other learning spaces, where we want our
cognitive function to be unimpeded by environmental factors.
Through discussion and research of our proposed topic of study, we 
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LESSONS LEARNED:
We discovered that CO2 levels in any building are greater than we 
could possibly be aware of so it is imperative that try to keep fresh air 
inside our homes to help with our mental health. It will be interesting 
to study di�erent ways Oxygen can be brought into rooms through 
plant material, ventilation, and operable switches. Studies that would 
be interesting to explore is how much of the CO2 is sequestered by
vegetation types in an indoor environment. One interesting lesson 
to be derived from this research project is how we can integrate 
ventilation strategies into buildings in innovative ways. During our 
study one of the reasons our average CO2 levels came down under 
~1000 ppm is due to us walking outdoors with fresh oxygen. If we could 
potentially include circulation that is partially outdoors in a future 
design project, perhaps wrapping edges of buildings, we could capture 
some of the qualities the outdoor air quality (fresh oxygen) can bring to 
an indoor environment.

CONCLUSION:
We found that the CO2 levels steadily increased in parts per million 
while attending the larger lecture classes which was generally 
expected. On average, CO2 ppm levels were higher during the 
weekday versus the weekend, which was also generally expected. Our 
hypothesis however proves to be incorrect since the average CO2 levels 
are not 500 ppm higher than weekend days. Average CO2 levels ranged 
from 195 ppm - 322 ppm higher on the weekday versus the weekend 
day. See findings below:

Flynn Sunday(03-03-19) average: 703 ppm, peak: ~1200 ppm (goodwill) 
buildings visited: home, goodwill Flynn Tuesday (03-05-19) average: 
898 ppm, peak: ~2000 ppm (Chapman Lecture Hall) buildings visited: 
Chapman lecture hall, Lawrence studio 275/274, EMU, Lawrence 
lecture hall 177, Lawrence studio 275/274, Falling Sky (EMU) 

Billy Sunday average (03-03-19): 633 ppm, peak: ~1400 ppm (upstairs 
bedroom at 10am) buildings visited: home, Summit Creek Church, 
Lawrence 275 (studio), and the Hearth in Lawrence during a social 
event Billy Tuesday average (03-05-19): 955 ppm, peak: ~2000 ppm 
(Chapman Lecture Hall) buildings visited: Chapman lecture hall, 
Lawrence studio 275/274, EMU, Lawrence lecture hall 177, Lawrence 
studio 275/274, Lawrence 222

There was some data that we excluded from our averages and peak 
range of CO2 ppm reached due to a colleague breathing directly 
into the sensor causing it to spike at 3000 ppm (shown in graph) and 
another anomaly when Billy entered Chapman Hall there seems to be 
an odd spike in the data which does not seem accurate (also shown 
in graph). Another interesting finding is that CO2 levels in Chapman 
Hall’s lecture was drastically greater PPM than our lecture course 
in Lawrence Hall. This data is odd since the building was recently 
renovated and since the Chapman lecture room is ‘switch rich’. Perhaps 
the air infiltration of these windows are lower than
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Environmental 
Measurements

conscious designs, and technology within its new and old campus 
buildings. During the renovation chilled beams were installed, 
alongside new duct work, fans, and control panels for temperature 
and air flow per room. The new renovation of Chapman Hall in 
particular uses a Heat Recovery Ventilator system to circulate air in 
their constructed spaces. The technology used is intended to create 
an optimal air quality and promoting a healthy level of Co2 in the 
spaces being used. When testing how the system operates, the study 
is conducted in the first part of March over a three-hour period on a 
single day of use. Below are some photos and diagrams of how Heat 
Recovery Ventilator System works.

2.0 HYPOTHESIS
The CO2 levels in the Chapman Hall downstairs classroom will remain 
100 ppm above 500 ppm for one hour a¢er
occupancy.

3.0 METHODOLOGY
To begin, we contacted the building administrators to get permission 
on documenting the e�iciency of the Heat Recovery System. A¢er 
getting building permission, we selected a room that could easily be 
controlled. The variables we control are the number of people using 
the room, where they are in relation to the vent system, how long 
they are in the room for, and how long people are not in the room 
before and a¢er people enter the space. A¢er selecting the room, and 
deciding the timeline we wish to control, the Co2 monitor was placed 
in the center of the room. The first air documents the air quality and 
flow of fresh air before anyone uses the room for an hour. The doors 
and windows will be shut, with the only flow of air coming from the 
ventilator. We decided to conduct our research during a class
session, which last about an hour and a half. A¢er the data collection 
pre occupancy hour is over, the class session or occupancy period 
begins, the data is then collected, and they exit the classroom. From 
there another hour is recorded so the e�iciency of Co2 removal can be 
documented. At the end the data is analyzed and used to decide
whether the system replaces used air with fresh air up to the ASHRAE 
Standard.

Chapman and Chill
Alexandra Dobkin, Iván Castro
University of Oregon, Eugene, OR

ABSTRACT:
Carbon Dioxide leaves the human body as a toxin. This toxin surrounds 
us and becomes used air in the buildings we inhabit. A Heat Recovery 
Ventilator is used as a channel between fresh and exhausted air within 
the building. With the use of the ventilator there is a constant flow 
of air entering and leaving Chapman Hall. By mixing old and new air 
there is a constant volume of air that passes through the system, the 
only thing that changes is the temperature. They are easy to place in a 
building, with low installation cost, and are an accessory to the main 
HVAC system. However, due to the high operational cost the purpose 
of this paper was to find if the ventilation system was fast and e�icient 
in removing used air, and replacing it with fresh air. The method to test 
the e�iciency of the system was to select a room in Chapman Hall that 
could easily be regulated. A¢er picking a select room in the building, 
a Co2 monitor and Hobo was placed in the center of the room an hour 
before anyone sat in the room, an hour while people used the room, 
and an hour a¢er people had le¢. The variables considered were the 
number of people in the room, where they sat, and the location of the 
vent in the room. From the data collected, the Co2 levels dictate the 
system is e�icient in removing the used area for Chapman Hall.

KEYWORDS: Chilled Beams, Heat Recovery Ventilator, HRV, Carbon 
Dioxide, Chapman Hall

1.0 INTRODUCTION
University of Oregon is located in Eugene Oregon where most of 
the year is cold and wet, but the summers are hot, dry, and short. 
The buildings on the campus are used as shelter and a place of 
social gathering away from the usual cold and wet temperature that 
surrounds the campus during the school year. In order to create 
positive experiences with the build environment, University of 
Oregon is constantly renovating its campus. Chapman Hall is one of 
the founding buildings at University of Oregon and was one of the 
most recent campus renovations. University of Oregon prides itself 
on innovating designs that integrate sustainability, environmentally 



4.0 NARRATIVE
To start our team was assigned Chapman Hall as a case study. From 
there we walked through the building to understand the building 
before the renovation, and a¢er the renovation. Then we tried to 
compare all the new renovation components that were made in 
Chapman and decided we wanted to focus on the overall thermal 
comfort of the building. The newest technology that Chapman Hall 
was proud of was the advanced HVAC system of the chilled beams. The 
chilled beams were a feature we were unfamiliar with, as they were not 
in Lawrence Hall. A¢er we decided on chilled beams we immediately 
discussed di�erent ways we could approach them in the context of
Chapman Hall, and the e�ects they had on the building. The purpose 
of the beams are to alter the temperature of air, we also wanted to find 
if the beams were beneficial for the ventilation patterns in the building, 
or if their technology was a missed opportunity. Unfortunately the 
chilled beams are not in use in the colder months but the building still
circulates old and new air. From there we changed our study to just the 
ventilator system being used to control the the flow and volume of air 
quality.

6.1 ANALYSIS
This data collected (Table 3) presents descriptive results in comparing 
the concentration in ppm of carbon dioxide in a space before, during 
and a¢er occupancy. Compared to the hypothesis, the levels of CO2 
exceeded considerably those suggested. Before occupancy, the levels 
of carbon dioxide were below 500 ppm (488ppm) as expected. But
since a person was required to observe the data collection, the CO2 
gradually increased over the course of the first hour until reaching a 
value of 633.1ppm, already above the expected unoccupied level of 
500ppm. Once the room became occupied at 10:00am, the CO2 level 
rapidly increased to 1271.7ppm within the first half hour, surpassing
ASHRAE’s recommended level of indoor concentration (1000 1200ppm) 
A¢er that, the levels dropped 1179.5 ppm due to an unexpected 
opening of the door, allowing for some air to circulate to the inside. 
Once closed, the levels continued to increase to 1209.4 ppm, once 
again surpassing AHRAE’s recommended level, until the users le¢ at 
11:30am. Once unoccupied, the values of CO2 concentration decreased 
rapidly for the first hour reaching a value of
765 ppm. This sudden decrease may have been influenced by the 
doors opening and closing several times as

di�erent users le¢ the room, allowing for increased circulation of air. 
However, a¢er 12:00pm, the CO2 levels continued to drop steadily for 
the remaining of the last hour of data recording, confirming the Chilled 
Beams HRV system in recirculating air into the room.

7.0 LESSONS LEARNED
For learning spaces, students need to be able to concentrate and 
participate without hesitation or drawbacks. With increased CO2 levels 
people become lethargic, unmotivated, tired, and face the drawbacks 
of becoming unfocused. Having focus and energy while in a learning 
environment is critical in any classroom. From our study of the CO2
levels in the Chapman classroom, we found that with the door closed, 
windows closed, and the number of bodies present, the ventilator 
system did reach above 500 ppm and then over 1000 ppm. At 1000 
ppm people begin to feel the negative e�ects of carbon dioxide. This 
being said, the ventilator was not enough to exhaust used air out 
to keep an optimal balance of air flow. The lessons that we learned 
were that the CO2 levels can be improved with the help of a switch 
rich environment. The opening and closing of windows, or doors can 
help release extra amounts of CO2 that the ventilator may not be able 
to exhaust fast enough. For our studio project we would still use the 
ventilator because it did show signs of a fast recovery a¢er people had 
le¢ the room, but we would also add the door being able to open
and close, as well as windows being operable, to allow the best 
comfort while people were using the space.

CONCLUSIONS
Our hypothesis about the Heat Recovery System was that the CO2 
levels in the Chapman Hall downstairs classroom
will remain 100 ppm above 500 ppm for one hour a¢er occupancy. 
From our data collection our hypothesis was
supported that the hour a¢er occupancy the CO2 levels were still 
above 500 ppm. The research however, led to
interesting findings, besides the observation of CO2 levels post 
occupancy. During the experiment we found that they
were points in time where the CO2 levels went above 1000 pp, which 
was over the recommended CO2 levels in
classrooms. This finding of the peak of CO2 levels pointed to a new 
conclusion where even though the classroom did
make a fast recovery a¢er people had le¢, it did not work e�icient 
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enough to restrict the CO2 levels from ever
reaching 1000 ppm.
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1.6 Figures: drawings and photographs 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Chilled Beam in Chapman Hall 
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Figure 2: Heat Recovery Ventilation Air Flow Diagram 

https://www.andrianos.gr/en/products/ventilation-systems-with-heat-recovery 
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DISCUSSION
A
er evaluating the information collected, the researchers have si
ed 
through the data and identified di�erent metrics by which to evaluate 
the level of success in Chapman Hall’s design goals.  They have arrived 
at four main conclusions with regard to the architects’ and building 
managers’ design intentions, now that the building has been occupied 
for over a year. Those four conclusions can be characterized as 

a) Forms of Collaboration, b) Access Control, c) 
Sustainability, and d) Wayfinding.



FORMS OF COLLABORATION
This is an umbrella term used to describe the di�erent ways in which 
the layout of the program spaces in Chapman Hall encourage or 
discourage interaction. The designers expressed in interviews and 
focus groups that one of their main goals was to design a space that 
e�ortlessly facilitated interaction between students, between faculty 
members, and especially between students and faculty. They intended 
for the design of the hallways, classrooms, and staircases to facilitate 
unplanned “chance” encounters. The architects at Hennebery Eddy 
also pointed out two driving motifs in their design process: the round 
table, as a driver for academic discussion, and the idea of the chocolate 
chip cookie, as a symbol for warmth, coziness, and feeling of “home” 
for the honors students.

A
er collecting data, we can say that the goals within the “forms of 
collaboration” umbrella have received mixed results. According to 
a number of students and faculty members that were consulted in 
interviews and focus groups, the layout of Chapman Hall has not 
increased the number of those chance encounters. One professor 
commented that the space does feel more open, but this is not always 
a good thing – there is an idea that if a professor is in his/her o�ice, 
they are available to chat, but this cuts down on necessary private 
work time. Some professors also expressed dissatisfaction with the 
classrooms on the second floor, saying that they were too large for 
the small classes that are a feature of the honors college, with one 
professor using the word “cavernous”. Certain small details of the 
classrooms received some criticism – the white boards are too high o� 
the ground for many professors to take full advantage of them, and the 
rolling desks result in many students rolling to the outer corners of the 
room to avoid participation. Some faculty expressed dissatisfaction in 
that some people share o�ices with up to three other people, making 
alone time or the possibility of private one-on-one meetings di�icult. 
The sta� members on the first-floor mezzanine prefer privacy, and 
discourage students from occupying this area without an appointment 
with a sta� member. This section of the building is amply separated 
from the main circulation areas that students occupy. On the positive 
side, many users approved of the idea of the round, elliptical tables 
that are in use in many of the seminar rooms. The round table concept 
encourages discussion and participation, a main feature of the honors 
college, which contrasts with the one-to-many lecture concept. A 

former honors college student and current architect at Hennebery Eddy 
used a personal example in conveying that the rectangular tables that 
were in use before the renovation meant that students at the edges 
were e�ectively barred from the discussion; the new system means 
that a student anywhere at the table can make eye contact and have a 
discussion with the professor and other students. Many students also 
expressed a fondness for the third-floor library and lounge areas as 
being welcoming, desirable places to spend time relaxing, studying, or 
having small discussions. There is even a group of students that gathers 
on Friday a
ernoons to bake cookies in the small kitchenette, thus 
literally qualifying the architects’ goal to incorporate the chocolate chip 
cookie motif into their design.

SOURCE: HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS
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ACCESS CONTROL
Being a specific building for the honors college, Chapman Hall utilizes a 
number of techniques with regard to security and privacy that make it 
distinct from other buildings on campus. Access to the building is more 
exclusive. The doors to Chapman Hall are locked to the general public 
a
er 5pm on weekdays, and all day on the weekends. Chapman sta� 
members have 24-hour access with their identification card; honors 
students can access the building until 8:30pm with their unique honors 
college ID cards. This exclusivity adds an air of importance and prestige 
to the students who have special access to the building, perhaps 
building on the idea of an honors college being separate, worthy of 
certain perks. Some students that were consulted expressed that this 
feeling of exclusivity exists, but that some students let it go to their 
heads. It is worth noting the caveat that the researchers themselves 
were barred from accessing the building during the aforementioned 
a
er-hours, so research techniques like behavior observation and 
mapping were not possible outside of the Monday-Friday daytime 
windows.

Upon entering the main lobby (from either the north or south doors), 
visitors are greeted by the front desk sta�. These front desk sta� 
members have commented that a structural column in the center of 
the lobby obstructs the view of the north entry door, so visitors from 
that direction are hidden until they get beyond that column. These sta� 
members have also commented that the new front desk location by the 
south door has less visibility than its prior location, which is now where 
the first-floor stair sits – though they say this is an acceptable trade-o� 
for having vertical circulation to the upper floors without having to go 
outside to the exterior stair, which was necessary before the renovation.

One professor commented that the building is “too secure”; she once 
forgot her umbrella in her o�ice, and by the time she returned to get it, 
the building had locked, and she needed to have someone inside open 
the door. A student commented that they feel safe and secure when 
using the third-floor library, enjoying the more insulated, exclusive 
nature of the space. Certain security measures like bright lights and 
blue E-phones in the historic Memorial Quad are restricted by campus 
design guidelines. Instead, one interior and two exterior security 
cameras have been added since the renovation.

SUSTAINABILITY
The architects and designers took environmental sustainability 
seriously in the renovation of Chapman Hall. They have set their sights 
on obtaining LEED Gold certification, and are on track to achieve this 
goal. 

One trade-o� in terms of sustainability was in the historical preservation 
– Chapman Hall features original single-pane windows that have existed 
in the building since Ellis Lawrence’s design of the late 1930’s. These 
windows are not energy e�icient, but the architects and engineers have 
used other techniques to o�set the energy losses resulting from these 
windows. One thermal control measure has been the introduction of 
chilled beams into the mechanical system, an energy e�icient means to 
control the temperature of the space without resorting to conventional 
air conditioning. Most of the rooms feature ceiling fans and operable 
windows, which the architects refer to as a “first line of defense” for 
controlling the temperature of the spaces without resorting to more 
energy consuming methods. Most rooms also feature energy e�icient 
LED lighting; the light controls also come with informative placards, 
intended to educate the building users so that people do not use 
unnecessary amounts of energy. Building users that were present 
before the renovation have commented that the thermal comfort of 
the environment has been improved greatly; before the renovation 
the building was o
en too hot or cold, but now it is more comfortable 
without resorting to mechanical systems. Ventilation and ample 
daylight have been specific points of praise by the building users. 

Finally, impressively, the building designers were able to reuse 98% of 
the original building materials in the design.



WAYFINDING

The driving idea behind the idea of wayfinding and circulation was that 
of a central spine or corridor on each floor for horizontal circulation, 
and the west stair for vertical circulation. As stated above, the original 
Chapman Hall did not o�er vertical access between the ground floor 
and the upper floors without the user having to exit the building and use 
the exterior stair. The addition of an interior stair has been seen as a big 
improvement. Horizontally, the architects utilized the central corridor 
as the primary wayfinding technique, with smaller o�ices, classrooms, 
and seminar rooms o� of the main corridor. The elevator now o�ers 
access to each floor, including the basement and first floor mezzanine. 
Some have commented that it’s odd that the first floor does not have a 
restroom; a front desk sta� member expressed that an elderly woman 
entered the building asking for a bathroom, and was bothered to learn 
that she would need to descend to the basement. A professor with 
an o�ice on the third floor said that during busy times of the day, the 
second and third floor bathrooms will be packed with students, so he 
o
en descends all the way to the basement to use the bathroom. The 
redesign of the first-floor lobby has received praise, with comments 
expressing that wayfinding is much more straightforward now than 
before the redesign. Sta� members enjoy the small sta�-only room just 
to the north of the first-floor stair; this supply closet is a “cozy” refuge-
like space to make copies or gather supplies.

HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS, JOSH PARTEE,  PHOTOGRAPHER
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LESSONS LEARNED
It is important for architects to incorporate the human aspect of 
design into their practice. Ultimately, we design places for people 
to occupy and enjoy. In addition to being concerned with the artistic 
value and the sustainable, scientific factor of design, architects must, 
in a sense, become sociologists. We must incorporate social research 
into our practice, in order to learn what works and what doesn’t, what 
tendencies we have as designers that either help or hurt the human 
experience within a building.

In the evaluation of Chapman Hall, a few lessons have emerged. One 
of the most prevalent is that it is impossible to please everyone. One 
example is given by the student-instructor interaction; students may 
enjoy closer proximity and easier access to professors. While professors 
may love instructing and guiding students, they may not particularly 
enjoy such easy access from students, wishing instead for more privacy 
in which to get work done.

One interesting idea that emerged in the discussion with instructors 
is that “more space is not always better space”; some instructors 
indicated that some of the Chapman classrooms were too big for the 
honors college, enabling students to dri
 into the corners and away 
from discussion or participation.

Security and access control are important to any building, and especially 
so to an exclusive entity like the honors college. Students enjoy having 
special, restricted access to a building. On the flip side, this can create 
an unhelpful dynamic, with some students seeing themselves as being 
more important than their fellows. 

Many interesting environmental control systems ideas emerged in 
the research of Chapman. The architects and engineers provided 
great information concerning the building’s sustainability, which is 
impressive especially given the fact that it was a renovation; one can 
wonder what the architects would have done di�erently if Chapman 
Hall were a brand-new building.

Most notably, the lesson that is most apparent to the researchers is the 
broad scope and e�ectiveness of social research involved in a post-
occupancy evaluation. Of course, there are pros and cons to research 
of this nature. It is time consuming, and takes away from the ability for 
professionals to work on other projects. If we were in the industry and 

not students, it would be expensive. On the flip side, a post-occupancy 
evaluation proves invaluable data and information to building managers 
and designers – it provides a metric for these entities to evaluate the 
relative success of their design decisions. In this way, future projects 
can incorporate the more successful design moves, and those that were 
less successful can be improved upon. A post-occupancy evaluation is 
a team e�ort and requires organization, focus, and tenacity. Hopefully 
the findings presented in this research will be as helpful to the building 
managers and designers as it was to our education as students.
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CONCLUSIONS
A�er analyzing the data collected in this post-occupancy evaluation, 

the researchers have reflected on limitations of the study, 

contributions to the profession, and areas for 
future study.



LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Bureaucratic elements, conflict with the Clark Honors College, and 
building access provided hindrances to researching Chapman Hall. While 
instructors provided Human Contexts groups with rosters of instructors 
for interviews and focus groups, there were conflicts finding students to 
interview and pushback from the Clark Honors College administration 
because of attempts to interview. Though our student group was under 
the impression we had permission to study the building and conduct 
social research, interactions led Human Contexts students seemed like 
a nuisance in the Honors College. This atmosphere limited the amount 
of valuable feedback we were able to glean from this project. 

Limited building access during the weekends and a�er hours also 
limited the scope of what Human Contexts students could study, leading 
us to omit how the building functions when classes are not being 
held and students might be less guarded. Instead of seeing a strictly 
academic face, we might have been able to see more of the social life 
of the building. This project began with the idea that we must tread 
lightly when researching, with the idea that the building owners and 
architects would not want to hear negative findings about the building. 
This diminished the scope of the project substantially.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PROFESSION
Post Occupancy Evaluations (POEs) are beneficial to architects in that 
they provide feedback from those individuals that actually use and 
interact with the building on a regular basis. This allows the architects 
to understand what parts of their design are working well, working 
poorly, or not working as intended. Through this, lessons can be learned 
that can be applied to future designs, or can be retroactively applied to 
past designs.

The POE allows us to look at the intentions of the design team, how 
those intentions were realized, and how those realizations now work 
in the real world.

FLEXIBILITY
A practice that is o�en used in active learning environments is the 
flexibility of the space. This can be done with furniture and fixtures 
that are not static, and can be adapted to di�erent teaching styles 
throughout a school day. Chapman Hall’s classrooms feature a great 
deal of easily movable chairs and tables, which overall favorably viewed 
by the faculty and students we interacted with. However, some faculty 
noted that they felt there was too much flexibility, or would at least like 
access to more tabled.

INTERACTION
We were told that one of the main focuses of the renovation was to 
increase chance interaction between students and faculty members. 
This was achieved by placing the main faculty suite adjacent to the 
third floor student lounge, and the supplementary faculty o�ices within 
the main circulation point on the second floor. The interviewed faculty 
noted that there was definitely an increase in these chance interactions, 
but felt that privacy was sacrificed in favor of this.

HEALTH
As the occupants of Chapman hall spend so much time within 
the building, of course there was an intention to create a healthy 
environment. This was accomplished by the use of an active HVAC 
system, chill beams, and large windows on the north and south sides 
of the building to fill the interior with daylighting. This was reacted 
favorably to by all interviewees.



SUBJECTS FOR FUTURE STUDY

Germaine to the topics covered in Human Context of Design, our 
evaluation maintained a close focus on a qualitative understanding of 
occupant experiences of Chapman Hall since its 2016 redesign. As a 
result, however, most metrics commonly used to determine comfort 
were not quantitatively measured. To gain a more comprehensive 
understanding of how the building functions and operates, future 
studies would benefit from the collection and analysis of data to 
determine the building’s E-Value, ambient decibel readings, running 
costs of operation,  equipment e�iciency, etc. Additionally, while 
the building is on track to receive LEED Gold Certification, it could be 
worthwhile to assess the prospects of long term performance--perhaps 
with an eye to additional sustainability initiatives such as the Living 
Building Challenge which requires multi-year recertification. LOWEST AND HIGHEST RECORDED TEMPERATURE/HUMITY IN ZONE 1 

(ORANGE) AND ZONE 2 (BLUE) CHART FROM MECHANCIAL AND ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT FOR BUILDINGS
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Future studies could also seek to more thoroughly analyze the building’s 
performance with respect to di�erent user groups. Our evaluation 
o�ers a broad look at the challenges faced by the building’s individual 
demographics, but stops short of a detailed assessment of the issues or 
possible remedies. Further study could move to understand overlapping 
issues between groups and seek to pro�er synergistic solutions where 
they exist. 



(ORIGINAL BUILDING SECTION, PROVIDED BY HENNEBERY EDDY ARCHITECTS)
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